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The Murray Lcdger & Times
Volume 98 No. 87 In Our 98th Year
Dr. Cole Named To
Receive State Honor
Dr. Ruth E. Cole, chairman of the
Department of Nursing at Murray State'
University, has been selected to receive
the Nurse Educator of the Year Award
for 1977 by the Kentucky League for
Nursing.
'Presentation -will be Made at a
meeting of the Kentucky League for
Nursing to be held in conjunction with
the 49th annual convention of the
Kentucky Hospital Association in
Louisville May 9-1041.
Criteria  _upon __whiela:_the .seleetien --
committee _ chose Miss -Cole for the,
award are distinguished performance
as a nursing educator, persistence and
achievement in scholarly pursuit, and
an approitch. design. and im-
plementation for teaching nursing that
is innovative and effective.
Miss Cole, a member of the faculty at
Murray State.. since 1949, served as
director of the diploma nursing
program, and after- being named
department chairman in 1954, was
instrumental in the initiation of a
baccalaureate degree nursing program
in 1964.
In. the years she has headed the
nursing programs, a total of 818 nursing
students have graduated at Murray
State — 462 through the baccalaureate
-program.---and--356- through. diploma-- -
programs affiliated with Jennie Stuart
Hospital in Hopkinsville and the
Owensboro-Daviess County Hospital.




The Kentucky Humanities ,Council
has awarded a grant to fund a workshop
entitled The Elderly:, Their Health
and the Drugs in their lives" to be
conducted on April 22, 1977, at rittwray
State University. The -workshop-will be
under the direction of Phil Deaver,
Coordinatte, Professional and Special
Activities, Murray State University,
The workshop will begin at 9:O0&. m.
and continue until 4:30 p. m. The
sessions will be free and open to the
public. All senior citizens and anyone
(--- 41111who works • with the _elderly are
especially invited and urged to attend
the workshop. Continuing education
units will be available for a $2 fee
through Murray State University for
those who are interested.
Featured speakers will be Ron
Gaetano, executive director of the
Boome County Drug Awareness Center
in Jounson City, New York, and Betsy
Epstein, R. N., director of the Seniors
Health Program at Augustana Hospital
in Chicago. Gaetano and Epstein are
considered two of the leading
authorities on the subject and they have
conducted Drug Awareness Workshops
throughout the eastern United States
over the past two years.
Other speakers who will be making
valuable contributions to the program
include Professor Carlos Anderson and
Dr. Robert Doty of Campbellsville
College and Charles Clark, M. D.,
Family Practioner of Murray.
The conference will examine the
serious problems of aging, the
relationship of the elderly to the larger
society, and the drug problems of the
aged. ,e_kll interested Individuals are
invited to the Racer Room OTIRICISIJ
Football Stadium at 9:00 on April n,
1977. Ample parking is available and
the room is accessible to all individuals.
For further information and reser-
vations you may contact Pamela
Ga?land at (502) 753-9839 or Phil
Deaver at (502) 762-2086.
inside today.
Miss Cole, who is also a captain in the
U. S. Navy Nurse Corps, is active in a
number of professional organizations
and.' has been involved in efforts to
promote the betterment of health and
nursing care in the region.
• During the middle 1950s, she, ajong
with several other interested pirsons,
helped to lay the foundations for the
School of New Hope for the mentally
retarded in Murray. Its classes for the
educable and trainable were later in-
tegrated into the public school system
,and Comprehensive rare Center. '
Miss COW has served on the board of
directors of the Kentucky Nurses
Association and the Kentucky League
.for Nursing.
She earned the nursing diploma at the
Nazareth School of Nursing at St.
Joseph's Hospital in Lexington, the B.
S. degree, at the University of Texas,
the M. A. degree at Columbia
University Teachers College, and the
Ed. D. degree at Indiana University.
Murray Board Will
Meet Here Thursday
The Murray Board of Edueation will
meet Thursday, April 14, at 7:00 p. m.
_at the Board Office Building, accerciin_g
to Frea-Seliultz, superintendent of city
schools and secretary to the board of
education.
Items included On the agendainclude
the following:
— Review of fall and winter sports
program by Eli Alexander.
— Consideration of School Calendar
Committee's recommendation for the
1977-78 schooLcalenclar.
— Review of invitation for Murray
High Stage Band to perfarn at the Mid-
West National Band Clinic in
December.
Other items include consideration of
proposal to complete the window
replacement at Murray Middle School,
recommendation of Merrill Brick and
Chariot Courtney as substitute





Two candidates — Dr. S. M.
Matarazzo and Di. C. D. Wilder —
remain in contention for the faculty
seat on the Murray State University
Board of Regents, after a three-man
runoff election Tuesday failed for the
second time to decide the issue.
They will be on the ballot Friday
when the faculty votes for the third
time to choose a successor to Dr. Mark
Cunningham, professor of psychology,
who has served since the spring of 1974.
Matarazzo, professor of professional
-studies, and Wilder, associate professor
of biological sciences,, were the leading
vote-getters in the runoff with 108 and
108 votes respectively. Dr. Harry
Conley, aasociate .professor of
Chemistry, sot 52 votes and was
eliminated.
• Since no candidate polled a clear
- majority of the 266 total votes cast, a
second nmoff becomes necessary
under election guidelines to determine
who will represent the faculty on the
board for a three-year term.
Balloting among nine candidates last
Friday set -up the first runoff. Faculty
members of assistant professor rank
and above are eligible to vote in the
elections. •
The new faculty representative will
I* installed at the next board of regents_
meeting on April 23. Neither Mater-arm
nor Wilder has previously served on the
board.
• Kirksey resident Brown C. 'fucker has quite a
background in aviation. An interesting story on Tucker
entitled "There's a Flyer in the Orchard" appears in
Section Three, Page 19.
Three KET courses scheduled to begin on Saturday,
April 23 may be used to earn credit through Murray State
University. To find out more, see the story in Section Two,
page 15.
clear and mild
Clear and mild tonight. 'Sunny
and warm on 'Fhnesday. Lows
tonight in the low to mid 50s.
Highs Thursday in the low to mid












Murray. Ky., Wednesday Afternoon. April 13, 1971, 15' 'Per Copy
UP WITH PEOPLE—"Up With People," a musical variety show, was presented at Murray State University last night. The
show is a group of college students on tow, both in this country and abroad. The show was presented atthe Mdrray State
Univeeriity-fieldhouse-, and--sponsisredisyth-e- %ASV Student ActiviriectiThner -Red Cross has furnaned-food, ctothtriX-
staff phcao Dayid Hai nurse* and hospital care, and welfare .
• inquiries from next of 'kin concerning




Tourism Must Begin Seeking
While most of us spent the Easter
Holiday at home with friends and
--relatives, the people of flood-ravaged
southeastern 'Kentucky were spending
their Easter Sunday cleaning their
homes and trying to rebuild com-
munities in a state' of complete
di.sarray.
Judge Robert 0. Miller, • Calloway
County Red Cross Disaster Chairman,
gas reported that over 41,000 families
suffered losses in the massive floods in
45 counties in Kentucky, Virginia, West
• Virginia, and Tennegisee. He also added
—that surveys show nearly 27,000-homes
were destroyed or damaged, and in
Kentucky alone, 10 counties and 100,000
individuals are severely affected. .
Working along with the victims of the
disaster are hundreds of Red Cross
volunteers and staff members.
throughout the state. The Red Cross
workers have disregarded the utter
destruction, mud slides, blocked roads,
and ruggedness of the ifea__113 provide
emergency services as quickly as
possible for those who are -in need,
Judge Miller said. Along with
emergency shelters established, the
their immediate families. •
Judge Miller 'has said that the most
important need of the disaster victims
Recognition, Steger Maintains
siTato:isamccommlinul, betogin sas:nekin
recognition it deserves as one of the
three most important industries in the
Steger, 
Development Proinotion Committee
Chairman of Kentucky's Western
Waterland. This was a major. topic
discussion at the monthly meeting of
the Board---of DireetOrs of The eight-
county tourist -piomotion ocganizaUoü
for Kentucky and Barkley lakes.
Steger's _committee reported on a
recent meeting with Hank .Lindsey,
executive assistant with the Kentucky
Department of Commerce. Lindsey is a
torrner executife direCtor of- Ken-
tucky's Western Waterland. According
County School
Board To Meet
The Calloway County School Board
will meet in regular session Thursday
at seven p. m. at theltioard office.
Supt. Jack Rose has released an
agenda for the meeting, which includes
payments to Castleberry Associates
Architects and Crouch Construction:
change orders on the construction at
the high school; a report on economic
education; personnel matters; con-
sideration of a request for utilization of
North Elementary School, and the
superintendent's report, which will
include transportation, construction,
the facility survey report, football field





Members of the Calloway County
Democratic Executive Conunitfee and
county precinct officers met at the
Courthouse Monday evening to make
plans for a Stump Speaking Day to be
held on Saturday, May 14 on the North
Side of the County Courthouse.
For a donation of $1 per minute to the
County Democratic party, speakers
will be allotted ai much time as they
desire to promote their candidacies for
city and county offices to be voted upon
in the May 24 Democratic primary. A
drawing at the -Monday meeting
determined that the candidates for the
various offices will speak in the
following order: Mayor; Magistrate,
District 2; City Council, Ward B; City
'Council Ward A; District 'Court Judge;
Magistrate, District 4; County Jailer;
County Property Evaluation
Administrator; County Court Clerk;
Magistrate, District 3; County Judge;
County Sheriff; Magistrate, District 1;
County Coroner; and, County Attorney.
Contestants for each office will appear
in an order to be established by a
drawing, to be held on the day of the
event. All candidates in the primary
will be contacted by letter concerning
participation irithe event.
All persons interested in donating
cakes, pies, cookies, or other items to
be sold at the event should contact
Suzanne Schroeder at 753-9572. -
Steger, some of the techniques used
in attracting heavy industry to the state
can also be applied to an effOrt to at-
tract developers of recreation and
tourist-oriented facilities. A meeting is
planned with other Department of'
Commerce personnel, and Steger said-
that his committee will urge the
-depertrnent--to become -more -a*.tively
\Involimi_Ati 'working- with the tourism
ndustey.
' Proposed changes in the KWW _by-
laws were also discussed atthe Monday,
night meeting at Kenlake State Park.
The amendments, proposed by a
special -by-laws - committee; : would
include provision for election of Board
members tiy a mail vote, rather than a
vote at the annual membership
meeting.'
Discussion was also held concerning
the proposed Lyon County Port
Authority on Lake Barkley. A letter
from the Department of the Army was
read indicating that the public notice
period of the project has been con-




- Four high school seniors from
Murray and Calloway County have
been selected to receive $500 Century
Club Scholarships to attend. Murray
State University during the 1977-78
9
school year. 
They are: Jacqulyn Galloway, Lisa
Kay. Outland, and Tom Elliot Shupe, all
seniors at Murray High School; and
Dwight Daniel Watson, a senior -a4
Calloway County High School.
Miss Galloway, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dwain Galloway of 207 S. 13th
Street, was chosen as a National Merit
Commended Student. She has par-
ticipatedin band, stage band, Tri-Alpha
Club, Future Homemakers of America
and math team.
She plans to study natural sciences at
,MurrafState. '
Miss Outland is the daughter,of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Thomas Outland of 223 So.
15th Street. A National Merit
Scholarship Finalist, she was selected
for membership in Who's Who Among
American High School Students. She
has participated in band.
Miss Outland plans to study
veterinary medicine at Murray State.
- Shupe was selected as a National
Merit Scholarship Finalat. The son of
Mr. and Mrs. Conon Doyle Shupe of 307
N. 6th Street, he has been active in the
Club and Gun Club.
, Wildlife and industrial arts will be
ihupe's areas of study at MSU.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Dwight
Laverne Watson of Murray, Route 2.
Watson has received several awards
'or physical science, biology ad
hemistry. He was selected for
:nembership in Who's Who Among
Unerican High School Students and
holds memberships in the Beta Club
-aid Pep Club.
Watson plans to boncentrate his
Audies in chemistry at MSU.
now under study by the Corns. of
Engineers. The KWW Board agreed to
invite a representative of the project to
a future Board meeting to answer
. questions about the project.
now is money -- money that is so
urgerttfy required to -begin -rebuilding"
their lives. The ..Kentucky Division
American Red Cross is launching a
$560,000 fund campaign for the disaster.
Those . desiring to contribute Should
designate the donations for "Flood
Victims" and forward them to their
local chapter athe Red Cross, Bux.-488,- —
Murray, KY 42071.
'Local Issues Forum'
To Debut On Thursday
Knew. regular feature of The Murray Ledger &Times will make its debut
in the Thursday, April 14 edition of the newspaper. -
Entitled "Local Issues Forum," the series.wia present both sides of issues
and questions of local interest. The "pro" and "con" articles will be
authored by local persons and will run side-by-side in this newspaper.
Reader response to the questions raised in the series is encouraged.
Articles onhe first topic, 'Should Murray Legalize the Sale of Alcoholic
Beverages,'4kwill appear Thursday. On the following Thursday !April 21
responses from readers will be compiled and published.
Pro and con articles on a different topic will appear every other Thursday
with reader responses being printed the following Thursday during the 10-
week duration of the series. --s
The series is a pilot project sponsored jointly by the Kentucky Humanities -
Council, the Department of Humanistic Studies at Murray State University
anfbe Murray Ledger & Times. If the pi ujed nets the hoped for results —
making the general public more aware of issues vital to day-to-day living —
the series will be adopted for a full year beginning in September, 1977. -
Dr. Robert L. Burke, chairman of the Dept. of History at MSU and T.
Wayne Beasley, history professor, are campus coordinators for the project
arisd are working in conjunction with Murray Ledger & Times editor Gene
McCutcheon.
The concept for the series originated with Burke and Beasley who con-
tacted the Kentucky Humanities Council (KHC ). The KHC agreed to support
the pilot project and indicated, that if it proves successful it could be ex-
panded to other areas of the state.
Murray Ledger & Times readers are encouraged to watch for the series
beginning on tomorrow's front page. Readers are encouraged to respond to
the articles by writing to Local Issues Forum, The Murray Ledger & Times,
P. 0. Box 32, Murray, Ky. 4201). Letters must be received by Tuesday. April
19, so that they cantie compile for the following Thursday's edition..•
s
New members installed in the Murray lions Club last night are, left toright, Terry, tee, Joe D. Ward, Steve Zea, David Fitts. Ken Kellar and Darrell
ferron. The new members were installed by Past President lame \z„.,./Rogers who charged them fo dedicate themselves to the aims and pur-
poses of tionism, that of concem.for service to others and the community
Attendance awards were presented to club members by the secretary.Richard Jones: forty one members were recognized for perfect attendancefor the past year and special awards were presented to M.C. McCuiston
and WS. Tolley for perfect attendance for thirty three and thirty six years
respectively. Plans for the annual door-to-0ot light bulb, broom and mopsale are being finalized for April 25 and 26. tarn, Dagit. Milwaukee. was theguest of John Thompeow.
•




L By Lochte Hart
Entbarrassing Errors
In defense, of widows, I
hasten to correct a statement
made of them in my last
column. Quoting Mrs. A.
Carman's-reasons-Mr having
a condominium here for
widows who are tired of
keeping up homes and would
like relief, the quote stated
"The widows are dirty and
paint is needed all over or in
patches." The letter "n" was
left out of wilds*. Sounds
better after the word was
changed from widow to
wiadew.
Honest mistakes are made
by us all. Sadie Nell Jones and
1 were talking at the Delta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club last night about
an unusual experience while
she was president of the
Woman's Club and I Was
editor of. the Ledger and
Times. The club, in
cooperation with the Parent-
Teaqher Association, spon-
sored a horse show in the
school football field to raise
money to help clear the
clubhouse debt and. start a
lunch room program for the
high school.
To accommodate the an-
ticipated crowd in attendance,
box seats were arranged and
sold for special prices. Local
citizens lent lawn furniture to
make these box seats pretty.
and cianfortable. All seats
were sold and the committee
arranged at the last minule-
cor more.,
The newspaper Was called
and asked to give a box ad 3x4
a Special place to attract
attention. The ad specified, -
"Box Seats Available to the
Horse Show being sponsored
by the Murray Woman's Club
and the Parent-Teacher
Association. .." The letter "s"
had been omitted in horse. A
last minute rpeh in 'pitting the
paper to press - no proof
reading was done. But 'Ad-
vertising pays - • for im-
mediately after the paper was
on the streets, the office
telephone began ringing. The
horse show was h uccess
financially even with false
advertisements.
Bruno, the St. Bernard
member of the Gene Landon
family, was beside himSelf
recepRy when Debbie Landolt
and three of her Stephen
College friends stopped here
for a rest and visit en route to
school from a Florida
vacation. He was still happy
that his master George had
returned from school. When
she and George came to see
me with the three visitors, he
busied himself with sitting
beside Debbie, then going to
George.
He refuses to eat breakfast
naked it is placed beside the
truck that he rides in when
George goes to his wood-
cutting jobs. He's afraid that
he will get left. Recently such
was the case. At lunch, George
caught a ride home for lunch
and left Bruno with another
worker and the truck. It was a
hot day, but Bruno braved the
heat and walked home - across
town, arriving hot, tired and
sulky. George fed him, and
took him back to work with
Berne is subject to Illness
just as humans. He recently
had to go to the vet for worms.
Last week he. had toga faran
allergy shot. Be insisted on
sitting in Grace Ross's lap to
wait for the doctor. So while he
sat there,thedecter gavehim
his thecticine. Grace, the
director of the household, is
another favorite of his.
Debbie was 21 Monday. Her
plu'ents and brother George
Landon, went to see her. A
birthday party of, ap-
proximately 100 of her
Stephens College-friends
surprised her with a party,
toasted to her happiness and
presented a giant-sized cake.
Evelyn and Conrad Jones'
purple violet bed in their back
yard adjoining my yard is a
mass of beauty. Modest as
these little flQwer3 in_ their,
purple bonnets are, they in-
spire me beyond words.
Betsy Riley Clark is Ten-
nesseee state winner in the
Jaycettes speaking contest.
Her title was, "Dare to Be."
The speed' was about people
who have overcome handicaps
and become successful. She
will compete in the national
'contest In Seattle, Wash. June
18. Her husband. Dennis
Clark, a J. C. member, is to
compete in the men's division,
In the state4conteat. Win or
lose, he will accompany Betsy
to the national convention.,
Betsy and Deane are-em-
ployed by Carbide Chemical,
Oak Ridge, Tenn., in the
laboratory division. Betsy was
recently a representative of
the coMpany-hi a Washington,
D. C. forum in an energy crisis
review. She .was chosen for
thip work because of her
knowledge of computor
language.
Site is the daughter of the
Late Vernon Riley and Betty
Riley, teacher in the Calloway
County high school. He is the
son of Maxine and Lathe.
Clark who are musicians, he
being employed in the music
department of Murray State
University.
The creeping, phlox in the
front yards of homes near
North Fifth and Pine, are
worth your visit- The rains
may have injured them. Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Elliot own one
xi the homes_Idonlknow who






—Come Help Us Celebrate—
Our Gift To You Is...
25% Off All Merchandise






John Warren, an assistant
professor in the Department
of Engineering and Industrial
Technology at Murray State
University, has been awar-
ded the Outstanding Service
Award for 1976-77 by the
West Tennessee Chapter
201 and was presented the
award during ceremonies at
Herrolds Night on March 26
at the Elks Lodge, Paris, Tn.
He has been instrumeetal in
establishing a student chap-
tea. of SME at Murray State
which obtained its charter in
April 1976. The student
chapter No. 94 has grown
from 15 members to over 40
students who are pursuing
careers in manufacturing
and engineering technology.
He is bulletin editor for the
West Tennessee Chapter
and has assisted in several of
the chapter's functions.
Warren, a certified manufac-
turing technologist, received
his B. S. and M. S. degrees
from Murray State and is
also the company Com-
mander of the Murray Army
Reserve unit.




Arthur W. Kinel, 503 N: 1st
'St., Murray, Mrs. Lois!. Bell,
R. 6, Paris, Tn., Vijay Cohoon,
A-6, Fox Meadows, Murray,
-ehoh, Ft'hadwkk, -R.-1-13nr
109, Stuart, Tn., Mrs. Debra L.
Sales, Murray Manor Apt. F-7,
Murray, Clint H. Skaggs, R. 1,
Hardin, Richard G. Worley;
1630 Main St., Murray, George
L. Dunn, 626 N. 4th St.,
Murray, Bobbie F. Ferrell, R.
2, Hazel, Mrs. Minnie L.
Workman, Shady Oaks Tr. Ct.,
Murray, Miss Mary Ann
Gordon; 1309 Doran Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Anne 'T. Wood,
2006 Coldwater Rd., Murray,
Miss Emily Ann Slits, 406 MT
2nd. St., Murray, Mrs..
Deborah M. Martin,. 100
Spruce St., Murray, Mrs.
April Rae Graves, 1002 Sharp
St., Murray, Mrs: Betty L.
Atchinson, R. 1, Parts, 'Tn.,
Neel Parrish, New Concord.
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs..- Harold
Everett of Oxford Drive,
Murray, had as their guests
this week their daughter,
Winifred, and husband, Al
Gzzi and their son, Dean. Also
guests were their grandson,
Patrick and wife, Lyn Gzzi
and their sons, Lee and Snag.
Dr.. Roy a Hatton Is
Speaker For UDC
Dr. Roy 0. Hatton of the
Murray State University
History Department spoke on
"The First Battle of
Manassas" at the March
meeting of the J. N. Williams
Chapter Of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy
held at the home of Dr.
Mildred Hatcher With her
sister, Dr. Haline Visher as
cohostess.
The speaker, introduced byr
Miss Maude Nance, program
director, discussed the' hidden
importance of the battle which
could so easily have been a
decided and final victory for
the South ending the four-year
conflict and all its terrible
bloodshed and suffering at the
first blow, Dr. Hatton said.
Dr. Hatton described the
holiday air of Wagiington
officials and visitors-frots the
northern faction who came by
carriage loads, complete with
picnic baskets, ladies'
parasols and dainty frocks, to
see the powerfal Union Army
administer the drubbing to the
untrained Southern Army. He
also described the wild panic
that ensued among both
visitors and union troops
during the pursuit by the
victorious Southerners.
"Here," said Dr. Hatton,
"was the great opportunity for
the South to finish the war in
this one battle;, Washington
could have been taken with
practically no opposition,
leaving thr North no recourse
but to sue for peace. Whether
Beauregarde_ failed  to see his
opportunity or considered his
troops too tired for further
fighting is-not-known, but he




--Th-e-Va-rCh riiiifing of the
Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club was
held in the clubhouse with
June Smith, chairman,
presiding at the business
session.
The tables were beautifully
decorated with spring flowers
with the hostesses being Mrs.
Thomas Brown, Mrs. Rue
Overby, and -Mrs. Sylva
Atkins, and Dr. Mildred
Hatcher. Guests of the
departtal were Dr. arid Mrs.
- J.- Hortitt.
Dr. Mildred Hatcher in-
troduced Dr. Hortin as the
speaker for the meeting. She
described his qualifications as
Professor Emeritus of two
universities — Ohio Univer-
sity and Murray State
.University. While he was
Director of the Journalism
Program at M. S. U. it grew to
a bachelor's degree program
and later to the master's
degree program. "He is a
graduate of and an honor to
Murray State University."
"He taught under six M. S. U.
Presidents," she said.
The subject of Dr. Hortin's
discussion was "Are We
Losing Our Freedom?" He
Thrv 4/20
. , 7:30 only 
WALT DISNEY pramcmar
:  




















br. Hatton said he would
like to clear up a few points
which' proved te be confusing
to some students id history as,
to the matter of names of
battles and-et:Pea of tpe war
itself. For instance he-said in
the north the battle of First
Manassas wouiclbe called Bull
Run and Pittsburg Landing,
Shiloh.. The War whichtper-
sons describe as the War
Between the States is the
- Northern Civil War —
although, this was a decidedly
misnomer as there was little
'civil' about it and the op-,
posing forces were quite un-
civil to each other, Dr. Hatton
said.
Mrs. John J. Livesay.,
chapter president, opened
with the pledge to the U. S. and
Kentucky/lags and the salute
- to the Confederete-fiag:—De.
Hatcher, chaplain, gave the
devotion cktsing with a special
prayer.
The president expressed the
gratitudeof the chapter to the
Murray Ledger Fe Times for
the editorial the daily
newspaper published on the
desirableness of restoring the
citizenship of Jefferson Davis,
and complimented Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, chapter
secretary, for her work on this
project. Mrs. W. Z. Carter
gave the financial report.
Refreshments were served
by Dr. Hatcher . and Dr.
Vish-er. Also present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mesdames J. 0. Chambers,
Fred Gingles, E. W. Riley,
Douglas Shoerhaker, Melvin
Cayce, Charles Stubblefield,
James Hammack, W. S.




Dick and Jane" (PG) g:
Speaks At
Luncheon
said he had taught freedomof
the press for 30 years. He
quoted Chief Justice Holmes
as saying "the mind of man is
forever free."
Dr. Hortin said he "believed
the people of the United States
are free under law — laws are
the bulwark of freedom. We
have not lost our basic
freedoms, but some are being
eroded, such as, our right eo be
Dr. L J. Hortin
let along. The government is
taking over the affairs of
citizens mostly because we
want them to give us more
security, and this causes our
taxes to be excessive. Too
many people get their income
from the government. dozen
large newspapers and
magazines could wreck any
candidate for office, and in
this way we are losing -our
freedom in government.
"The people of the U: S.
-have more freedom than any
other country in the world, but
we take our freedom for
granted.' We of the United
States are standing almost
alone for freedom. Let us
treasure and safeguard our
birthright," Dr. Hortin said.
During the business session,
Mrs. Smith appointed the
niminating committee for
selection of next year's of-
ficers who are Helen Hodges,
M-avis Hurt, and Desiree
•
Falls For Soft Soap.
And Takes A Bath
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a widow, age 30, with a 7-yese-old
son. Last year I met a 35-year-old man who I thought was
the greatest. (III call him John. I We dated every night -tip
first two weeks, and then John did soniothing that shake&
me. He took $300 from my purse. I didn't realize the money
was gone until he yeas. - •
I tried to find him, but tie-checked out of the hotel he was
staying at, and left no forwarding address. I was hurt, but
just chalked it up to experience.
Now, 40 Mon4ite4ater,4 received a letter-from John. He
said he was sorry he left in such a hurry, but the police
were after him for writing bad checks, and he took my
money so he could go home to see his mother before going
to prison. He says he's learned his lesson, and he'll pay me
back when hesets out in four months. He wants to know if.
we can pick up where we left off and move in with me when •
he's free.
I really want to, but my. friends are giving me a lot of
static. They say I'm just asking for trouble if I start up
with John again. He also admitted that the name he gave
me wee net his real name. .
I'm so mixed up, Abby. Should I try to forget his past
and give him another chance?
Sign me...
SOFTY
DEAR SOFTY: I think you're probably too "SOFT" for
your own good. I agree with your friends. ' •
DEAR ABBY: Do you think about dying much? •
CURIOUSiIN RUTLAND
DEAR CURIOUS: No. It's the last thing I want to do.
DEAR ABBY: My 30-year-old-s.in, Rick, is my problem.
He ia's had two unsuenessful marriages and a third o. is
now on the
His first wife keeps their two children which he
supports. His second wife keeps the next two, which he
also supports. His third wife wasn't fit to raise dogs, so the
:courtawar ded him-custody-of their- 272-•year -old twin. girls
and a baby boy not quite a year old.
By the time Rick pays out all this support money he's too
broke to hire.helis to-care-for the three youngest,, so he's..
counting on me to help him.
I ern 62, have rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes and high
blood pressure. My husband is an invalid and,can't work.
What can I d  On top of all this. Rick has a.new_girlfrienl.c
and she sure looks pregnant to me. What do you advise?
TIRED IN ST. JO
DEAR TIRED: Although- your son appears to have
made his own trouble (three broken marriages and seven
children at age 30 is nothing to brag about), he should ask
for court modification of hisfirst-two support agreements.
If Rick can obtain court *lief on support of his first four
children, leaving enough money to support the three he
now has -that's it. If he cannot and doesn't have enough
money for all of the children, a foster home for homes) for
the last batch is his only solution.
4nd in the obvious absence of SELF control, someone
should tell Rick about BIRTH control.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box' No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.




FOR THURSDAY, APRIL 14, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar, 21 to Apr. 20) 41 1:4
If you feel people or events
have let you down somewhat,
reflect on the benefits yciu
HAVE received — especially
the unexpected ones. This is a
day in which to set things in
perspective.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) t:S.
Common sense and a
philosophical attitude will help
you through this somewhat
mixed day. Don't disrupt your
schedule by going off on
tangents, indulging in frivolity.
GEMINI
( May 72 to June 21) nipt-
A splendid Mercury day!
Especially favored: writers,
journalists, editors; those in the
communications fields,
generally; those in all branches
of aviation.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23) et)
You have fine stellar in-
fluences to help you n, but it
will be HOW you Ale your
abilities and adtantages that
will determine the caliber of
your gains.`Only your best!
LU
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/2
There's no better time than
Hosick. Ms. Smith told the the present to exercise your
group goodbye as she will.'" latent talents as well as more
leave soon for Europe, aard obvious abilities, to increase
will not be present for the chances of advancement. Be
remainder of this year's
meetings.
The macadamia nut is native
to Austrafir where it is called
the Queensland nutt
logical in all discussions.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) riP%
Experiences of the past may
give you clues as to proper
handling of this days action.
With ci3rrect procedure, you
should do well. - .
11111RA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23) --
Warm-hearted enthusiasm
for your efforts may not be
forthcoming, but they ARE
being noticed in the right




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
New prospects highlighted.
What you consider an "ob-
stacle" to your plans is only an
illusion. Proceed with con-
fidence. -
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Indications of stepped-up
action in certain areas. Study
well and be prepared to grasp
any opportunity to advance
your status.
(Dec. to Jan. MI VW
CAPRICORN
Don't let false pride hinder
your progress. If you feel
stymied ins certain area, don't
hesitate to ask advice. Even a
• person lets gifted than yourself
could prove helpful.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A time for definitely
clarifying Aur objectives. Get
together with those who share
your interests and, between
you, work oui a clear and
concise program of action.
PISC3z.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) N.
e440
Don't let a tricky situation
dismay you. Your innate in-
tuition, which often borders on
reel inspiration, will see you
through.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely ambitious in-
dividual, energetic and highly
versatile. Included in the many
lines through which you could




and the theater. In the latter,
your talents run the gamut from
bright, and witty comedy to
slan01311 drama. Your sense of
the dramatic also fits you for
Vial law where yotagould make
a brIMInt name Tor yourself.
Try to overcome a tendency to
be overly critical of others.
Birthdate of: James Branch
Cabell, novelist; Sir John
Gielgud, dramatic actor; Julie
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Garden Tour Thursday By
Group; Alford Is Speaker
The Garden Tour planned
for the regular April meeting
of the Garden Department,
Muvray Woman's Club, was
. postponed to Thursday, April
14, to adjust to the later
blooming date of the azaleas,
this year: -
The members will meet at
the Club House at 1:00 p.m. to
go to the home of Dr. and Mrs.
Woodfin Hutson, then to
Oakhurst, home of Dr. and
Mrs. Constantine Curris. They
will then go to the new City
,Park to see the site at the
entrance for which the
,department has allocated
funds for landscaping.
It was voted to hold the
Annual Garden Fair on the
.May meeting date, May 5 with
Margaret Vaughn and Billie
artiFehairmen-for MIS
event. They will send a letter
to each member covering
.plans and listing the Various
committees. •





Sykes, treasurer; Ann Fisher,
chaplain.
Willard Alford presented the
Program on Iris Know-How,
and gave the members the
benefit of his long experience
and extensive knowledge of
iris culture. "
"Iris are often called 'the
poor man's orchids', but they
are beautiful no matter what
on leave and will later reportyou call them," he said. he Mrs. Yolonda A. Glisson, Rt.
iris borer and fungus disease.
Mrs. Alford _accompanied
her husband and assisted in
setting up his display. T_hey
live in Panorama Shores,
having moved there from
Riverdale, a suburb of
Chicago, Ill. They graciously
extended an invitation to the
department to visit their home
to view the display of prize
blooms in their iris garden.
HOSPITAL NEWS I
order the rhizomes, how to
prepare the soil, the proper
fertilizers to use, and how to
plant. He displayed a number
of rhizomes taken from his
own iris beds and demon-
strated the best way of
dividing them and trimming
the leaves of the fans.
Iris should be divided every
three to four years, which.
should be done in July to allow
firm rooting befbre the
heaving of tile soil in winter,
he advised, he exhibited a
special small spray at-
tachment for the hose and
mentioned the proper spray






Hargrove, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. lames R. Hargrove,
E-10 Fox Meadows, Murray,
has completed twelve weeks
of wait.. y police officers
basic training at Fort Mc-
Clellan, Ala.
She was commissioned on
December 22, 1976 by the
Murray , State 1Thiversity
ROTC program:





Baby Girl Crouch (Mother
Rhonda), Rt. 2, Mayfield,
Baby Girl Peal (mother Alia),
Rt. 1, Almo.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Janette L. Allen and
Baby Girl, 401 N. 1st., Murray,
Miss Louise Hopkins, 205
Molton. St., Hickman; Mrs.
Toni R. Morris and Baby Boy,
709 Goodman, Murray, Mrs.
Linda J. Poyner and Baby.
Girl, P.O. box 187, Dover, Tn.,
Larry G. Rogers, 1639 Far-
mer, Murray, L C. McKinney,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Wanda J.
Allen, Rt. 2, Dover, Tn., Miss
Sonja R. Ams, P.O. Box 206,
Union City, Tn., Mrs. Donna
F. Downing, P.O. Box 82,
Hardin, Miss Rita C. Elkins,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs. Loretta
F. Faivre, 607 S. 9th., Murray,
to the Prosiest Marshal's of- . .- explained-how-and -when. te- - - in UrraY. -4-41arArice at Fors uoroon, Ga. Rt. 1. Puryear, Tn., Robert J.
. Pierce, No. 39 Shady Oaks Tr.
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Karen V.
Wilkersoh and Baby Boy, Rt.
3, Cadiz, Leonard C. Win-
chester, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Robert A. Colley, Farmington,
S.I. Futrell, Rt. • 8, Minty,
Mrs. Vera M, Sharp, RC 2,
Springville, Tn., Mrs. Letricia
.. Cooper (expires), 411 N. 10th.,
Murray, Mrs., Mary M.
'Thompson Texptre), -R17 1,
Almo.
Willard Alford was special guest at the meeting of the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club and
presented the program on Iris :Know-How.
GROWTH RATE SLOWS.
WASHINGTON (AP) The
Arnerioaa child's growth spurt -
may have peaked, according to
HEW', National Center for
Health Statistics.
The average 16-year-old boy
signing up for the Revolution-
ary army was 5 feet 6.1 inches
with his boots on, but the aver-
age had shrunk to 5 feet 5 by
1876. During the „last century,
better nutrition and health care
have increased the height of
the average 111-16ar-old boy to 3
feet 9.2 inches.
The rate of growth increase
has been about a half inch per
decade, but over the last 10
years the trend has virtually
ceased. According to Dr. Peter
V.V. Hamill, chairrnatt of the
center's study group, this could
be the result of having readied
the limits of genetic potentiality
regarding growth.
The study was reported in In-











Leisure 8 3 Piece Vested
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Boys 8 Girls Sizes 2 to 7
Play Wear
Shorts, Pants, Shirts,








Bel-Air Shopping Center - 753-1795
Hrs. 10 ta 6 Mon.-Sat. 10 til 8 Fri.
ree COMMUNITY• • ••
cALENDAR
Wednesday, April 13
Free lecture on Tran-
scepdental,Meditation will be
at community room of Nor-
thside Peoples Bank at seven
p.m. ,
Meals.for senior citizens will
be at North 2nd Center at
twelve noon. 0
Bowling for senior citizens





club will meet with Mrs. John
4.ivesay at one p.m.
Murray State' baseball team
will play Memphis State at One
p.m. at Reagan Field.
siLeprinwinis _play_te m Idioleof Murrayzai
nessee at one p.m. at
University Courts, Chestnut
Street.
Joint senior recital by Pain
Fleming, soprano, Paducah,
and Lila.. Todd, piano,
Greenville, will be at 8415. p.
m. in the Farrell Recital Hall,




High School Choir, directed by
Philip Mark,- will be at 4:30 p.
in. in the Old Recital Hall,




Homemakers Club will meet
at-ffe home of luta flutiOirif
1:30 p.m-. Note -change' in
plate.
Pottertown Hornemakers
Club will meet at Colonial
House Smorgasbord at tcn
•
- Arts and Crafts Club will
Thursday, April 11
South. Murray Homemakers
--Club will ineelith Anna May
Owen-at one p. m.
Town and. Countr-y
Homemakers .Club will meet
with De1O-Fes- ,Lawson, 1707
Johnson, at 7:30 p.
Independence „Milted
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at seven p.
171,
Grove 126 WOW y. ill meet at
Alurra Vs'onian's Club House
at six p. m.
Thursday, April 14 4
Garden Tour of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club to the homes of
Dr. and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson
and of Dr. and Mrs. Con-
stantine Curris will start at ,
one p.m. at the club house.
Murray Chapter No. 92
RiaaL. Arch ,MasbUIS .and,
Murray Chapter NO. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at the newlodge hall at 7:30 p,
M.
Don Van Brunt, In-
ternational Travel Teacher
for the Baha'i Faith will give a
slide lectUre at Apartment No.
1 Zimmerman Apartments,
South 16th Street at 7:30 p. m.
Friday, April 15
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m. and a fun
night at six p. m.
tor Snior Citizens
will be at North Second Center
at twelve-noon.
Open 'Horse s Show, spon-
sored by Murray State Hor-
seman's Club, will start at five
p. m.• at the Livestock and
.Exposition Center. Admission' rn: with.fnerve rnembers and 
••
. 
including April 19 as Bazaar
. 
one guest, Mrs. James Fisher. work day at the church, Max 6 
parent', Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Murray State will play . Mrs. John Livesay 
Murdock, and Mr. and Mrs.meet with Mrs. Neva Waters, , present.
102 South 14th Street, at 2:30, 
in:, _sforl:%14aryieasantFellowGrshinteip Duathyted_at lynel:_;_ who wee glieswin the_
  - ----4,4reeriity-of-4-xmisvitte-nt-Midne0d the -sneaker,' WS . 
Gaston Neale of Dearborn,
three p. ,rn. at Reagan Fisher, who , spoke on the 
Methodist Church with theirm•
Baseball field. speaker to be from Pee Wee 
home of her brother, Harold
Lloyd Dunn. .Lynn - Grove United Henry Drummond book, ':The Valley CorrectiOtal In-
Senior recitals by 'Harold 
.1?v roer al 
World.". 
e s t Thing In The stitution, May 12 Presidents'Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at two p.m. -
Oliver, French horn, Mrs. C. C. Lowry, chairman, 
Day in Paris, Tn.
Circle members donated tea
Mrs. James Fisher Speaks ".. VISIT HERE •
Al Bessie .Tucker Meeting holidays were Mr. and
Weddin Planned
--Miss Holy Louise Easley
Announcement is made today by Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Easley
of Mayfield Rake Seven, Calloway County, of the engagement
andipproaching maiTiage Of theiedaughter, Betty Louise, to
Stevie Lynn Skaggs, son of Mr. and Mrs. Martin (Nap) Skaggs,
824 Maple Avenue, Mayfield.
Miss Easley, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs: Luther Easley
of Mayfield Route Seven and Jesse Legate of Mayfield Route
Four and the late Mrs. Legate, is a junior at Calloway County
High School where she, will complete her studies. She is a
member of the Decca Club and the Beta Club.
Mr. Skaggs, a 1974 graduate of Mayfield High School, is em-
ployed at the Sureway Supermarket in Mayfield. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Nolan Brooks and the late Mr. Brooks, and
Mrs. Orbin Skaggs and the late Mr. Skaggs.
The wedding is planned for Friday, June 17, at six p. m. at
the Pryorsburg Baptist Church with the pastor, Bro. Vester
Moreland, officiating at the double ring ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
29.rit61_
,ROVSE TWIN BOYS
Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Rouse, 1712 Plainview Drive,
Murray, announce the birth of
twin boys, Justin Roderick.
weighing three pounds eight
ounees, measuring 15 inches
leng, porn at 9:11 a.m., and
Jasent.:Erie, weighing- four
pounds seven ounces.
"measuring 18 inches long,
born at 9:12 a.m. on Easter
Sunday, April 10,. at the
MiiirraY-L'allotvay County
Hospital.
The father is sales
representative for R. J..
Reynolds Tobacco Company
in Western Kentucky. The
mother is OW-leave as office
manager and bookkeeper _at
the Murray Ledger & Times.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elmore Rouse, Paducah,
Boyd Jackson, Weaver, Ala.,
and Mrt Carman Jackson, „
Anniston, Ala. Great grand-
_ ,parents Are.




.Mrs. • OV LS Treas and_ Mrs.
Kay Croft and daughters,
Teresa- and heat), of Evan-
sville,..Ind., were the weekend
guests of Mrs. Ruth Hill.
VISIT IN MEMPHIS
Mrs. Dewey Crass and Mrs.
Bailey Higgins Were the
guests last week of their
daughter and son, 'Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Higgins and family
of Memphis, Tn.
0, •
The Bessie Tucker Circle of
•
Guests here for the -rester
Murray Open Duplicate Paducah, will be at seven p.
Bridge Club will meet tseven m. and by Louis George
p.m. at GleasonHall. "4 Bourgis, Ill., trombone,
Paducah, at 8:15 p. m. at the
Evening circles of First Farrell Recital Hall, Price' 
United Methodist Chhichc,PoYie Fine Arts (entel, MSU.
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m.
as follows: Hannah with Mrs
Yancy Watkins, Ruth Wilson
with, Dirs. Jana-Whitfortl, -and
Wesleyan with Mrs. Gillard
Ross.
Ladies day luncheon will be
at noon with bridge at 9:3P
a.m. at the Murray Countr)
Club.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day fivm 9:30
a.m. to three p.m.
Thursday, April 14
Murray State Spanish Club
will show four cultural films
beginning at seven p: m. in the
Student Center Auditorium
Admission iS 25 cents and
public is invited.
Faculty recital by David
Nelson, violin, will be at 8:15
p. m. at Farrell Recital Hall
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
MSU.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day at the center
Ellis Center Will te oper
from ten a. m. to three p. rn
for senior citizens with sack
lunch at noon and table game
at one p. m.
New Concord-Hamlin Senior
Citizens will meet at the horn'
of Mary Rawlings, Pine Bluff
Shores, for a fish dinner .at
twelve •noorr. Call Annett,
Burnham 436-5364 for. Iran
sportation. •
Auction sale, open to the
public with Dan Miller as
auctioneer, will be held b)
Welcome Wagon NeivComers
Club at the First Christiar,








The drama, "The Rain-
maker," will be presented at
ttte University : _Theatre at
eight p. m. The admission is
$2.50 or free to students With
ID cards and season ,ticket
holders.
Annual exhibition of juried
works by students in the
Department of Art at MSU
will be at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle. Fine
Arts Center, until May 11.
Student Exhibits' of
photography by Robert E.
Duncan, Peewee Valley,
weavings by Steven J. Tucker;
Lexington, and drawings and
paintings by David A. Moore,
Louisville, will be at the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, MSU, until
May 27.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly camPout
at Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes, with
Harold and Ruth Eversmeyer
as wagonmasters. A-barbecue




,.. - BIZZt 
Dixieland Shoppins;
(enter
minutes. Mrs. G. C. Aihcraft
the First United Methodist gave the financial report in
Church ikOmen met at the the absence of Mrs. Max
home of Mrs. James Garrison. Brandon.
on Oakdale Drive, Murray, on Announcements-were made
'Tuesday. April 12, at 9:30a. from the general tUlg
opened the meeting with towels and dish rags for the
verses from a Poem. Cards church kitchen. The closing
were signed to be sent to prayer was by Mrs. Jack
shutins. The secretary, Mrs. Bailey.
James Diuguid, read the 
Milburn Donn of Atlanta, Ga.,
who .were guests in the home
of her mother, Mrs. John
Workman, Dr. John -T.
Murdock and son, Rick, of
Middleton. Wisconsin. who
wereguests in the home .of his
MAYFIELD. PATIENT
Tonia Marie McCallon of
Murray Route One was





3 Piece Contemporary Suite
Sofa—Lore Seat—Chair $24900
 Also Have 
4 Ft. Swing - $16"
5 ft. Swing - 
:1100






For Living Room or Den Furniture Check With Us.
1 Mile on 94 East - Next To Darnell Marine 753-3546
SirCIN crcpPNI tpiszoi;A:77,........H.cpulor 
two._
The Newest 111 The Latest
In Sandals
I. I .„
" The Dressy, Sexy
Parachute
eiOLAMAtariAmght_ -
• Several Co/ors (4 Styies











{The Murray Ledger & Times'
-* Walter L. Apperson, publisher MUM -LAY NrwspApEits R. Gene McCuteheon, editor.,Inc
tilorials and Oppated artier, on this pal; arr preireird fur
the purpose of providing a form for thr free exchange of differing
iflo letters to WI editor in response to' editorials and
opinionated *rewire are earouratted
Th.: WUiállewspaper wirtill01, behest. that to limit
opinionoted ',rewire to, ink these "turn parratki thr ettaurrat
Phikrachi at this nerspeper -would Or a diaaeri ICIV to our readers,
therefore it mire readers trete dome afore aith an ribilirial stand or
the ideas presented by- an individual writer in a llatunn. to revoral
14 I th their feelings on the particular iaaue hearth tracuaseil
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hEARTLiN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
• answer questions and solve problems
fast. If you have a question or a
". problem not answered in these
:- columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed-envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this colunin.
HEARTLINE : I am 57 years old and I
am still working. I have worked, at
many different companies in my
lifetime. I have no idea how much
money I haVe -Paid"
Security fund. Since I am nearing
retirement age is there any way that I
can receive this information? J.C.
ANSWER: To find out how much
money you have accumulated in the
Social Security fund, you need the
Social Security form OAR-7004,
' "Request for Statement of Eainings."
Heartline feels that people Wbrking
• uudee a Social Security - covered job
should fill one of these forms out every
year to insure that your record has been
given the proper credit.
These forms are available at your
local Social Security office, or just
write to Heartline, Dept. R.E.S., and we
can supply you with one and save you a
trip to your Social Security office.
Please enclose a long, self-addressed,
• stamped envelope.
ITEARTLINE: It didn't come as a"
surprise to me when my doctor told me
—that-neve a-recurrent bleeding Ulcer.
Bull was shocked to learn that I have
acute leukemia, too, the hospital
now and my doctor says he doesn't
know when - or if - I'll be able to
, return to work. Since I can't go down
personally to the Social Security office,
how-can I-go about filing for disatality
benefits? L.M.
ANSWER: You should phone your
Social Security office. Most of the
details about filing for disability can
probably be taken care of by mail. If
it's necessary, a representative from
the Social Security office will come to
thehospital to assist you in applying.
If you have any difficulty in getting in
touch with the Social Security office,
ask the hospital's social service
representative -to help you. Nearly
every hospital has a person designated
to help patients with problems about
inta--the-Sooial-atpdah.-securitr-fifedicare,----vetereinaL
benefits, etc,,
HEARTLINE: I am "thinking of
buying a used car. I am on Social
Security but I have some money saved
up to pay for the car. I do not want to
get stuck with a lemon mainly because
I cannot afford it. Do you have any
*suggestions in buying used cars? A.F.
ANSWER: There are many things
you should look for in buying a used car,
and here are 10 tips to help you:
1. If possible, buy from the used-car
lot of a new car dealerihif.-\.
2. If buying from an individual, shop
in the better neighborhoods.
3. Do no buy from a complete
stranger.
4. Always-ask for a written guarantee
that the car will pass your state's safety
regulations.
5. Avoid high-mileage cars. •
6. Avoid unnecessary complicated
equipment.
7. Don't buy a glamorous model.
8. Always foadlest the car. „
9. Take it to your mechanic.
10. Winter is the best time to buy for a
low price.
Letter To The Editor -
Supports TM
Dear Editor:
.1 would like to -respond to the recent
letter on Transcendental Meditation.
- The letter and the book its author cited
- and anyone I've ever met who are
antagonistic toward Transcendental
•-• Meditation for religious reasons make
two major assumptions that are both
• arroneous.
The first assumption is that all people
who are interested In-or practicing
Transcendental Meditation are
inadequate people searching for
something to fulfill their lives. This
may be true for only some of the people
who practice the technique. But the
-.2 majority of the people are fully tune-
: tiorung individuals who only want to
improve themselves and develope their
- - hidden potential.
The Transcendental Meditation
technique has been in existence in this
country for nearly 20 years. There are
people who have been meditating since
it was first introduced in this country
and if they wereanly "searching" for
something that could not be found in the
• technique it is doubtful if they would
still be practicing it. There are many
thousands who have practiced it daily
for 10, 15 and 20 years and this length of
tine is not usually considered "tem-
porary."
4,. Recently a man said to me, "If people
who are involved with TM and yoga and
other such things would just go to
church on Sunday they wouldn't have to
mess with such foolishness." This
statement brings, us to the second
erroneous assumption, that people who
practice Transcendental Meditation do
not go to church, do nbt have strong
religious convictions and do not pray.
In fact, -many, many people who
practice Transcendental Meditation do
go to church regularly and hold strong
beliefs. There are ministers, priests,
rabbis, who Practice the technique and
they have written Jeffers that sub-
stantiate the fact that Transcendental
Meditiation does not interfere with
their religion or beliefs, copies of these
letters are available.
It is a mistake to believe that only
those who are rebelling against the
church or disillusioned by it are at-
tracted to TM. People from every walk
- Of life are attracted" to it, housewives,
businessmen, blue collar workers,
educators, students, who have strong
religious beliefs and those who have
none, those who have serious emotional
problems and those who are
emotionally healthy and happy. -
Transcendental Meditation is not a
religion and this is being tested in the
New Jersey supreme court. The case
was brought by a religious group from
California. First they argued their side
and presented their evidence and then
the judge heard from the leader i in the
TM organization and watched the video
tapes that are used to train Tran-
scendental Meditation teachers. After
hearing and seeing all this evidence he
ruled that the religious group would
have to present more substantial
evidence that Transcendental
Meditation was a religion or the case
would be dismissed.
The religious group fired all their
lawyers, hired new ones and are still
trying to find facts that prove that
Transcendental Meditation is a
religion. It is doubtful that they will
succeed.
It has been my experience that people
who oppose Transcendental Meditation
are seriously misinforined about it.
They have either just heard some bad
things about it or have read one book
about it such as Douglas Shahs' book.
They have not objectively looked into
Transcendental Meditation and looked
at both sides before making a decision
about it. Therefore it is not an in-
telligent, education decision but simply
an emotional, ignorant one.
I think people should also be aware
that there is no one inside the Tran-
scendental Meditation' organization
who is getting rich from it, only people
who write what readers want to hear





Box 2816 University Station MSU
Bible Thought
Then went in also that other dis-
ciple, which came first to the sepul-
chre, and he saw, and believed.
John 20:8. -
The meaning Of. ,the Cross be-
comes evident when viewed through
the Open Tomb'
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'Network' Is A Movie
With A Message To TV
By H. C. Gordon
U.S. Industrial Council
While television is undei heavy fire
these days from parents, educators,
consumerists, "ttutbin•broadcasting"
advocates, and other groups, it is
unlikely that even the sum total of their
.criticisms will have as much impact On
• the industry as Paddy Chayevsky's
-Network." • -
• A movie with a message, "Network"
---is-psobahly-the-biggest broadside-ever
to hit the media: a bombshell of laugh.;
depicting TV as tasteless, sen-
sationalistic.amoral, and greedy.
"Network" tells the story of Howard
Beale, a . -TV newsman brilliantly
portrayed by the late Peter Finch.
Given his mince tu.alk11,41. _.of poor
ratings, Beale reacts by threatening to
commit public suicide during his last
broadcast. Instead, he goes insane and
delivers a live, prime time, coast-to-
coast diatribe against our national ills,
replete with all the naughty language
that can't be used on television. Net-
work officials are mortified until they
learn that Beale's outburst has boosted
their ratings to undreamed-of heights.
Once it is clear that "this manifestly
irresponsible man" has somehow at-
tracted a large audience, they not only
retain him, but capitalize on his
growing dementia by billing him as
"The Mad Prophet of the Airwaves."
As might be expected, network
spokesmen have hastened toassure„ us
• that the film is sheer fantasy - totally
unrepresentative of TV broadcasting in
real life. On the literal level they are
probably right. It is, after all, in-
conceivable that even Walter Cr,onkite
would remain on the air once he had
taken to screaming-four-letter words.
"Network," however, is not to be
taken literally, but as an allegory - a
parable intended to warn us against the
dangers of television, which the "mad"
Howard Beale declares at one point to
be the greatest propaganda tool in the
whole Godless world."
Saner words were never spoken.
Television is without doubt the most
powerful persuader in our national life
•
today. t is the greatest single mime of
info : for adult Americans; it
ter role in educating our
children our schools; and it exerts
a far g ter influence over our
national morals than our churches.
Tulevtsiun, by vIrtue of Its sheer
power,. might almost be considered a
sacred trust. But that is scarcely how
the networks regard it as they flood the
airwaves with trivia, violence, and soft
porn.
Television to them is simply a
business, and a highly profitable one.
During the past five years, the earnings
of TV networks have increased by 192
per cent more than double the in-
crease of American corporations
overall, and higher by far than the
"excess profits" made by the oil
companies at the peak of the Arab
embargo.
Considering the generous air Jime
that the media devoted to charges of
"conspiracy" and "monopoly" on the
part of , big oil, it is more than a little
ironic to note that network television is
more 'highly concentrated than the
petroleum industry. Remember, there
are at least seven major oil companies
but only three networks. Present law
allows each network to own as many as
five VHF stations (channels 2 through
13) and two UHF outlets (channels 14
and higher). In addition, each network
has more than a hundred affiliated
stations over . which it exerts con-
siderable control.
Perhaps it is time the spotlight was
switched to the "media monopoly" and.
what it is doing to America. "Network"
is-Certainly a positive first step in this
direction.
Sensing The News
• By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
ERH utthe Vice President
United States IndustrialCouneir
TODAY'S TOPIC: WATER FROM C
The prospect -•of prolonged, severe
drought in the American West makes
plain the need for far-reaching
solutions to water problems.
While the Carter administration has
sought to slash funds for federal water
projects, the nation most probably
needs a major commitment to the
development of water equal to the drive
for new energy sources. Indeed, full
development of new coat mines on the
•Great Plains may hinge upon planning
to increase water supplies in the West.
And while Americans ponder their
water needs, they also should bear in
mind Mexicois water requirements. If
more water were available in Nor-
thwestern Mexico, crop yields might be
increased. In turn, Mexico might
become more prosperous and better
abk to provide jobs for its people who,
today, are spilling over the border -into
the United States.
Where can the United States turn for
water? That question was raised and
answered more than a decade ago. Far-
sighted Americans envisioned a need
for the Unad States to bay water from
Canada.
In 1966, •The Reporter Magazine
discussed a project styled the North
American Water and Power Alliance.
The project planners envisioned tap-
ping the continents water reservoirs in
the mountains of Alaska, the Yukon and
Northern British Columbia. The idea
was that river water emptying into the
Arctic Ocean would-be diverted to flow
south to provide water to the arid
American Southwest, California, and
Northern Mexico-. In all, . NAWAPA
would supply 33 states.
The plan wasn't explored in such
sufficient depth in the sixties to
determine whether it was economically
feasible, but, clearly, it was an
imaginative plan dealing with a vital
resource.
As The Reporter pointed out, Canada
owns a quarter to a third of the world's
supply of fresh surface water. More
than '50 per cent of that water flows,
largely untapped for any human use,
into Hudson Bay or the North Pacific
and Arctic Oceans. it is technically
feasible to dam Canadian rivers and
divert part of their water southward.
The North American Water and
Power Alliance proposal ran into op-
position from Canadians who were
sensitive about American use of their
resources. Today, the climate may be
different, as Canada faces an economic
-slowdown.
To be sure, Americans must un-
ANADA HARRIGAN
der3tand that they -tart plan for
Canadian water resources. They can
only request and encourage Canadians
to make their water resources
available to the United States - at a
price. Canada has a vast surplus of
water. The only possible customers for
that water are the U.S. and Mexico.
Moreover, it is in the national interest
of Canada to have an economically
healthy United States. And the U. S.
cannot remain prosperous if it is faced
with a prolonged drought that cripples
its great agricultural and cattle region
in the West.
The immediate need is to assess the
severity of the Western drought and its
long-range economic impact and to
determine water needs in the future.
Once that is done, Americans should
examine the economic and engineering
'feasibility Of obtaining adequate
supplies of water from Canada. Then,
U. S. authorities should explore with
Canadian authorities the possible steps
that might be taken for the U. S. ta buy
water from Canada on long-term basis.
• The Narth American Water and
• Power Alliance proposal of the 1960's is
the obvious point of departure for-
serious discussions.
That a dog is smarter than people has
long been known to man. He sleeps
when he is tired, eats whenever food is'
available and _does all his philandering
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- An interesting article, written by Jim
Levenson, recently appeared in Sales
and Marketing Management magazine.





you didn't have what we
you crazy?" shouted Leo.
"That's exactly the same car I had for
you; white and everything!"
"Right," the man responded
Back in the 1930s, driving a Cadillac 'patiently, "but you only had one. I
was the equivalent of owning a yacht thought you knew my wife ancLI each
today. A Caddy sold for almost four wanted one."
.grand. complete with radio, heater, and Leo suddenly felt faint. "Two
white walls. What's more, the selling 2_4illitu? Ybunever said that", .
was done by a safailin with spat.; anO7 "You never asked me," said thetwo-
combed hair. Such was my friend Leo, Cadillac owner, locking the door and
who mixed his snobbery with just a kicking a tire as he walked away.
pinch of salesmanship.
expect for a notable episode that began 10 Years AgoThe combination Utually worked,
one Monday evening when a middle-
- aged gentlemen strolled into the
showroom and began kicking tires. Leo
flashed his best smile and said, "Let me
introduce myself. I'm Mr. Greene, and
I'd be pleased to tell you about this
marvelous automobile. What kind of
car are you driving now?"
"None," said the prospective
customer. "My wife and I are just
getting our licenses."
"Well you couldn't start any closer to
the top than a Cadillac," Leo volun-
teered. "Let me tell you about this fine
automobile."
Then he went on and on describing
the mechanical features of the car. The
prospect said he'd come beck-with-his
wife.
Hot dog! lie° said to himself. When a
prospect brings the wife it's practically
. a pre thing. BY the time the man
reappeared a few days later with his
5ayid McKee, Dan - Miller, Russ
Howard, Jerry Knight, William Bryant,
Susan Tesseneer, Jeannie Diuguid,
Rebecca Tarry, Lynn Whayne, Ada Sue
Hutson, Susan Nance, and Jane Belote,
all students at Murray High School.
attended the Kentucky Youth Assembly
at Louisville April 7-9.
E. B. Howton, chairman of the
Agriculture Department of Murray
State University, will be honored
tonight by the University- of Kentucky
Dairy as an "Outstanding Dairyman of
the State."
Deaths reported include Francis
Cunningham, age 65, and Mrs, James
(Mattie.Louise) Hurt. age 36.
George _Hart has received reap-
pointment to the-BoarcL of Regents of
Murray State University for another
four years:
. Second Lt. David R. Alexander, son
wife, Leo had washed his spats, gotten a of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert 0. Alexander,
haircut, andaven hada 4431F4:413111 ,to-thef.d.d!PlvalrY
in his lapel. He fairly drooled charin.' Diviswn, v ietnam.
and sex appeal as he went into his act
all over again. • •
"Does it come in 'white?" was the
only question the Wire asked. Leo
checked his inventory, and sure
enough, he had a white sedan with four
doors. It even had white leather seats.
"Don't you have more than one?" the
prospect asked. "Sir," Leo replied with
exaggerated patience, "Cadillaes are
not mass produced. This is the exact
model for you, and when it's yours,
you'll be unique. We won't have another
white car in for two months."
"That's a shame," the wife said, and
they left.
A week later Leo was just recovering
from his disappointment, when he saw
the prospect parking a White CadIllae
downtown. He rushed up to the man in
anger and blurted out something about
how the "prospect" should have bought
the car from him.
"We would have," said the proud new
20 Years Ago
Pittui ed today is the -student body-ot -
',Mt. Sinai School in about 1907.
t Pvt. Charles D. Hudspeth of Murray
recently qualified as a paratrooper at
Fort Bragg, N. C":-, afttr completing the
82nd Airborne Division's Jump School.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Tom
Burkley, age 79.
Shabaz Kahn of Pakistan was
speaker at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. He is on a visit to
the United States with twelve other
persons from Pakistan and they Are all
guests of the University of Kentucky...
He was introduced by C. 0. Bondurant'
at the Rotary Club meeting.
Ray Buckingham, owner and
manager of Buck's Body Shop, an-
nounced today that the new addition to
the shop building at South Ninth and
Sycamore Streets had been completed.
Today In, History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 13, the 103rd day of 1977. There are 262 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this *date in 1743, the third American president and author of the
Declaration of Independence, Thomas Jefferson, was born in Albemarle
County, Virginia.
OnAllis date:
In 1366, Xing Richard II of England was born.
In 1598, King Henry IV of France signed the Edict of Nantes, granting a large
measure of religious liberty to are Protestant Huguenots.
In 1776, Gen. George Washington arrived -in New York to prepare the city's
defense in the Revolutionary War.
In 1848-, the island of Sicily was declared independent of Naples.
In 1943, President Franklin Roosevelt dedicated the Jefferson Memorial in
Washington.
In /964, -Sidney Poitier r be c =IP the first black to -win a Hollywood Medi' as-
-best actor."
Ten years ago: -President Lyndon Johnson pledged U. S. support for the
European common market.
Five years ago: President Richard Nixon BON to Canada for a three-day visit.
One year ago: A munitions plant explosion in Finland left 45 dead and 70 in-
jured.
Today's birthdays: Former Minnesota Gov. Harold Stassen is 70 years old.
Irish writerSamuel Beckett is 71.
Thought for today: In the truest sense, freedom cannot be bestowed, it must
be achieved President Franklin Roosevelt. r
Let's Stay Well
Potential Child Abusers
Q: Mrs. GZ Wants to know if it
LS poestble to tell ahead of time
whether a couple may be likely
to abuse their children.
A: This problem has been
studied in the hope of being able
to predict whether certain
children_ may be endangered
and whether their abuse may be
prevented by appropriate man-
agement of the family situation.
While some circumstances
have become recogniaed as-pre-
dicting or likely to indicate
danger to_ children in a family,
the practical use of this
By F.J.L BI
knowledge may be difficult




emergency room physicians -
may have an opportunity to ob-
serve the behavior of a mother
or. father and should be on the
lookout for evidence of family
tension. The illness or presenting
symptom may show the absence
of organic disease, such as fever
or other signs, or the charac-
teristies Of a specific illnes.s. In-
Mead, the parent may be hysteri-
cal, aruciocis or depressed, show-
asingame. M.D
ing evidence of- stress and ten-
sion.
Young parents are , most
vulnerable, as are those who
come from troubled families
EcOnoinic problems and
Unemployment cause frus-
trations. Loss of pride aid self-
respeetsoften stand out.
Lack of affection between the
parents and toward the children
is
A history of sudden changes in •
mood with temper tantrum- ran --
be important as indicative of po-
tentialvrolence toward children.
Blasingame
When the gage is by one or
more of the above -circum-
stances, physicians. relatives,
friends and social workers need
to be alert to 'the potential
danger to children whir are li
ing in such households. Interven-
tion to attempt to correct the ten-
stores timeareftherby nettle- -
management to lesien--them. by
persuasion or through legal ac-
tion.
Alertness by responsible par-
* or< may greatly benefit parents
and may prevent tragic abuse
and damage to chitdren.
4
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12 oz. Pkg. 59
Regktter each tine you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
This Week's Dollie B. Russell
Winner: 705 SI,16th
•Notkiag to Buy *No Cads To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time You ire In The Store Dray*. Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Mitt*
Morning.
•Einplo!.ees of Par kers and their Families not eligible GT win«WOW
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Add handsome Complater Places to your sets at
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FBI Has Younger Look
Because Of New Law
WASHINGTON (API— If significant effect Jan. 1 on the
the FBI has a younger look executive conference of the 16
these days, it's partly because Ilighest ranking officials who,
of a new law that requires with Director Clarence M.
federal investigators to retire Kelley, set bureau policy.
at 55 and allows them to leave Though all have been ap-
even sooner. pointed by Kelley during his
FBI officials had feared that four years as director, some
as many as 1,000 agents, are considered to retain
supervisors and policymaking - -varying degrees of-ioyaltrta
the Hoover years.
Only two of the
policymakers, Associate
Director Richard G. Held and
Assistant Director Richard H.
Ash, head of the identification
division, must retire this year.
Most of the others are in their
late 403,ot early 50s.
officials would leave on Jan. 1,
1978, when the mandatory
retirement provision takes
effect.
But it hasn't turned out that
way because many of the
middle-aged investigators
have been leaving gradually
during the three years since
the law was psssed in, 1974.
Homer Boynton, acting ̀
assistant director for external Two Areasaffairs, said only 443 agents
about per ant ay the total
and officials must retire by
tbe end of January. That's Can N OW
force of about 8,000 agents, not
, no.rmal =ler otretirements Use Warta great deal more than the
annualry
er
"The impact has been more FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
gradual than we had expec:- Eastern KentuCkians in the
ted," Boynton said in an Pikeville and Prestonsburg
 interview meaday„. ,gThey ar.eatcattnaw drink tsgp water
have known for .three years without precautions, but
others in the 15 countiesthat they would have to go, so
if another job came along, flooded last week still should
boil it for 10 minutes first says
a state environmental official.
Jack Fisher of the state
Bureau of Environmental
Protection said he hopes to
declare more water systems
in the flood areas Safe for
human use after receiving the
FBI officials had been results of today's tests.
The water-boiling advisoryconcerned that it would
hamper FBI operations if. was lifted at 9:30 a.m.
se-Vera' hundred -eiPerieric-id Tuesday -1Dr -Pe0Pte- Whose
they took it. You're probably
going to be more marketable
at age 50 than at 55."
Many agents, particularly
those at supervisor {ank.s. find
better-paying jobs with
private companies after they
retire from the bureau.
agents left simultaneously. water comes from. the .
But -the gradual retirements Pikeville municipal water
system and at 1:30 p.m. forhave made it easier to fill the
gaps with younger agents those served by the
rising through the ranks, Prestonsburg water treat-
'Boy on said. ment plant, he said.nt 
- -Came - government- orteials - 71- MIMI a lot-mar*
and outside critics of the FBI systems are safe," Fisher
the new law as a way of said, but the bOreau will wait
• ridding' the bureau of older for test results before
 agents still loyal to the, declaringitaterittother areas
daily from all water systems
.In the long run, the new in the flood area to Frankfort,
, retirement law probably is he said. "The - samples are
taken to the Bureau for Healthspeeding the departure of the
Hoover disciples, - Services_laboratories. The 
But it will have - no testStake eight to nine hours."
•
rule of J. Edgar Hoover, the drinkable.
We issued a blanketFBI director for 48 years until
his death in 1972. It was under warning covering the entire
disaster area, but we'reHoover that the FBI ventured  
into calculated programs to selectively taking it off," he
harass and disrupt left-wing said. 










Stereo system plays and records 8-track tapes.
AM/FM stereo radio for broadcast music and
a record changer for your favorite albums.
, It has two 16-in. high speaker enclosures.
Was
$197.95 $ 167
8-track play/record system plus. AM/FM/FM
stereo receiver, full-size record changer.
Speaker enclosures are 1638•in. high. With
microphones, dust CON er.
Price expires May 13, 1977
• Prieto *re entails{ pries. • Shipping extra






















Limit I Per Family
Folger' s
Coffee
$169I lb. can ihp
Expires 4-19-77
Good Only Al Storey's
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32 oz99'
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Betty Crocker 4 Batty Crocker
TUHO Helper Box Frostings
5' Box 7r8 oz. Box 55'
Expires 4-19-77
Expires 4-79-77









Peanut Butter 18 oz 89'
Philadelphia































Limit 1 Per Family
Wesson
Oil
4 oz 2/79' j24 oz Bat 794
Expires 4-19-7 7 I Expires 4- /9-77
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753-8398
Nobody kites posts like Torminix hates pest k.
Member Murray Clamber 41 (.'orruner(
Member Nanonal Pest Contra Astor 
•
Member Kentucky Pest Control AA*.
Ford Fier* Questions
From Stildents At UK- -
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( API -- "He said the Carter ad-
Former President. Gerald ministration probably entered
during his 24-hour visit to this - timisticauy," Deering said.
Ford steered clear of the press into the talks too op-
Bluegrass city, but spent three 'Ile said, Vance doesn't
University of Kentucky, (Henry) Kissinger has," he
hours fielding questions from have the charisma that
students. added.




miioKaltenbach, an accounting reportedly told the students.
Ford emerged - from the
Students who attended the four hour session, which'. in-
three-hour-long seminars eluded a lunch of Kentucky
pFdreooserdferssiab:dorr.el"th:ed-piniplIsmroo.lkei-ngas Hal7::1113",ligream°1-1.171-Maucnae,antinge dishnddbawconas
vInitsetdeadq






the situation, said "
major Dana Deering. • ttwiked them.* a
students crowding around'






sa Fo seem confident of the jab you will
stuDdeeenritisity lidnd manyoth:ru_ young people, "and I'm
-very intetugent -and -well- _ _ - - -
informed on die isiiues: 
.
The news media was





- Howexer, •he _answered
students' questions in what
they said was a "straight-
-forward naanner."1 About BO. _
students participated in, the
• cliscussiens -and hundiedS
more • waited outside "the
building for a glimpse of the
former chief executive. •
Kaltenbach said he liked the
way Ford explained his
position -and' defended his
,about the attemPted
stance whin he w .s aked
et --form er
Supreme Court Justice Louis G. Bourgois Ill of
William 0. Douglas. _ Paducah, a musir,Oucation
-I thought he was ready to major 141 Murray State





- science major. Friday, April 15. Scheduled at 
• 
'
She said he told the class he ik-is• p.m. in the carrell
-would suPPc'd amtinaing the Recital Hall of the Price
• investigption into the ' cir- Doyle Fine Arts Center, the
cionstances surrounding the program will include selec-
late President Kennedy's tions for the trombone byassassination only if some new „ •
T•evidence•surfica reS.COetefitii :17 CC _
-He said otherwise it Would-1.641."stdll'i"-
be senseless to go back
gh-eld-infiwmationshe_ -ficissorw To speak.„.
• .
--Finviever, Sam Freeniadja--- 
Ai tilt-Exercisesdoctoral candidate in Political
questions.
The students said Ford
refrained from criticizing the
Carter administration.
Mike Sims, a political
science major, said Ford was
asked about his successor's
handling of inflation. He in-
dicated he would have taken a
different' appronch,' but didn't..
criticize president Carter,
Sims said.
• However, the student added,- Honored April- 28-
"fle us iédCa1tër wouldbe- -_doing olieiterion if he were_ LOUISVIILE, Ky. (AP) -
MT. and Mrs.. Cornelius- fallowing F'ord's-policies." 
•---• Vander-bilt Whitney,Bill Hockensmith, a- history
prominent central Kentqcky .major, said students in his
horse forth 'owners, will be the .seminar .didn't ask Ford his
guests_of honor April 28 at aopinion on any aspect of the
benefit for the Filson Club andCarter administration. , the Kentucky Derby-Festival.-"We tried to keep it on a
The occasion will mark thehigher level," he said.
first time all four miniatureHowever, in one of the
structures of the Whitneyclasses, Ford was asked what
dollhouse Will be displayed athe thought about Secretary of
one -location, according to * -State Vance's • recent abortive
arms Iiiiiitation rele"*--iff"11
Soviet Union. -
'sets/leer Amid tip fluoight 
Ford's,- answers- were- 'non-- HOWLING GREEN, Ky. -
conunittat. He said bethought (API - J. David Grissom,
- the veteran politician had-- ehairman of the - Kentucky - -.-
become expert at evading Council on Public Higher •
Education, is scheduled to-be- -
the principal •speaker at
Western Kentucky Univer-
sity's commencement':
exercises on May 14.
Grissoin is president of:
Citizens Fidelity flank and
Trust Co.
Whitneys To Be
If you hate termites
• and other peits,
you'll loveTerminix.
1. Ask about our conditional • nationnide tor oyrr 4(•,
5150,00a Termite damage b. 5. All , h.-- , : ̂
guarantee 2. Free inspec 4• register,
lions 3. Economical 10










Mon.-Thurs.  8 a.m. til 9p m.
Fri. & Sat.  8 a.m. til 10p.m.
Sunday  12:30 p.M. to 8 p.m.
DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTIONS
•Filiing prescriptions Is what e dc, best
•Let us fill your next prescriptions or told!
•You II see you'll save PHARMACY HOURS:








Hwy 79 E. - Paris, Tenn. Prices Good Wed. April 13th-Wed. April 20
CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE WITH NO DOWN PAYMENT WITH APPROVED CREDIT
23 CHANNEL CB
Dynamic mike wijh volume control. Illuminated S/RF meter.
Delta tuning transmitter & receiver indicator lights. Switch-
able ANL Automatic noise limiter. PA Function. External
_speaker jack. Built-in speaker. Model
List Price $189.95 U.L Reg. 132,
,1








100' cable assembly with P1259




FM STEREO CAR RADIO
Solid State - FM Multiplex.
List Price $129.95
U.L Reg. $67.96 - 
SPECIAL 
$4Q00
Made in U.S.A. Telephone handset styling. Private
and/or Loudspeaker listening. Automatic Gain
Control-squelch control. ANL Automatic Noise
Limiter. PA Function. Illuminated S/RF Meter. 1



























Exclusive select/scan/bypass seaming. Squelch - SOO delay
- fully programmable. Illuminated channel indicators.






Complete with lighted S/RF metefl, PA-public
address. Switchable ANL Automatic Noise
Limiter. Quick release mounting system. 4


















200A704 Gold - Single Mantle.
U.L Reg. $16.66
LANTERN & STOVE
$Total value $36.62 21"SPECIAL
We.









The Pre; Ilmwete Control .
Dual controls ond dual switches
for operating convenience. Remote
pedal or manual steering with full
360° rotation. Dual purpose control
head unlock* to "floor' free during
remote operation-locks Instantly for
hand steering.
Heavy duty foldback "C' bracket
cradles motor securely, prevents vi-
brotion damage to motor and keeps
motor front damoging boat on rough
water or roads. Breakaway latch pre-
ventS damage front underwater ob-
{auctions. Sp•ci 0,1 "Armor-Plate"
coating on pedal, control head and
bracket surfaces prevents corrosion.
12 or 24 volt; 6 speeds-forward
or reverse; lye in. - cliant*-throrne
plated steel shaft. Perenartent magnet










A .22 caliber automatic rifle with exclusive single
Wading and autosejeotion feature. Shoots .22 caliber short,
long arid long rifle cartridges interchangeably-and auto-
matically without adjustment.
23 in., round, tapered steel barrel, crowned at muzzld.
White metal bead front sight; step adjustable sporting
rear sight; concealed dovetail slots for other rear sights
if desired; receiver grooved for "Tip-Off" telescopic sight
mounts. Special crossbolt safety. Half pistol grip stock
and semi-beavertail fore-end; black composition butt plate,
checkered to prevent slipping. Tubular type magazine

























Astootatic miss limiter switch, SAE IA/ter-fine tons control.
Reeetaillt pros to MA microphone. Transmit And Wok 11 /1t1,











3 mode opetations: AM-U.S11-1S11. Variable squelch.
ROA blanker on gt13. kutomatic noise limiter for AM.
RF output and signal strength meter. PA Function •






(- 41k4STEST . . LIGHTEST . . STRONGEST
ON THIS GOOD EARTH,
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'LEW CHIME 4_#_Fk._, eSTICKs
_Fs
LEW CHILDRE IL SONS', INC FOLEY, ALKINAMA
Special
U. L. Reg. $19.96
15  9 9
LEW CHILDRE BAIT
CASTING REELS
Model 118.11 Speed Sees'
D•rigned ollanclolly for block boss and light
tackle salt water fishing. The most comfortable
• reel ever snado-its law profile ond knob-free .
end plate -fit Ilse fisherman's hand like no other.
A high speed reel-very light in weight.
Narrow spool has a greater diameter than Of-
dinory reels. Upon retrieve, line is cross wound
on spool preventing, it from cutting into its own
mass when fighting a-big fish: Centrifugal drog
weight system. Level wind disengages for the
cast, and the level wind 1guide itself is a Fuji
-diamond polished Hard Speed Guide-slicker than
carbide.
Star drag has 3 prongs instead of 5-quick to
find when you need it. Stainless steel boll bear-
ing construction with few-moving ports. Oil ports
for convenient lubrication ond o handle reverie
control for landing poddltgripi dlt
each end of handle.
U. L. Reg. $59.95 
$4Special
SOUNDER   mc OCATOR
Two instruments in jine with easy to read 60. ft. chat Highly sensitive
unit registers accuiate depth at high speeds, yet locates fish, habitat
and shows depth at trolling speed. Internal powerline filter and sup
pression system eliminates unwanted signals or flashes on the dial
due to electrical interference or cavitation and still shows fiett.' High
speed transducer -mounts thru,hull or on special transom mounting
braclet. Operates onty from 12-volt wet cell battery system.. Unit comes
equipped with bronze transducer and 21' of transducer cable for rug
ged fresh or salt water, use Special transom mounting bracket! 724"
wide x 71/4" high x S" long.
U. L. Reg. $149.95 Special
•





512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.




And Amount Each Person Received Free
/
For Wook Ending 4-9*Brett Harcourt  $9.75
Linda Jones ..  $34.00
Phyllis Miller  $20.98
Freeda Kuykendall  $46.33
Gale Dunn  $10.19




SWIFT FRANKS 12 " 59
CHICKEN LIVERS lb ST CHICKEN BREAS'TSib
KREY BOLOGNA lb 79'













16 oz. - 8 Bottle Ctn.











Goldep Cream Style, Golden Whole Kernel
and White Cream Style
CORN 
Bakers Chocolate
CHIPS  12 oz
spy
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MURRAY HOME 8, A
Chestnut Street Ti e4teHARDWARE0F 
True Value - True Value - True Value - True Value - True Value True Value -
This Sale Good April 14-15-16
Where You Always Buy The Best for Less
You Asked For It Again Murray•
Thursday 8:30 to 6:00
Fri. & Sat. 8:30 to 6:00
"Just A Small Way To Soy
THANK YOU For Your Business'
ITS UNBELIEVABLE...BUT TRUE!
BUY FROM '55 to 't500
WORTH OF MERCHANDISE! ALL !TEA'S IN STORE INC:ier,:.i)!
ANY AMOUNT UP TO S500!
NO MONEY DOWN
NO INTEREST FOR 12 FULL MONTHS!
NO CARRYING CHARGES
12 MONTHS TO PAY AT NO INTEREST!
"Every Item In The Store Included._
Here Are Just A Few Suggestions"!
Cat grams and weeds Odor,
Orttii01 Milk specially tratad
fishing rot Tries. Ow.
and:weep:big ir peak;




We*: safe 2 1111.i Trim
.1%... aloes sidewalks. driveways.
I). 
Ceti r peel seiDI efeethaY Diet-
ed fish* lies. 32/317...211.1111
$eine Trkemee 01111 idle*.
Cats 1 Cr pea aresed tees. pea%




5-hp GEAR DRIVE TILLERS
IS Bolo dews. haw reverse, rasa Parts!.
esidel mil depth aid adjust Tbnittle-
stop. drive eel reverse rear* err Moils. Big
10" wheels. 123/611-1 231.1111
IS Heavy Slasher Tins, 2 Wool speeds,
power reverse. Depth. has& mini.
53/111-7 
. eapyt (WIJI
• TAXI ME MAO WO1U1 OUT Of TARO WORK
• C1400SE GEM ON CliAMI
CHAIN DRIVE TILLER
2-H.P. Compact. fightvreight. Hooey-
dety chsia-type treesraissiea. 5-
paid*, depth mind with Wade-
merited throttle and clutch. Honig
folds tar starer. trewspertiag.
113/2C7 1311.11
Phone 753-257-1
Regal by Royal Chao
AMERICAN
IRONSTONE DINNERWARE
40 Pc SERVICE for MINT
1995
Pietere locked rider piers. tr protect NNW Moog, drip-
ping. Orreeproil diskireonei see. lied. el* S-pc. piece
settler. Breen or !Aloe. 111( 344-4( 2
5-bp TILLER
beery-rhity dais drive
system with poem reverse delvers
were power te limes fer fester tillog.










Beats as it sweeps as it cleans
—brings imbedded dirt to the
surface, then vacuums it up.
Adjusts to any carpet height—























MANNA stereo maim, 1-treek lupe
est sale* record &saw adS dest cover, 2





Welds, cast. brums, beads old solderS au
ropier I I W liboos cornet. Portable—take
k leywbere (weighs jest 23 Is.) Welles





Detects porticles of comfiest** 1s1 ore tbere's 11,01.,-
it ingi heat end gives lewd IS-decilool worming.
Pus.. AC with 9-ft. cord. 19/5A7611...27.13
lottery Openers/. 19/SA741S  37.88
HOME SENTRY
SMOKE ALARM 2 I88 AC
sr* peer* of wild iete yew Hume. Detects coseleistioo
particles before awoke appears; gives toffy IS-decibel
were*.
AC MOM 111/8207-001  2152
Setter, &Niel 15/1201-001  38.811
Power Tools For Your Home Jobs!
;r4r;
Rockwell
(B) IV" NW Ow *Mend oft*
steel up is 614". Mom eacilisig
hese& 301 Will leor Aloes.
WASS U. 011.eg
(C) 10" Ilesesaeft Table Soso
cower with steed end extewskie
sings. lecledes mem extras. I0/34-
640











IqtENCH FRYER. High awl
ty low COSI 2-cap. 2-serviag
French frier. HAIM cast air-
minuet, k1/M100  . 111.1111
FRY BABY. Electric* amp
hies 1 to 2 servings in alp-
ines. in 2 caps 1st Noe-stick
coating. H1 /FB0-1....15.111
411-Channel MOBILE CB UNIT
owes eseessee caw
Pliet 08111049401111 lest brides iperity
homes Rho Mess Lack Lase ciraday.












Nee Ow olir power yea said tri spray paint, insecticides ned said lairs; inkier Ores aril
ewers portable dr wore. Al here cost-iree block, erweirrom bold, eirtesistic pressers MI-
* mho/ sake end bah guard Craws cerspleto with 1S-ft. eir hese end elf cheek far
Bono" Accessories we evelletie. r
1/241PSiegie cylinder. Ph gel. teni. 7.8 dm. 100 ems psi. 78/11.3301  1119.1111
SPRAYER KIT—FREE with compressors below.
&wry duty sprayer s.d fitting. 21/512001  Sold soperetel• 27 AI
 225.00
2711.00
14IP Simple cylinder. 12 gil. tea. 3.1 ohs. 100 nos psi. 211/F1.3303










Of Cubs, Dead At 82
' CHICAGO ( AP) — Philip K.
Wrigley; a- giant in two
national pastimes — chewing
gum and baseball — is dead at
the age pf 82.
The multimillionaire owner
of the Chicago Cubs„who siw
little of the team at the unique
field' that bears his family's
name, died of a gastroin-
testinal hemorrhage Tuesday
at Lakeland Hospital in
Elkhorn, Wis.
Wrigley, owner of the
world's largest gum company
with more than $30 million in
profits last year, was stricken
Monday night at his home in
Lake Geneva, Wis. ,
The shy, modest Wrigley,
who took over the family
fortune, the Cubs and his
father's chewing gum com-
pany, preferred to follow his
team on television and radio.
But -as domed stadia and
artificial turf replaced
sunlight and grass, Wrigley
steadfastly insisted .on
keeping lights out of Wrigley
• and-ivy oft-its-walls?.
, He reasoned' **that night
baseball woulthinconvenience
the people who lived in the
thickly populated North Side
neighborhood in which the
ballpark is nestled. And he
harmed advertisements from
- the stadium's fences.
While resisting the. trend
' toward night baseball at the
potential expknat 'of revenue,
Wrigley still had a lulack for
Innovations. But some did not
work.
One of his best known
attempts to try and bring the
Cubs their first National
League pennant since 1945
was the creation of a C011ege
of Coaches. - -
From 1961-1965, a staff of
coaches, instead of a
manager; ran the team. The
idea was to have eight or 12
-Coaches witheach .taking—a -
turn at the job. of head coach.
But the plan was unproductive







Paid for by the candidate
sole manager in 1966.
The William Wrigley Jr.
Co., the family chewing-gum
business, was not immune to
his unorthodox practices.
He once quitthe board of
directors over an suggestion
that the qualitAof gum be
reduced in favor of bigger
profits. And -in 1971; he-ex-
pressed disappointment when
the company raised the price
of a five-stick pack of gum
from five cents, its cost since
the firm's founding by his
father in 1893. ,
His death, five days after his
Cubs opened the 1977 season in
which they, again, are ex-
pected to be also-rans,
brought outpourings of praise
and grief from baseball and
government men.
Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn said, "Phil loved
the game as passionately as
anyone in it Never afraid to
be different, he had his own
conceptions and the courage
to follow them. Baseball,
history may call him
prophetic."
"A tremendous shock," said
Ernie Banks, the happy-go-
lucky former Cubs star and
Hall -of Earner. -- News ..of
Wrigley's death "was like
somebody dropped a rock on
my head." 'He Said Wrigley
often attended home games
and sat in the grandstand
dressed like other fans.
The club- announced that in
Wrigley's memory, the
players would wear black
armbands on their left
sleeves, right below the patch
of a eub,-for the rest of the
season.
Wrigley's son, William III,
was expected. to assume the.
club presidency.,




NEW YORK ( API- -- If
Philip K. Wrigley had not been
$2 years pisi and in the
December of 'a full and
productiVe life, one Might
deduce that he died of a
broken heart. '
"Phil's soul was in baaeball
and there is no doubt about
that, like many of us, he-was
greatly distressed by the trend
the game was taking," Said M.
Donald Grant, chairman of
the board of the New York
Mets, commenting- on the
death -of the chewing gum
magnate who owned the
Chicago Cubs.
His passing would be a sad
eccarrence . under 'the cir-
cumstances but specially
unfortunate-at this-stage when
there is so much confusion and
dissension. Free agency and
high salaries are causing a lot
of unhappiness.
The pendulum will swing
back. Baseball is bound to
change back to the kind of
game Phil Wrigley fought for
and envisioned. It is too bad he
didn't get to stay around and
see it."
Phil Wrigley was one of a
vanishing breed, an un-
shakeable traditionalist who
never saw the game as-
anything but an afternoon of
sport played on green grass in
bright sunshine before short-
sleeved men, women and kids.
Although he presided over a
vast -chewing gum fortune in
Chicago, he never quite got
used to the intrusion of the
20th Century into the game he
•rt
el/0414e at 711004anCh
fox 'Meadows, South 16th St.
Hours Mon-Fri. 9:00-6:00
Sat. 9:00 - 7:00 - Sun. 1:00-6:00
The Latest In Needle Arts
Full Line of Accessories
Tarns, Canvas, Threads,
Kits, Pamphlets, Painted-Canvas, Patterns
Instruction Booklets, Transfers
Needlepoint, Latch Hook, Ring Kits
Crewel & Cotton Embroidery,
Rug Yarn, Crochet Cottons,
- Embroidery linens,
4Ply Knitting Yarns
Free classes in Needlepoint, Crewel, Crochet,





loved. Night baseball, bigtime
television, the players' union,
law suits, tampering with the
reserve clause, agents and the
resulting astronomical salary
demands — these were
realities he refused to face.
One of his final acts as a
blow for the preservation of




saying to a friend: "How cant
pay a man three times more
than I make as chairman of
the board of my company?"
He steadfastly stuck to his-
belief that baseball, as
conceived by Abner
Doubleday, was intended to be
a daytime game for the whole
-limits'. He never allawed
lights in Wrigley Field. -
Wrigley was pictured as a
strong- but Silent force by
friends, associates and
one-time employes who were
at Shea Stadium Tuesday for
the season opening of the Mets
against the St. Louis Car-
dinals.
"In the 30 years I knew him,
we sat in many meetings
together,' said Charles
f Chub ,Feeney, president of
the National League. "He was
never bombastic. He never
tried to force his will on
anybody. He would subor-
dinate the interest of his own
club for those of baseball.
"Owners looked upon him as
a stabilizing influence. They
watched how he voted and
then went along."
St. Louis infielder Don
Kessinger, a Cub for 11 years,
said Wrigley always had an
ear for a player's problems. "I
never dealt with him on
contract matters nobody-
did," he added.
"But you could pick up the
phone and call him any time.
He always answered per-
sonally."
This father image was
confirmed by Hall of Famer
Ernie Banks in Chicago, the
inveterate Mr. Cub. '
"Mr. Wrigley always liked
for us to come in and talk," he
said. "One of the last things he
said to me, when I got in the
Hall of Fame, was, 'Ernie,
keep your feet oft the ground
and not yourhead in the sky —









Boston 104, San Antonio 94,
ticist6n leads series 14.
Detroit 95, Golden State M:
Detroit leads series 1-0.
Portland 96, Chicago 83, Port-
land leads series 1-0.
Wednesday's Game
Cleveland at Washington .
Thursday's Game
Golden State at Detroit
Schedule Mixup Leaves Racers With Hour To Prepare For Meet
Officials, Students Respond
To Make Track Meet Success
By MIRE BRANDON -
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
While Murray State track
coach Bill Cornell was flying
the friendly skies somewhere
between Buffalo and St. Louis,
assistant -coach Lenny -
Dunham was sitting in his
office at Stead Stadium.
Around 2:30 p.m. Tuesday
afternoon, Western Illinois
track coach Jim Sackett
walked- into the office where
Dunham -was sitting.
"You guys down this way on
spring break or something?"
Dunham asked the Western
Illinois coach. •
The Western Illinois coach
smiled and said, "no, we have
a track meet here today."
It was like- the -Twilight
Zone. The schedule for.
Murray _showed . the track
-Meet scheduled for next
Tuesday, the Western Illinois
schedule -had it set far
yesterday. -
"Some of our kids had
already gone out and put in 10
Milesof or preparation for the
Dogwood Relays • this
weekend." Dunham said.
"Some of the other kids
were coming to the stadium
for their workouts and
everyone thought it was a
joke. But they'd spent the
night in St. Louis and we
couldn't very well send them
back on an eight-hour trip,"
Dunham added.
-Western Monis finally did
go back home. They took their
eight-hour trip and the whole
day. was 'a "trip" Ear the
Murray State track team.
Dunham got on the phone
„AIM organized, .1,11eAlteet- unit
surely made more phone calls
than did the late President
Kennedy during the Bay af
Pigs Crisis.
The first thing Dunham did
was to contact Ken Purcell, a
faculty member who coor-
dinates the track officials'
club.
Then MSU trainer Tom
Simmons got his Wife
Margaret, the womens' track
coach, to bring the members
of her team over to the
stadium to help supervise the
meet.
Junior star Martyn Brewer
then contacted his fraternity
brothers at the TKE House
and they came out in full force
to help with ttie.hurdles and
the jumping events.
Next. Dunham contacted
Dr. William . Call' in the
communications department
and Dr. Call had the public
address system going at
Stewart Stadium in a matter
of minutes.
!:__By4 p.m., the 20-25_ people
needed to run a. track meet
were on hand and the field
.events got underway.
' "We were really fortunate
that people were able to_ _
Palmer Fires Two-Hit
Gem, Orioles Win 1-0
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer -
-"It was a- shame one of us -
had to lose today„'-' said Jim
Palther, the winner. "or
course, I felt that way opening
day against Texas" when he
Tag 47-1 detstan.
Palmer hurled a two-hitter
in leading the Baltimore
Orioles "to- a 1-0 victory over
Bill Travers and the
Milwaukee Brewers Tuesday.
Travers gave up only five hits
— two of them in the ninth
when the game's only run-was
scored. 
• In other American League
games . Tuesday, Chicigo
defeated Boston -.5-2, Detroit
downed Toronto 6-1, Oakland
stopped California _6-2 and
Minnesota beat Seattle 3-2.
Palmer limited the Brewers
to singles by Sixto Lezcano in
the second inning and Jim
Wohlford in the ninth before a
Milwaukee County Stadium
record crowd of 55,120. The
three-time Cy Young Award
winner walked only one and
struck out six.
Baltimore finally got to
Travers in the ninth when
Eddie Murray led off with a
single, He was sacrificed to
second and came home on
Rick Dempsey's single to
center.
White Sox 5, Red Sox 2
Jorge Orta slammed three
hits, including a double and a
triple, and drove in two runs,
leading Chicago-to its victory
over Boston in the White Sox'
home opener. A crowd of
34,,§12.sase Orta double home a
run in the first inning and
single in a run to cap
Chicago's four-run second.
The loss was the third for the
winless lied Sox.
Tigers 6, Blue Jays 1
Dave Roberts fired a four-
hitter and roMe-Steve Kemp
belted a three-run homer,
giving Detroit its first victory.
of the 'season. Kemp, who had.
only one hit in 15 'previous
major league at-bats,
homered over the right-center
field fence with Ben Ogilvie
and Jason Thompson on base
• A's 6, Angels 2
Home runs by Dick Allen
and Wayne Gross in the first
inning started Oakland to its
victory over the California
Angels. The A's, who have
won four of their five games,
scored five runs in the first
and added their final tally in
the eighth. The Angels' run,
came on homers by Bobby
Bonds and Tony Solaita.
- 'Twins 3, Mariners 2
- 
Run-scoring doubles by'
Craig Kusick and Lyman
Bostock in the eighth inning
provided Minnesota with its
margin of victory over
Seattle.
Bobby Randall walked off
reliever Bill Lesion leading




-Seattle- starter ' Enrique
-Rome-scattered six hits over
seven innings but left with
none out tratie-eighttrwhen he-
complained of a pulled
hamstring.
sacrifice their time and come
over and help in the Meet,"
Dunham said. -
:'By 5:45.p.m., the meet was
ever and everyone did one
heck Of a job.' The Murray
.._$tateiskitids showed a
tremendous amount of pride
and willingness just to par-
ticipate in the meet," Dunham
added. • "
Unless you've been an
athlete and paraipated in
such a physically demanding
sport like track, you have no
idea how much pride and
willingness the, Murray.tate
track -team had.-- —
For instance, shot putter
Stan Simmons had already
worked out and -was going
back to the dormitory when he
earned there was going to be
a meet.
Big deal to Simmons.
The freshman standout
threw the shot. 50-6 and won
the event!
Not only that, he took a third
in the dtscus with a new
personal best of 146-A4,
Of course it's no mystery
who won the meet. Western
Illinois racked up 90 points
while the Racers had a highly-
respectable total of 55.
_ Only Saturday, Murray had
hosted a four-team meet and.
that along' with the fact that
almost everyone had already
been through workouts
Tuesday made it that much
Mat e anIdLing:-;Tricirttr.ants-
have chararter too!
In all,. MSU recorded six
first places.
In the high jumji,Bill
Bradford, who had gone 6-11
Saturday, came back to. clear
6-9 for a first place. And in the
javelin; Bradford took a third
with his effort of 160-7._
The other place in the field
events came in-the-pole-vault
where Keith Forton. who had
already been working out
prior to the meet, took third in
12-6.
Murray State's English
Brigade made it 4 clean sweep
in both of the distance events.
In the mile-run, Marlyn
Brewer, Richard Charleston.
Brian Rutter, and Dave
Warren all crossed the line
holding hands. The four were
-timed in 4:19.2.
Three of the four .did the
same thing in- the three-mile
rim, being timed in 14:19.7.
Warren did not run in the
event.
"We didn't have time to set
up the meet for meters so we-
went back to the old standard
form of yards and miles,"
assistant coach Dunham said.
The other first-place
finishes came in the 440-yard
dash, the half-mile and the
mile-relay.
Norman Simms was dodted
in 48.2 to win the 440 while
freshman walk-on Tony
Keener crossed in 51.6 to take
third.
In the 880, Mitch Johnston
won with a 1:55.0 while Keener
was third in 1:55.4.
Stanford Patrick, Simms,
Dennis Ma bbit and Tom-
Potter combined to run the
440-relay in 44.0 for first place.
The only other, places in the
meet for the Racers came in
the 220-yard dash where
Simms was third, in 22.0 and in
the 120--y.azd high hardlez
where Tom Potter took second
in 15.0.
Cornell arrived back in
Murray at 10 p.m. Tuesday
oughtaud wheo his
him of the meet, he
was left stunned. .
"I still don't know what
happened, We 'obviously got
the weeks mixed up but my
schedule had the meet for next
Tuesday. • it's really
tremendous the way people'
responded to the emergency
situation," Cornell said.
-.Teach Denham really
responded well ta __the
„ situation. I don't believe you
_could-find many schools that
could get such organization
and cooperation like that,"
Cornell,.-added.
the Racers are seheitiled to
be at the Dogwood Relays
-Friday and Saturday at
Knoxville.
But there's no problem
there. A hundred other track
coaches-around-incest/on also
*lye checks on their calen-









Mile-4.19 2—I tie Brewer,
Charleston, Rutter, and Warren, 'Ike
Murray
120-gard High .Hur-
dles-14.6—Holloway, WIU ; Potter
MSU, 15.0; Stoermer, WIU, 16.1
440 Dash-411.2—Simms, 56U; Bond,
W11.1, 49.7: Keener, MSU, 51.6
- Long Jump-14-1%—Riee, W11.1:
Safranslii, WIU, 224; Stoerner, WIU, 12.
. -
100-yard Dash-9.8 Edmond, Will;
Clerkely, WIU, Lei Franitlio. WILl, Si
800-yard dash-1 ;  Johnston,
MSC; Burns, Wit), 1:56.4; Keener, MSU
1.55.4
High Jump—II-Si—Bradford, MSU;
Stoermer, W111, 6-7; Taylor, W1U, 64
Pole Yault-144—WrWer, MU; For-
ton, MSU, 124
Discuo-171-11 6s Edwards, Wit);
Witt, MU, 144-11 ; Simmons, 1611, 146-
%
440 Hurciles414.1—liolloway, Wit);
Harden, WTIU, 64.2; Benner, W11.1, $6.1
220-Yard dash—Edmond, W11.1, 21.4;
Wall, WIU, 21.4; Simms, MSU, 12.0
Triple Jump—Taylor, WIU, 464; Rice
42-2; Vahlirick, WIU, 454
Three Mile—ate Rutter, Clarkston,
and Brewer, 5611, 14:19.7
Mile Relay—Western Mara (3 : 19.1)
Javeltn-1724--Wert, WM; Feuer-
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lost Calm beg
A GOOD,YEAN
CUTS THE DECK AND DEALS
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VVIlo' Card PAIR OFFER
Goodyear's All firm Serf Selby,
2%39
478 13 wn,tewe, p us 5' 7,
































$206 F.E T. and old tire
rout of a kind• 4 4
0'4
al105wlil 01
YOUR BEST BUY BIL
4f0:80
Power Str•alt Ilfas Ply Tires
408-13 Coro:kora-I pftrs $1 75
F E I per lrre arid Gd t,res
4 for $ 117.20
4 let $ trio
4 ow sown
4 AIN Pm*
4 foe 1112 OS
41,, $121 20
_Other saes and
whitewalls at low low pr,,t,
i Rath GH(GII - If we seli cut Of your we we will issue tou a rain check. assuring future delivery at the advertised Pf,ce
Just Say "Charge It!"
GOODpYEAR • Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own Cus-tomer Credit Plan • Master Charge • Bank-Americard • American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
5••• Your ladependisntO•aler For His Price Prous As Shown Al Goodyear Service Stores In All Communittes Served Sy This Newspaper
•




lube & Oil Change
$488 Lip to 1F 'mayor br and --00.40 grade ei4
• Complete thass.8 utor,tal on an
oil change • He'ps ens..re ono wea'
ing parts, •^8 Stnpolh cp,et parlor.
mance • k ease phone for oppOint-
Men, • Includes 1101 trucks




II I scHdet frool wheel dvv{ (ars
• C,, olete aria-ysis and siignm•nt
iorrection - 0 increase tire truioage
and MP rOVe steer,ng • Precis-on
equ.prnent used by raapertenCird me
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'Mgr. R. Cartwright




Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. *Mil 6:00 P.M. Daily • Opal Friday until 6:00 p.m.
Mgr. T. Tounhin Mgr. E. Witte Mgr. B. Davis
315W. Broadway 600 Jefferson . 100 S. Stateline
Mayfield, Ky, Paducah, Ky.. Fulton, Ky.
247-3711 442-5464 _ 472-1000
••••••••7•••••••




J. R. Richard.Jelt he could
just throw his glove out on the
-mound and heat the Cincinnati
t
"1 felt pretty good," said the
Houston pitcher. -I had that
positove attitude."
',hit -along with confidence,
Richard also had something
more palpable in his grip:
control. That is a . tough
combination to beat




By The Associated Press
American League
" 'EAST - - - •
W L Pet GB
Cleve I .667 —
Toronto 3 2 .600 -
MiKkee 2 2 .500 42
N York 1 3 .250 11.2
Belt 1 3 .250 '142
Detroit 1 4 .200 2
Boston 0 3 .000 2
WEST
Texas 4 0 1.000 • —
401.000 -
Oakland • 4 1 .800 t(e
Minne 3 2 .600 11(-2
Chicago 2 2 .500 2
Calif3 4 .429 2',.•
Seattle 2 5 286 3,•2
Tuesday's Results
Chicago 5, Boston 2
Detroit 6, Toronto I
Baltimore 1, Milwaukee 0
, Oakland 6, California 2
Minnesota 3, Seattle, 2
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Manager ,Bill Virdon after
„watching, his right-hander
pitch seven strong innings in a
4-3 victor)/ over the Reds
Tuesday night.
Richard allowed just five
hits, walked 'only one -and
retied 14 of the last 16 batters
he faced, helping to deal the
Stumbling" RedS' their fourth
straight loss of the baseball
season.
•
A for the Pirates, who had
dropped othtee games to St.
Louis. Montreal to 2-1
after_ an oPoing Sweep
against Philadelphia. Rich
Gossage, 1-0, got the victory.
Mets 4, Cardinals 0 ,
• Tom Seaver fired a five-
hitter for his 40th career
shutout and -drove in two runs
with a bases-loaded single as
New York imened7its 'home
season by defeating St.,Louii.
The Cardinals', who , had
scored 28 tuns in sweeping the
Pirates, managed only a
double by pitcher Eric
Rasmussen lnd four singles.
Seaver struck out five an'
gave up no walks in recording
his second victory in two
starts.
John Milner gave the Mets a
.1.4) .lead with .a _THE_DIKI COUPLE:- Jost 0011 Ho, diii,kiii..410011 and
homer_ off Rasmassen. Camille Baker can be seta joggiog dews tbo_ sidewsiks, the
Seaver, who batted only .085 streets or the ire roads. Together, they will he Movies to per.
with three runs batted in last ticipste in the Baste. Marathoe next week .'Ms. Bilker wilt be
season, delivered his big hil in the first women in Kontacky to nee tiarldurelbee.
the second. (Steff Motes he Me araimisal
Dodgers 14, Braves 10 .
Steve Yeager homered,
tripled and drove in five runs
as Los Angeles outlasted
Atlanta despite a grand slam
homer by the Braves' Jeff
Burroughs. Steve Garvey also
homered for the Dodgers and
drove in four runs, as Los Editor's note. Ms. Baker
Angeles collected 14 hits off will bring to the reader's of the
four Atlanta pitchers. - -* "Ledger Times" a first-
The Dodgers jumped on hand report on her experience
former teammate Andy of running the Boston




ElpsTai (-Jenkins 0-0) at Chi- over Montreal and halted removed in the fifth. inning, There's an .unusual duo of
cago (Johnson 0-0) streaks for both clubs. It was when the Dodgers scored six runners, sort of Mutt andJeffDetroit (Sykes 0-04 at Toronto , in_appearance._.who ve, beenmernanezyis ci_i) -- -- ---- ---- -the fifst victory of the season - runs.
California o Simpson 0-1 o at . putting in a 10t Of miles on the
Oakland i Torrez 1-0 or Blue 0- canadiens Bruins Take County in recent weeks. Bothroads of Murray and Calloway01 
New York (Hunter 1-0 or




magic, the Astros were
pounding Cincinnati starter
Pat Zachry for three runs in
the first inning and one in the
fourth. Epos Cabell's run-
scoring triple highlighted the
.first-inning outburst while Joe
Ferguson's RBI single in the
fourth proved to be Houston's
winningrun. . „ _
Ken Forsch, who pitched the
last two innings for the Astros,
gave up Cincinnati's last two
runs in the ninth.
- Padres 4, Giants 3
Doug Rader's three-run
homer led San Diego over San
Francisco. Rapdy Jones, 1-1,
last year's- , Cy Young Award
winner, picked up the victory
with ninth-inning help from
Rollie Fingers. Fingers
replaced Jones after Willie
McCovey hit a two-run homer
that pulled the Giants within
one run.
Pirates 2, Expos 1 .
Rennie Stennett's tie-
breaking double in . the ninth
gave Pittsburgh_ its_victory eight hits__ befor_e_ _he_ _was._
Cleveland 1 Eckersley 0-0 or Easy Playoff Victories(Hassler 1-0), (n)
Garland 0-0) at Texas (Boggs 0-
0), In)
Minnesota (Goltz 0-0) at







Cleveland at Texas,- In)
National League
EAST ' Boston Bruins crushed Los
W L Pet. GB Angeles 8-3. "All I could think
N York 3 1 .750 — of was that we were up 5-0 and3 1 
.750 
-
LI here we had two periods ,to
S Louis
Montreal 2 1 , .667.
Chicago 2 2 _500 1 80."
Pitts 1 . 3 .250 2 "It's tough for a team to get
211 back after we scored so
WEST 
Houston 4 I quickly," said Guy Lafleur,.800
S Diego 3 -2' -.600 who scored three _goals and1
Los Ang 3 2 .600 1
Atlanta 2 3 .400 2
Cinci 2' 4 .333 2
S Fran 1 3 .250 2
Tuesday's Results
Pittsburgh 2, Montreal 1
New York 4, St. Louis 0
Houston 4, Cincinnati 3
San Diego 4, San Francisco
Los Angeles 14, Atlanta 10
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Montreal Rogers 0.0) at
Pittsburgh IKison 0.1)
St. Louis (Denny 10) at New
York (Swan 0-0)
Chicago (Burris 0.1) at Phila-
delphia (Lerch 0-0), In
Cincinnati ( Billingharn 1-0) at
Houston 4 Andujar 1-0), (n)
San Francisco (Montefusco 0-
11 at San Diego (Strom 0-1),
fl)
Atlanta (Niekro 0-11 at Los
Angeles (Sutton 1-0), In)
Thursday's Games
St. Louis at New York
San Francisco at San Diego
By The Asociated Press
For openers, the teams that
scored first scored often and,
as a result, move into tonight's
second games of the National
Hockey League's Stanley Cup
series owning 1-0 leads.
"I-toly mackerel," said Brad
Park Monday- night-after the
had three assists in leading
the Montreal Canadiens' 772
rout of the St. Louis Blues.42
"We got the jump on them
and then we went into our
defensive shell," said Toronto
Coach Red Kelly after the3
Maple Leafs scored three
goals before the middltof the
first period en route to a 3-2
decision over the Philadelphia
Flyers. "Philadelphia never
really seemed to get un-
tracked. I think that week off
hurt them."
And it was the same story in
Uniondale, N.Y., where the
_New York Islanders built a 2-0
lead after 20 minutes of play,
then kept things even the rest
Boston and Montreal occurred
on their hoc i toce, giving them
the oppo ity . take 2-0
leads in horn , games tonight
in the best-of- en _quarter-
final series. TS4. leaves
Philadelphia the odd team out
'after losing in 'the norrhOly
friendly Spectrum-. ,
"The pressure is on them
now," said Toronto's Lanny
-McDonald. "We had to win
one here ( in Philadelphia) and
we didit"
The secret to Toronto's
success was its policy of
containment,
"It's teally quite simple,"
said Leafs defenseman Ian
Turribilll. "They try and blow
you out of the building with
their forechecking by dum-
ping the puck quickly to center
ice. We let them come at us
and when they had the puck in
center ice or near our blue
line, we had five guys
checking their five guys
Montreal's strategy was
offensive, and it was even
more simple. Let Guy do it.
Lafleur's six points tied the
record for most points in a
playoff game" set by Dickie
Moore of Montreal in 1954, tied
by Phil Esposito in 1969 when
he was with Boston and
of the way for a 4-2 triumph matched by Darryl Sittler of
over the Buffalo Sabres. the Toronto Maple.Leafs,last 4








Buy a Bunch or Lay-Away For Summer
, Minnens Murray, Be! Air Center, Open Nights 8 Sundays
are pushing themselves and
each other for all they're
Worth in preparing for the 81st
Annual running of the
"granddaddy of distance
races," The Boston Athletics'
Association Marathon.
Dr. Adam Lanning, a 47-
year-old MSU professor of
sociology, and Camile Baker,
a 23-year-old senior physical
education-major at MSU, have -according to Lanning.
teamed up to train for the All- The town is - -overflowing-
with eitraordinarlily lean,
tanned, and wiry athletes.
There are no duffers. All have
previously proven them-
rseltedeiiS. Certification is
The first goal of both
fling and Baker is to insh
under three hours and thirty
minutes. tanning plans to run
the distance for 'pleasure
a half-million people will vie rather than maximal per-
the race and line the route for formance. Baker strongly
the more than mooq runners of Wiaties to run a 3:25 or better.
both sexes and all ages (over One -‘Piniportant factor in
nineteen )'who are expected to having a\good time at Boston
officially compete. is the weather. Headwinds all
For Ms. Baker this race will the way, orNvery hot tern-
culminate a running career peratures, are riot unusual at
begun in Daviess County High Boston at this time ear.
School at Owensboro, and Both plan to fly up to ston
'continued here as a member on Saturday morning. They
of the women's cross-country expect to attend meetings of.,
and track teams until this several running organizations
year. including the Road Runners
This gutty young runner Club of America, The
stands 5-3 and weighs 115 American Medical Joggers
pounds. She qualified for Association, and the AAU.
Boston- by having run a sub- They will return to Murray
Tuesday night.
Celtics Open Defense I's
Of Title With Victory*
By ALEX SACHARE decisive fourth-quarter burst.
AP Sports Writer '!We spurted at the right
Outside Boston Garden, time and itwas just my turn to






ers, the Detroit Pistnns upset
picket- -line, bearing signs the Golden State Warriors 95-
which read, "NBA Unfair to 90 and the Portland Trail
Labor.".
-however, it was 96_83,
Blazers beat Chicpgollulls— ,
business as usual as the The other best-of4hree first-
National Basketball




on schedule. And the Boston and Washington Bullets meet
Celtics were most at Landover, Md. .
businesslike. beginning The 24 members- of the
defense of their NBA title with 'referees', Anion remained on
a 104-94 victory over the San strike, so the opening games
Antonio Spurs.
Guard. Char-lip Scott, who men itichie_Pnwers and Earl
were refereed by non-union
missed nearly the entire . Strom and four officials from
second half of the regular
season with two broken bones "recruited by the NBA.
the pool of backups hastily
in his left forearm, sparked Rush, speaking for the four with 29 points for the Blazers,_
-the Celtics- with 19 Peiwttl; referees who manned -the -who jimmed-to a 12-point lead'
including seven in a row in a picket line in Boston, said the in the first quarter, saw the


















maV Team Game (HC)
Funky es . 037
Truckers 022
Seldoms 800




High Team Series (HC)
Truckers . . 2312
3290
Misfits 2219






Jane fieughten,  108
Vicki Overby 179
_Linda Drake 173
High Ind. Game (HC)
Men
out effort required of any
,anner who attempts the
gr*ling 26.2 mile run.
The,race will be held on
Patrintlo, Day, Monday, April
18th, beginning in the quaint
New England town of
Hopkinton, Ma.. at 12:00











Los Angeles at Boston, Bos-
ton leads series 1-0.
Buffalo at New York Island-
ers, New Ygrk leads series 1-0.
St. Louis at Montreal, , Mon:
treal leads series I-0.
Toronto at Philadelphia, To-
ronto leads series 1-0.
Friday's Games
New York Islanders at Buf-
falo
Philadelphia at Toronto •







Quebec 7, -New England 3,
Quebec leads series 2-0
Thursday's game
Quebec at New England
Series B
Tuesday's Result
Indianapolis 7, Cincinnati 2,









Winnipeg 4, San Diego 1, Win-
nipeg leads series 2-0
3,I30 marathon at Terre Haute,
Indiana last summer. Her
time of'3127 was six minutes
faster than Lanning's 3:33
whom she passed up "going
away" in the 24th mile.
- Ms. -Baker's pee rut mance
made her the first female
from Kentucky ever to finish a
marathon.. Her participation
at Boston- will be another first
for Kentucky women:
Lanning, an experienced
age-group runner, will be
competing in this third run at
Boston in four years, and his
20th marathon overall, since'
coming to Murray State in
1971.....
For both of these devotees of
running going to Boston is
likened to -a religious
pilgrimage. "Boston is the























TOURS HAS THE John-
son's MAGIC MARK-
your groceries on that
ticket will, cost you
nothing.
Approxertately











































as many games as possible.
But there were none at the
games at Portland or Golden
State.
"We don't have the financial
58 46 resources to fly a couple of
53 51
5241 Wm dozen men around the
m st country," Rush said, "but
4914 54o4
45 50 we'll continue picketing
35 69 games throughout the
playoffs."
Celtics 104, Spurs 94
Scott scored 13 points in the'
fourth quarter as Boston,
seeking a record 14th NBA
championship, pulled away
from San Antonio.
Jo Jo White led the Celtics
with 24 points. George Gervin
and Larry Kenon eaeh-scored
20 for the Spurs.- -
The second game of the
series is Friday night at San
Antonio.
Pistons 95, Warriors 90
The Pistons erased ari 18-
343 NEW YORK - Catcher Ted
233 'Simmons of the St. Louis
233 Cardinals, who had eight hits
205 and batted .615, was named
the National League Player of
s52 the Week.
.. 490 - GOLF
PINEHURST, N.C. -
Bobby Locke of South Africa,
four-time British Open win-
ner, was elected to the World
Golf Hall of Fame in the
Modern Era category.
Kei
point defied in beating Golden
State, holding the Warriors Ser
scoreless over the final 61/2 Vii
minutes. The' Pistons- can Rix
eliminate the Warriors at sta1
Detroit Thursday night. too
Bob Lanier, who missed 18 tucl
games Tate in theseasenlvith
a broken hand, led- Detroit
with 20 'points. He, put the
Pistons ahead .91-90 with a
jumper with 4:25 to go, then
hit another jumper _2 4*
minutes later to clinch the
victory.
Rick Barry topped the
Warriors with 31 points, ire.
chiding 14 in the second period
when Golden State raced to it
54-36 lead.
Blazers 96, Bulls 83
Maurice Lucas hit 10
consecutive shots and finished
seven minutes to go, then
pulled away. A juniper 1,4
Lucas put Portland ahead to
stay.
Mickey Johnson led the
Bulls with 19 points. The series '





Driving a sluggish car that coughs,
misses or drags on the highway can be
sheer torture. Erratic engine perfor-
mance is often caused by crankcase
confaminenty ant stktug_tortharacel.
parts. Is such cases you can help restore
lost sedarmaan- asalcs-‘ to-4-4seciat
formulation celled WYNN'S* ENGINE
TUNE-UP. This famous oil treatment
worts in-40-minuies at pan drive la 4
WO Quiet valves and lifters, while- it
dissolves away harmful deposits. So to
help end highway torture. GET WYNN'S
ENGINE TUNE-UP today.
Bel-Air Center
Free for the Asking!
" write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Enjoy A Feast In Seven Seas
nautical atmosphere.
TWO FOR NINE
Complete Dinner For Two Only $900
Two for none serJe,s.:1 every evening except Fri 8 Sot During April
) a
\N.
*Build A Delicious Salaairnm our 20 item Salad Bar
'*Choose your Entree from the following
1. Seven Seas Platter — Delicious varietYvf Scollops, Fried
Shrimp, Boiled Shrimb-,Oysters, Crab
Coke and Fish-Fillet r
2. Combination Platter — Choice of Any Two- Fried Shrimp.
Fried Oysters, Scallops, Flounder
and Catfish Fillet. 
3.7 oz. Rib-eye Steak — Selected from the best choice
beef. We will cut and charbroil to
your specifications.
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Services has denied West
Virginia Gov. Jay
Rockefeller's charge that his
state is providing ffood-i%lief
food for thousands of Ken-
tuckians.
"We have met. the
emergency needs in far
eastern Kentucky and we find
it hard to believe that they're
feeding 3,000 Kentuckians




as be launched a fund drive to
help with the relief effortAhat
in addition to providing food
for thousands of West Virginia
cesidents, "we are still
feeding 3,000 Kentuckians_ a
day."
He said-this would ambits*
"as king as the job is not
getting done on the other
side."
"They're not," said Little.
Little -said that if Ken-
tuckians seek food in West
Virginia," It's not because
they don't have the resources
in Kentucky.
"The only two places-they
can cross into West Virginia
are South Williamson and
_Kermit. There's plenty of food
in South Williamson. Kermit is
in the Lovely-Warfield area in
Martin County, and there's
plenty of food there," he said.
Little said the same federal
flood-relief programs are
under way in both states, with
the addition in Kentucky of the
Federal Disaster Assistance
Administration's individual
and family grant program,
which iseutavailable in West
Virginia.
The program provides tot
grants of up to $5.000 for
families or individuals with
unusual types of losses not
covered by any other form of
assistance.
The FDAA pays 75 per cent
of the total cost while the state
puts up 25 per cent. The
program emit be activated in
West Virginia because the
state's laws forbid payment of
state money into a federal
- program, Little said.
Otherwise' he said, the • - and public bui1dings-1o.- laanstypes of federal assistance for businessmen and grants .available in She • *Awe'. for emergency homestates—from federal , 




YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED THANKS 7A
or.-
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Zorro Aggravator - All Sixes


























Nile its edge shays after sieve, shoves e
lot, arts • At*
Pack of 3 Shavers
Meg. 49' 4Sale 39














































































Tire modem way to cleaver tooth, fresher
Weetb, bealtaier paw Powers away feed
soilage year tooth brash can't neck.
Doi," modiki 37 Standard Model 49
.,.$2095 so.$1895
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hi. S2.15 Sim Screen Gel. 302.  Sale $219
Reg. 13.25 Dark Tansies Lotion 8 el  Sale $259
Reg. 13.25 Dirk laming Oil s oz.  sale $259
Reg. SI.00 Professional Ire* Oil oz. . 
Sah;1 419
S299
Reg. S5.00 loyal ,Tanitieg Bleed 8 oz.... Sole J
$0119
hg. S4.00 Forevet Aloe 1 ez.  Sale I°
11 12 1 i
10 v
St.L.rws411.,:' 3
8 ' - • 4
7 es s
_
Largo erainic eamerals for *soy readalehty.












household germs. 12 oz.


























' 50% Polyester - 50% Cotton
Doubles-Twins
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Toddler Sizes 1 year
to 4 years
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4 The funeral-services for Will
. A. Morris of 20tA Irvan,
Murray, will be held Thursday
at eleven a. m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Elie Rev. Jerrell
White officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as-the organist.
Pallbearers-will be Herbert
Dagher, Frank Lindley, and
C. W. Oliver, sons-in-law,
Jeffrey --ttagher,- - • Janiet-
' Morris, and Don Hart,
grandsons. Burial will follow
in the Murray Memorial
Gardens. ..
Friends may call at the
funeral •home where Masonic
rites will be conducted tonight
tWedriesday, )it :.30 p m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons. All
Master Masons are invited to.
attend, according to Pete
Farley and Dee Lamb of the
lodge.
Mr. Morris, age 89, died
Monday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. A
member of a Baptist Church,
he was born October 26, 1887,
the son of the late Robert
Buchanan and Dora Simmons
Morris.
. Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Annie Alton Morris, Murray;
four daughters, Mesdames
Frank Lindley, C. W. Oliver,
Herbert Dagher, and William
Camp, and five sons, Jewel E.,
Brent, Dorris, Bransford, and
•Loyce Morris, all of the








Word has been received- of
the death of Mrs. Will D.
Geurin, the former Virginia
Coleman of Calloway County,
who died Tuesday afternoon at
the Beaumont Hospital, Royal
Oak, Mich.
Mrs. Geurin was 60 years of
age and a resident of Royal
0Ais._Born Se2ternber 28.
. at New Concord, she was the
daughter of the late Hanley
Coleman and Lucy Parham
Coleman.
Survivors include her
husband, Will D. Geurin, to
whom she was married in
1934, one daughter, Mrs. Don
(Sharon) Cooley, one son,
Robert.Will Geurin, and three
grandchildren, Detroit,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. John
(Mary Lee) Letturi, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.; five
brothers,- Mac Coleman,
Tiffin, Ohio, Billy Coleman,
Arkansas, Bruce, Gene, and
James R. Coleman, Detroit,
Mich.; one aunt, Mrs. Rennie
Hicks, Detroit, Mich.; several
cousins including Mrs. Her-
man Lovins of Murray who
left by airplane today to at-
tend the funeral services.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Kinsey and..
Garrett Funeral Home,it oyal
Oar, Mich., with 
bur 
I to
follow in the White Chapel
Cemetery in Troy, Mich:
Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Watson
Final rites for Mrs. J. R.
(Lottie) Watson of 1103 Poplar
Street, Murray, were held
TuisZay at two p. m. at the
chapel of the.Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home With Bro. John
Vale and Bro. Kenneth Hoover
officiating. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs Watson died Sunday at
the age of 65 at the Murray- -
Calloway Coutity Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, J. FL Watson.;
-daugfirer, Mrs. Rex -Hale,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; two sons,
Ronnie, Murray, and Jerry,
Hazel Route Two; three
sisters, one brother, and six
grandchildren.
A. B. Callaway Is
Dead At-Age 74;
Rites Thursday
Autrey Boyd Callaway, age
74, a retired employe of Ford
Motor Company, died
Saturday at the Oaliwood
Hospital, Dearborn, Mich. -
The deceased was born May
3, 1902, in Kentucky and was
the son of the late Charles
Thomas Callaway and Serena
Wilford Callaway. He was a
member of the Taylor Center
Church pf Christ and resided
at 11029 Cornell, Taylor, Mich.
One daughter, Euna Mae,
preceded him in death.
Mr: Callaway is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Cavatte
Robinson Callaway, to wham
he was married March 15,
19261 two daughters, Mrs.
Patty Marsack, Romulus,
Mich.. and Mrs. . Kathleen
Harper, Amherst, Ohio; two
sisters, - Mrs. Ivanora
Swain, Buchanan, Tn., and
Mrs. ,•Pauline Miles, Paris.
Tn.; -four brothers, Melvin,
Fayetteville, Ga., Carlton,
Chicago, • Ill., Raymond,
Florida, and Ellin), -Calder:
nia; three grandchildren;
three great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 10:30 a. m. at
LeDon Chapel of the
Ridgeway Morticians, Facia,
'In., with Bro. Neal Penny
officiating. Burial Will fellow
in the Mt. Zion Cemetery.
STOCK MAW 
Prices of stocks of local interest - at
noon today fig-rushed to the Ledger &




Am. Motors 5 -4-14
Ashland Oil 33% +'.,
AT&T 62% -k4
Ford Motor 55% -%
Gen. Dynamics 55% -1
Gen. Motors 694 -a41
Can. Tire 271-s unc
Goodrich 31% -%
Gulf .00 - 21% --%
Pennwalt 3331 -34
Quaker Oats n% -%
Republic Steel 331- unc
Singer Mfg. ,. 21Vi +%
Tappan 10% -%
Western Union 17% +'i
Zenith Radio 24% +%
Prices of ktock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp.. of
































desires to be your
,City Councilman for
Ward B
I live at 1108 South 16th Street and am a lifetime
resident of Murray and Calloway. County. I have
been married to the former Audie Mae Dodd,
daughter of Clifford Dodd, for the past 43 years and
have one daughter, Betty Ann Patterson of Winter.,
Park Florida. I am a member of the University Chur-
ch of Christ where I serve as deacon. I have been
employed as a Salesman at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
for the past 22 years.
To the best of my ability I will give fair and honest
government to all the people of the citsof Murray.
1 earnestly solicit your vote and influence.
._ Thank you in advance for your help.
J. H. (Hardiman) Nix





Daniel Boone Lyles of
Benton Route One died
Tuesday at 9:05 a. m. at the
Benton ,Municipal Hospital.
He was 87 years-of-age-
'The deceased and' his wife,
Mrs. Ada Lyles, who survive,
had been residing at Fern
Terrace -Lodge, Murray. He
was a member of the Benton
Church of Christ. Born
-December 20, 1889, he was the-
son of the late William Lyles
and Rebecca Smith Lyles.
Survivors are his wife, Ada;
one daughter, Mrs. Rachel
Erwin, and one son, Jessie
Lyles, Benton Route One;
three sisters, Mrs. Clyde
Tyree, Beaten- Route Three,
Mrs. Emma- Johnston,
Mayfield Route Five, and
Mrs. 'Ella -Greenfield,
Paducah; eight, grand-
children; four, great grand-
children. - - - -
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro.
Kenneth Hoover and Bro. Don
Cain officiating. Grandsons
are serving as pallbearers and






Ford's -1976- Kentucky State.
Chairman, will present a
lecture Thursday, April 14, at
7:30 • p. m. in Room 208 of
Faculty Hall; Murray State
University.
Rogers has been active in
the Kentucky---Republican
Harold Rogers
party since the mid 1960s and
was head of President Ford's
upset victory in Kentucky's
Republican presidential
primary. Rogers, a resident of
Somerset, is the *com-
monwealth attorney for
Pulaski and- Rockcastle
Counties in central Kentucky.
The Republican chairman is
president of the Kentucky
Commonwealth Attorneys
Association, has been on the
Board of Directors of many of
Somerset's foundations and
civic organizations, and has
twice been voted the "Out-
standing Man of Pulaski
County."
Thursday evening's address
will center on "The Future of
the Republican Party and
Grassroots Organization."
The public is invited to attend
the lecture at no charge, a
local party spokesman said.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Seryice
April 13, 1477
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes I Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 544 Est. KO Barrows &
Gilts .75 higher Sows steady 1.00 higher
advance on weights 430 lbs.
US 1-2 200-220 lbs. $37.25-3740
US 14 200-240 lbs. $37.00-37.13
US 2-4 240-260 lbs . 6381164760
US 3-4260-260 lbs 135 .50-30.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 131.00-33.00
US 1-3 300-430 lbs. , $32.0044.00
US 1-3460•Melbs. 634.0604.50 few 35.00
US 2-3300-500 lbs. oo.con Ai
Boars 19.00-22.00
UNION 'TO MEET
United Auto Workers Local
1068 will meet at 7:-30 p. m.
Thursday, April 14, at the
American Legion Building on
Maple Street. "It is extremely
important that all members
attend_ this meeting," union
president Franklin Rushing
said.
LONG KNOCKER—Johnny McCage's driving form is clearly, seen in this series of ac-
tion pictures taken by Murray Country Club Pro Jimmy Sullivan recently as the golfing
season got 'under way at the club: McCage, a former member of the board of direc-
tors, is shown hitting_his tee shot Oft the 345-yard par-4 4th hole..• - .
Many Activities Getting Underway
For Murray Country Club Members
A new season of activities is
underway at the Murray
Country Club.
The summer* greens have
been open for golf since March,
15, and Club Pro Jimmy
Sullivan is.pleased with the
progress the grass on • them
has made in recent days.. He
believes they will be in top
playing condition by May 1.
Although play is being
delayed on the club's W.,
newest tennis -courts, the
warm weather has lured a
number of players out for play
on the two older courts. A full
schedule Of tennis activities is
-planned for the mintier.
The lady golfers wilL opea
their season-long activities
with a coffee-hour get-
together WedneSday, April 2,
and -hosted by their golf
conunittee - Sue Costello,
Toni Hopson, Louise Lamb
and Rowena Cullom. They will
tee it up the-following Wed-
nesday, April 27, to begin their
weekly competitive sessions.
- The-lady tennis-players also
will open their season Wed-
nesday, April 27, and the
men's regular stag night is set
for April 21.
The swimming pool again
will observe its traditional
opening day on Memorial
Day, May 30.
Only a few minor-fl-changes
have been made in the club's
policies and playing-con-
ditions as the season gets
underway. The board of
clActors voted last week to
permit as many as six golfers
in a group on the course
throughout the summer. In the
past, only foursomes were
permitted after May 1.
The 13th tee has been ex-
tended to a length of 50 feet,
enabling some players to have
a better opportunity to clear
the ditch cutting diagonally
across the fairway. Zoysia
plugs 'also have been placed
around all sand traps, and all
water lines Which burst during
the severe winter months have
been replaced.




Farris Dqnham, 704 Poplar;
Ray and Lee Leiser, 1704
Plainview; -Dr. William
Pamela Louise Fleming of
Paducah, a music education
major at Murray State
University, will present her
senior recital on the campus
Wednesday. April 13.
Schedule-Ad at 8:1.7ap.m. in a
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
selections for the mezzo
soprano by Scarlatti,
Cildara, Schumann, Brahms,
Sinding, Ireland, and Gibbs.
Richard and Jan Wilson,
Route 7; and William and
Penny Cappock,
Gatesborough Circle.
- Prohibited parking at the
practice area beyond a line 10
feet paralell to the entrance
roadway.
- Named Joe Rexroat, Ad
Howe, Jr., and .Tommy
Sanders to a committee to
determine a cost estimate and
actiiti program for putting the
two new tennis courts in
playing tondition as soon as
possible. A special meeting of
the board will be called to
receive the committee's
report and to determine future
action.
- Authorized the treasurer,
J. H. Shackleford, to supervise
the replacement of a number
of shrubs which were lost to
the winter weather.
- Authorized the em-
ployment of a part-time
employee to. help keep the
grounds and shrubs neatly
trimmed during -the coming
season. -
Liddy Eligible For
Parole In 3 Months
WASHINGTON (AP) - G.
Gordon Liddy, still silent
about the Watergateburglary
he planned, supervised and -
botched, can look forward to
parole in three months rather
than four...years through the
last-resort intervention . of
President Carter.
With a stroke of a-pen, the
President did what Gerald
Ford wouldn't: he cut Liddy's
Sentence from 20 years to
eight years and thereby made
him eligible- for parole
anytime after July 9.
Even when Liddy is free, a
nation saturated with
Watergate confessions is
unlikely to hear the few
missing details from the man
who knows them best. His
mother and his lawyer said
they doubt he -WM tell his
story.
On July 9, Liddy will have
served 50 months in 'prison , far
more than any of the 65-plus„
persons convicted in
Watergate and its aftermath.
Liddy drew a stiffer sen-
tence than the rest for
refusing to cooperate with
prosecutors; he served an
extra 18 months in jail for
stone-walling the Watergate
grand jury; he invited and got
a congressional contempt
citation for refusing even to 
take an oath..
Parole will not be
automatic, even with the
President's commutation.
Liddy must file an application
for "consideration of parole"
and convince the board he
merits release. Officials at the
Allenwood, Pa., minimum
security institution Say he is a
model prisoner. __ •
fn announcing the com-
mutation Tuesday, • -White
House' spokesman Rex
Granum said the President
acted "in theinterest of equity
and fairness, based on a
comparison of Mr. I.iddy's
sentence with those of all
others Convicted . in
Watergate-related prosecu-
tions,"
The sentence of eight years
matches .the Watergate
roverup terms imposed on
H. R. Haldeman, John N.
Mitchell and John D. Ehrlich-
man, who were top officials in
Richard- M. Nixon's ad-
ministration.
Ehrlichman, former_
domestic counsel, is serving
his time at a minimum
security institution in Arizona.
Haldeman, former chief of
staff, and Mitchell, former
attorney general, will learn
next week whether the
Supreme Court will consider
their appeal.
"I'm grateful to the
-
President for commuting my
sentence and bringing it into
'line with the sentences-
received by Mitchell,
Haldeman, Ehrlichman and
Runt," Liddy told ids-11,4er,
Peter L. Maroulis.
Hunt, a former' CIA man
who recruited four of the
burglars from Bay of Pigs
_comrades in Miami's Cuban
community, was released.
Feb. 24 after nearly 32 months
in jail. He is now on the lecture
circuit.
The seventh man involved in
the burglary, James W.
McCord, was the first to talk
and was freed after serving
only four months.
Liddy is eligible for parole
once he has served 32 months
- one third of eight years. The
18 months he served for
refusing to testify before the
grand jury under immunity
was extra.
In the Watergate tapes,
Nixon described Liddy, a
former FBI agent, as va little
nuts."
Liddy, 46, also was once an
assistant district attorney of
Dutchess County, N.Y., an
unsuccessful candidate for
Congress, a !pedal assistant
in the Treasury Department
and a White House aide.
Memberships Accepted
At Oaks Country Club
Thepaks Colintry Club held
its regular board meeting
Tuesday night.
Four new memberships
were accepted. They were Mr.
and Mrs. Carman Parks, Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Galloway,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom. Matthais
and Wally Young.
Two unexpired vacancia‘on
• the board were fitted. Elbert
Thomason was apPointed to
the post of vice president
while Doris Conners was
appointed as secretarir.
The social calentlar for the
Oaks Country Club may now
_be picked-up-at tho pro shop.
There is a printing mistake on
the calendar and the first golf
scramble will' be May 8, not
May 1 as is on...the calendar.
The swimming pool at the
Oaks Club will open the last
weekend in May.
Also, the club set July,9 as-
the date for a parent-child golf
tournament. Further details
on that tourney will be for- '
thcotntng.
A ladies luncheon Will be -
held at 12 noon next Wed-
nesday, April 20. For reser-
vations, contact Mary )3ogard,
Sarah Massey or the pro shop
at the club.
For publicity for 1110....94ks
Club, contact Nicky Ryan.
Tappan Reaches Agreement
With Elyria Plant Workers
-MANSFIELD, OHIO-The
Tappan. Company has an-
nounced-the-early' ratification
of a new labor agreement
covering approximately 500
factory employees with the
International Molders and
Allied Workers at its major
Air Conditioning and Heating
Division in Elyria, Ohio. The
agreement termination date
was July 1, 1977, and the new
three-year agreement covers
the term July 2, 1977, through
June 27, 1980.
This agreement follows two
previous Tappan labor
agreements reached earlier
this year. The first was a three
and a half year labor
agreement reached on
January 4, 19772 with the
United Automobile Workers of
America at its major ap-
plianceplant in Murray. The
second was a three-year labor
Matthew Oliver Bryant of
Charleston. Mo., an organ
major at Murray State
University, will present his
senior recital on the campus
Sunday, April 17. Scheduled
at 2 p.m. in the Farrell Recital,
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, the program





February 12, 1977, with the
United Steelworkers of
America at its major ap-
pliance plant in Mansfield,
Ohio.
The new agreement at the
Air Conditioning Division was
strongly ratified by the
member on April 7, 1977, with
71 per cent of those present
voting for ratilication. This
action when coupled with the
previously announced Janitrol
acquisition will provide im-
proved stability and should
further accelerate the
reversM of losses experienced
by the Air Conditioning
Division.
Tappan's Heating and Air
Conditioning Division
currently Produces a complete
line ot residential and light
commercial air Conditioning
and heating products, in-
cluclinchigh_ efficiency „unit*
and a _newly-designed, and-
expandedline of heat pumps.
Tappan is a diversified
manufacturer of, products




heating and air conditioning
equipment, kitchen cabinets,
bathroom variities, inert in  .
cabinets and metal waste
containers.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hen wet
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Democratic Primary May . 24
Progress With Fiscal Responsibility
Political ad paid for by committee to elect








...will be a vote for a native Calloway Countian who is honest, sober,
hard-working and dedicated fry law and order for our people.
My grandfather was Lee Cohoon. He settled on the east side of
Calloway County 107 years ago in 1870. Members of our family have
been honest, law-abiding, respectable citizens of Calloway County all
these many years.
When I am elected your sheriff, I will work tirelessly to uphold and en-
force the law of the Commonwealth of Kentucky and our nation all
across the county.
(Advertisement Paid For by Th. eondtdot.)
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The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has given, for April, the "Yard
of the Month" award to St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main Street. Red, white,
and pink azaleas are the spring highlight of their foundation plantings Other plants in-
cluded are tulips, daffodils, and iris. The back foundation shows pyracantha, acuba, and
rhododendron. Bordering the graveled parking area are new plantings of taxus yew,
and three boxwood. The spacious site has a variety of deciduous trees,. two
dogwoodarandnevAy planted forsythia. Spring beauties, which are wild flowers, can
.be seen in abundance throughout the lawn. The Church has begue.implementing an
overall landscaping plan with possiye plant additions in the future. The Garden
Department welcomes any suggestions-for future selections of home orbusiness
to be given "The Yard of the Month." Call anyone in the Garderibepartment or Nancy
Adams, 75341115.
'
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has awarded the "Home Yard
'of the Month" award for April ,to Dr. and Mrs Ken Harrell, 801 Doran Road. Their red
brick home, which is set at some distance from Doran Road, can be seen through a
variety .of large deciduous trees and pine trees. flanking the -front entrance drive are
two large blooming redbuds and extending its length toward the house are white and
loblolly pines and flowering white dogwood. More dogwood, maples and a river birch
are seen along the north lot line bordering Johnson Blvd. Foundation plantings are
evergreen specimens of juniper, holly, pyracantha, and rhododendron. Blooming tulips
and daffodils are planted in a garden bordering the back terraced patio. Within this en-
closed.patio are Lattle_ns pl red azaleas.  hniliPc, climbing-ivy and-dogwood. Here also
are more seasonal gardens an area for geraniums and chrysanthemums to give
summer and fall color. Daylilies are massed under a dogwood placed alongside the
garage. Mrs. Harrell estimates there are about 40 white dogwoods in the yard with
most of•them in full bloom this spring. Residing at home with their parents are Ken Jr.
andlisa Harrell, both Murray State University students.
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6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Little Lord Faunt-
leroy" Cedric arrives in England










"Hedda Gabler" by Henrik
Ibsen , Janet Suzman stars as
a young woman, trapped by
marriage and society, who des-
troys herself to be free.
FRIDAY. APRIL 15
Eastern/Central Time 








6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
You
7;00/6:00 FARM MARKET-
PLACE "Making a Marketing
I:Mei-holt" (Last show of series)











"A Time of Change"
SATURDAY, APRIL 16
Eastern/Central Time 





10:00/9:00 ONCE UPON A















from Murray State University
discuss cooperative education.
iPn...MOvie _Theater anti re-
Mtn TO ' this time next week)
2:00/1:00 BLACK FILMMAK-
ERS HALL OF FAME Fourth
annual Oscar Micheaux Awards
Ceremony held in Oakland,




TIVE ON THE NEWS
4:30/3:30 COMMENT ON-KEN-
TUCKS' (Signed) IR. from Fri.)
5:00/4:00 NOVA "Dawn of the
Solar ,Age"-An- fossil- fuels dis-
anew., the On might become
our next great energy resource.
(Captioned) (R. from Wed.)
6:00/5:00 THE WAY IT WAS
6:30/5:30, 'INFINITY FAC-
TORY
7:00/6:00 STUDIO SEE .
7:30/6I30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Little Lord Fautat-





IN SPACE "The Power Game"
9:00/8:00 CASE OF THE MIS-
SING MUMMY Professor Ron-
ald Harrison, solver of a mur-
der mystery thousands of years
Old, discoVefs new fedi about







2:00/1:00 p.m. CLASSIC THE-
ATRE PREVIEW "Hedda Gab-
ler"
2:30/1:30 CLASSIC THEATRE:
THE HUMANITIES IN DRA-
MA "Hedda Gabler" by Henrik
:Ibsen -Janet SulmetA stars as a
vital and beautiful young wo-
mah, trapped by marriage and
society, who destroys herself
to be free. (R. from Thu.)
4:00/3:00 TBA
4:30/3:30 BLACK JOURNAL
"What Is A Black Leaden"
5:00/4:00 CASE OF THE MIS-









8:00/7:00 PREVIN AND THE
PITTSBURGH "A Concert of
Brahms and Prokof rev"
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: UPSTAIRS, DOAN-
STAIRS The young, Marquis of
Stockbridge woos Georgina and
asks Bellamy for her hand in
".marriage. •
10:00/9:00 ONEDIN [UNE ,
MONDAY, APRIL 18
of astern/Central Time 
3:30/2:30 p.m. GED 4ERIES











FAMILIES "The Kennedy Fam-




for the Mentally Retarded"
1O:00/9:0 CONSUMER. SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Photo Equip-
trent"
10.:30/9:30 BOOKBEAT Alex
Haley, author of '"Roots", tells
host Bob Crornie about his 12
year search for his ancestors



















STORY "The Blue Hotel" by
Stephen Crane
9:00/8:00 IN SEARCH OF
THE REAL MAERICA "The
.Good_Guyscif1History"
9:30/8:30 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER: ITALIAN FILM FES-
T-NAL- "Miracle In Milan" Vit-
torio de Sica
i 
s story of a vag-




3:30/2:BO GED SERIES "Math







6:30/5:39 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU
7:00/6:00 THE BEST OF
ERNIE KOVACS One of the
best comedians of TV's golden
age returns in this first of ten
programs edited from Kmac's
original series.
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY ,MAG-
AZINE (R. from Sun.)
8:00/7:00 NOVA "The Busi-
ness of, Extinction" Animal
life is heading for -extinction,
but a thriving trade in smuggled,
endangered species continues.
Can we save what we have left?
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES: THEATER IN A-
MERICA "The Prince of Hom-
burg" Chelsea Theater Center
WWI York's furfiduction of
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KET Courses May Be Used To
Earn Credit From Murray State
• Three Kentucky Ed-
ucational Television (KET)
courses scheduled to be shown
on Saturdays beginning April‘
23 may be used to earn
graduate or advanced uri-
dergraduate credit. at Murray_
State University, 7
bOnsOred by the tenter for
Continuing Education at




Consortium, the courses each
Carry three serneiteriviiri
academic credit. The KET
courses are:
"Teaching -Children to
Reid," which will be offered
as Reading 523 and
Elementary Education 523, in
12 30-minute lessons. Dr.
Yancey Watkins will be the
instructor. Lesspns -will be
Shown at 7 and 7:30 a.' m. on
Saturdays and repeated at
2:30 p. m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
"Human Relations and
School -Disciplines," will be -
offered as Secondary
Education 61t and Elemen-
'tars, Education 604 or 605, in 12
30-minute lessons. Dr. John
Taylor will 171 the instructor.
Lessons will be shown at 8 and
8:30 a. m. The first two lesson
will not be repeated, but
subsequent lessons will be
repeated on Mondays -and
Wetiesdays at. 2 : 30 p. m. _
"Characteristits of Lear-
ning Disabilities," which will
be "- nyfered as _Special
Education 524, in 1530-minute
lessons. Dr. Ralph Hausman
will be the instructor. Lessons
will be shown at 9 and 9:30 a.
m. and will not be repeated.
Students will also attend
three-hour seminars on the
campus as part of the course
requirements.
The 500-level courses may
be taken for graduate or
advanced undergraduate
credits, while the 600-level
courses aFe offered for
graduate credit only.
An organizational meeting
for the reading course is
scheduled from fl•to 9 p. m.
Monday, April 18, in Room 342
of 'the' Special Education
Building on the campus.
Students will register and be
given instructions at that
time.
The human relations and
school disciplines course will
meet for the first time at 8
• ni. Saturday-April23- in
Room 254 of the Education
Building at Murray State.
Students will watch the first
two logien& together and thee-
-register and receive In-
structions. - . .
Organization for- the lear-
ning disabilities course will be
at 8 a. m. on Saturday, April
23, in Room 240 of the Special
Education Building. Students
will register and receive in-
structions, watch the first two
lessons together, and then
meet in a seminar until noon
Tuition is $18 a semester
hour for Kentucky un-
dergraduate students and $27
a semester hour for Kentucky
graduate students, Non-
resident tuition rates are $40 a
semester hour for un-
dergraduate credit and $56 a
-semester hour for _graduate
credit.
'We Will Rebuild' Pineville
Resident Says Of Devastation
-F 44E1 —
Bobby Madon says a flood that
inundated this southeastern
Kentucky town a week ago
"has hurt us financially, but
not ow-spirit."
---"We will -rebuild,"-he said
Monday. "You can count on-
that." •
Madan., a city Judge
assigned to head a disaster
control center ellablisbed in
- --zone of the few buildings that—
. was not damaged or destroyed
by the rampaging Cum-
berland River, said 2,200 of.
TirieviIles :2,800 residents are
Madon said only•twpses on a
hill near Pineville escaped
inundation, and "those people
have taken- in the refugees.
Those houses are packed, e ith
30 to 40 people staying in each
one," he said.
"I've been in war-ravaged
- countries. I've seen a lot of
bad things, but I've never seen
anything like this," Madon
said in an interview as hun-
dreds of volunteers; National
Guard troops and Red Cross_ _
workers fed the hungry,
handed out clothing and
labored to remove the mud
left by the flood.
The Cumberland River
swept out of its banks late last
Monday night and early
Tuesday, washing away many
houses and mobile homes and
inundating others. .
—"We're not completely
destroyed, only pretty (lost t..)
'
-Madan- said.---"This is a
small community, a, proud
community. But we witl clean
up the mud and We will &we
our parade and dance the last
weekend in May just as we
always do." • -
The school .is gone, the
sewer system isn't working,
people are being fed at "hot
food kitchens" and the water
system is out, Madon said. ,
- 'Every single borne is full,"
he , said. "Everyone has
opened their hearts and homes
and food to -everyone.
Everyone is helping their
neighbors."
The cleanup operation
began as soon as the flood
waters receded, but it will
take weeks to complete it, and
months for life to return to
normal. Madon said.
"Drive down the main drag,
and all you see is
refrtgerator4, mattresses,
debris, piled- in yards,"- he
said. "All the homes not on the
hill were hurt. The west
Pineville section was
....completely wiped out.'-'• - -
He said many persons at the
_ hospital, located on higher
ground, worked _around the
clock for days feeding
refugees, "even though they
knew their homes had been
wiped out.
"Luckily, we came out of
this with no deaths," he said.
Dr. Jimmy Golden, disaster
chairman on the staff of
Pineville Community
Hospital, --said-hes afraid an
epidemic. of typhoid may
break out and is making plans
to immunize the residents.
"You have to be very
careful in a situation like
this," he said. `We' have
broken water mains; a lot of
people jammed tightly
together, and mud is all over
everything. We don't an-
ticipate anything, but we don't
want to take any chances,
either."
Murray High Students
Win In Math Tourney
•
Murray High Mathematics
students won a Second Place
Team Traphy at the annual
mathematics contest spon-
sored jointly by Murray State
University and the Kenlake




given to Jerry Kelly who wen,'
second place in Geometry and
Bruce Horning who won third
place in Algebra IL
Other members_ af the
Murray team are Brent
Boston, Brian Gray, Mark
Ferguson, Alison Wallace, and
Zachary Jones in Algebra I;
Duane Dycus, Michell Kura,'
Terry Smith, and Brad Taylor
in Geometry; Deborah
Darnall, Joey Grasty, Mickey
SPann and Frank Gilliam in -
- Idgebrarf; Brad Boone, geth
Boston, Deanna McMillen,
Larry Watkins, and Randy
May in the Comprehensive
Exam,
Approximately 200 students
representing 20 schools io the
area participated in the event.
Members of the Murray High Mathematics team par-
ticipating in the recent contest held at Murray State
University wereT top photo-left to right, first row, Brent
Boston, Brian Gray, second row, Zachary Jones, Alison
Wallace, Mark Ferguson, third row, Duane Dycus, Brad
Taylor, Terry Smith, Michael Kurz, bottom photo, front
row, Mickey Spann, Randy May, second row, Beth
Boston, Deborah Damalk Brad Boone, third rdw, Joey - •
Grady, Bruce Horning. and Larry Watkins. Not pictured
were Deanna McMillen, Jerry Kelly, and Frank Galiam.
A RARE TREAT THESE DAYS—Joyce Rhinehart, waitress at the Star Inn in What Cheer.
Iowa keeps customers' coffee cupefilJed with brew, and keeps them smiling with her •-
banter. The Star Inn features coffee at a nickel a cup with free refills.
Tobacco Building Dedicated To Finding Truth
LEXINGTON, Ky. IA! --
KentuCky's new $3.8 million
Tobacco and Health Resear
Institute building will' 1,e
dedicited to finding the truth




Harris spoke briefly at
dedication 'ceremonies
Monday for the 58,000-square-
100t- stone building -on the
University .of Kentucky
campus.
-This facility represents our
commitment to the conductok
honest and open research,'
FORT DONUSON RECEIVES NEW CANNON CARRIAGE AND UMBER—Fort
Donelson National Military Park Superintendent E. I. Pratt has announced the arrival of
a new cannon carriage and limber (ammunition chest) which will be used In the park's
living History Program. Pratt stated, "These View artillery items will go a long way in ex-
plaining the role of field artillery during the- Civil War, and will add a new degree of
realism to our cannon firing demonstrations." Manufactured by the Cotton Hill Works,
Athens, Alabama, the rarriake and limber are exact reproductions of those used by
both Union and Confederate forces during the war. Pratt encourages all interested
members of the community to visit Fort Donelson and attend the park's cannon firing
demonstrations, DemonstrationVare currently held on weekends at -2:00 p. m and-
3:30 p. m.
•
and most important, to the
finding of facts, not the. of-
tering of opinions.- ,
The Tobacco and Health
Research institute, a 'joint
effort of the university and the
Kentucky Tobaceb Research




House Bill 466 said the
purpose of the institute would
be to "prove or disprove the
charges against tobacco
' products and to strengthen or
preserve tobacco programs in
the Cornmonirealth.'.:
' Its activities have been
fjnanced partly .by federal
grants and partly by a half-.
cent-a-pack tax levied on
cigarettes sold in Kentucky.
Harris noted that tnbacro ts
' Kentueky's'fargest cash crop.
It brought farmers- some $566
Harris said. "-The researa
that will go on in this facility
will be obediant first, last and
always to the scientific
method, to the pursuit of truth.
million ih the past season. •
And more than 800.000
'Kentuckians—nearly a
quarter of the state's
population—are involved in
.tobacco growing, ware-
housing, redrying and tran-
sportation and in the
-manufacture of tobacco
prod\icts.
"NO Kentucky' farmer wants
to prothice _a product harmful
to his fellow man." Harris
said -The truth is that the
tobacco industry is important
to Kentucky and to the nation
"Our commitment is that
only a greater and more
important commitment—our
citizens' health' -wan deprive •
Kentuckians of such an
asset,':. he said. -I am sure
this the - leading
tobacco-health research
center in the world."
The institute has conducted
experiments in smoke,
chemistry and in tobacco
- 'genetics -and -a gronorny to see
if altering the tobacco plant
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ONLY GRAIN FED — U.S. CHOICE — HEAVY BEEF HAS THE IGA
TABLERITE LABEL. ITS SELECTED FROM ONLY THE BEST U.S. CHOICE
BEEF. CUT & TRIMMED TO PROVIDE THE FRESHEST, TENDEREST,














SPRING ROUNDt — FREEZER FILLER•U.S. CHOICE BEEF
WHOLE FRONT HIND ---,
SIDE AV QUARTER wifat, QUARTER
Avg- weight 275 lb.
INCLUDES ALL CUTS OF BEEF. IN
FRONT & HIND QUARTER
Lb. Avg. Weight: 140 L
RIB, CHUCK, SWISS, RIBE.YE STEAKS:fUtS •
— CHUCK & SHOULDER ROASTS WITH











ROUND, SIRLOIN, T-BONE & SIRLOIN
TIP STEAKS OR ROASTS. PLUS —












CENTER CUT CHUCK ROAST, ,.... ,..  Lb. 78
U.S. CHOICE '






TABLEFRESII PRODUCE • VARIETY. PRICE & QUALITY
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BEANS316 oz. $1CAN FOR 
NORTHSIDE: SOUTHSIDE
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1 Lb. 4 9 A
BOWL
VAN CAMP'S•BIG NO. 2 CAN
PORK 'N' BEANS 
MARTHA WHITE SELF RISING
























































ADAMS ICA COI FON
COFFEE













1 0 °FRFEGULAR PRICE
WITH THIS COUPON
COUPON EXPIRES 4-19-77




AND 5 PKG. "". / 2 
OFF
5
COUPON EXPIRES ‘111.77 WITH THIS COUPON
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Orkin Agrees To Stop Deceptive Practices Film To
Be Shown
After Court Action Is Filed By Agencies n Sunday
• FRONKFORT:-Ky. AP r — rid of pests.
In the wake of asuit filed by The attorney general's
two state agencies, Orkin office and the state Depart-,
• Exterminating. Co. has signed- ment for Nrs$ural Resources
an "agreed order" • through and Consumer Protection filed
which is promises to abandon suit Monday against 'two
deceptive practices in trying licensehOlders of the Atlanta-
to persuade homowners to get -based firm tieing .business in
Kentucky, Charles Cooper of'
4
- Louisville and Calvin Cam-
pbell of West Paducah.
The suit was filed in Jef-
ferson Circtiit Court.'
The order signed by Orkin
sily guilty of the
stipul teas i:hzat the company
isn't sar
charges es) in the mat _
But Orkin lawyer M.
Kenneth Doss said that an
Decision Could Save internal company shows that someinvestigation by the




millions of dollars if a Federal
Power Commission case in-
volving emergency winter fuel
supplies goes against one of
the nation's largest natural
gas pipeline firms, an ad-
ministrative judge says.
In a, preliminary hearing
Monday into charges against
Columbia Gas Transmission
commission co-Judge Samuel
-Kanell acknowledged that the
commission could force the
firm to take a loss on higher-
priced natural gas it supplied
during last winter's frigid
weather.
The ruling would depend on
whether the FPC can prove
that the company contributed
to the natural gas shortage
and resulting higher prices by
"imprudently" depleting its
reserves last October before
the severe weather.
The company blames, the
shortages entirely on the
unexpected cold wave.
, FPC counsel Richard
Mattingly Said the-higher cost
has not been passed on to
Columbia consumers 'yet
because all wholesale price
increases are subject to FPC -
Ranelle Rigney of
Elizabethtown, a music
education major at Murray
State University, will present
her senior recital on the
campus Monday, April 18.
Scheduled at 8:15 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Rile Arts Center,








in reading, mathematics, and
- Engiish will herofferecttwice-a
. week in the Adult Learning
Center at Murray State
University April 18-June 16 as
part of the free program of
adult education.
Chuck Guthrie, director of
the center, said each class will
meet for one hour on Mondays
and Thursdays in Ftoorti 228 of
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Reading classes are scheduled
from 8:30 .to 9:30 a.m.,
• mathematics clasSes from 10
toll a.m., and English classes
frem 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.
He said the courses are
designed to teach' students the
fundamentals of each subject
to prepare them to take the
high school equivalency_
(GED ), to enroll in college, or
to help toward any other goal
requiring more knowledge of
these skills.
Anyone 16 years of age or
older not enrolled in a public
school may take the courses.
All, books and materials
required will be provided at_no
iharge.
Student's may enroll by
calling 762-6971 or by going to
the Adult Learning Center in
Room 228 of Stewart Stadium.
Guthrie, noting that
enrollment will be limited,
urged anyone who is in-
terested to enroll as soon as
possible.*- '
approval. If Columbia loses
the case, it could be stuck with
footing the higher bills itself.
The size of any consumer
savings would depend in part
on how much of the October
reserves went to low-priority
industrial users and how much
tvent to residential customers.
, It will probably berfall at the
earliest betbre the case is
settled. Kanell scheduled a
hearing- for Aug. 224 granting
the FPC four months-. to
prepare its case.
Any ruling by Kanell would
be subject to review by the full
commission.
Columbia buys gas from
producers and sells it to utility
companies serving minions of
customers in seven states and
the District of Columbia. The
states are Kentucky,
Maryland, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, 'Virginia and
West Virginia.
Gohunbia is accused of
violating an FPC rationing
plan that applies to all pipeline
firms and limits natural gas
sales used for low priority-
customers.
The firm is accused of
draining 21.2,billion cubic feet
of gas from reserves last
October and selling it to'
utilities which in turn passed it
on to industries.
If the charge is accurate,
the gas could have remained
in storage for residential users
for sale during the winter
crunch.
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum,
D-Ohio, filed the original
complaint against Columbia
with the FPC, and the FPC
agreed to pursue the case.
Nletzenbautifs aides said
, the gas on reserve in October
cost $1_ per thousand cubic feet
while the emergency supplies
cost from two to three times
more.-
Columbia was able. to buy
the emergency supplies from
Texas and Louisiana after
Congress and the Carter
administration lifted the price
ceilings on natural gas that
previously had been used only
within the southwestern
states.
U Of L Dean
Resigns Post
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (A11) —
The dean of the University of
Louisville's school Of dentistry
has resigned because of a
personality conflict with staff
members.
Dr. Merwyn A. Landay
confirmed that he would step
down effective June 1, but
would remain a professor of
periodontics. Landay said the
personality differences "hurt
rnyeffectivenessas.dean."
Dr. Harold E. Boyer, UL
vice president for health af-
fairs, said an acting dean
would be appointed when
Landay steps down.
Lila Jean Todd of Green-
ville, a musk education
major at Murray Stift'
University, will present her
senior recital gn the campus
Wednesday, April 13.
Scheduled at 8:15 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include




Asst. Atty. Gen. 'Rebecca
Sitterly said the state agencies
agreed to the settlement
because "we got everything
from that agreed order that '
we could have gotten from a
judge."
The agreed order stipulates'
that Orkin will halt any
deceptive practices and will
reimburse consumers who
ordered pest, control treat-
ments based on Orkin
misrepresentations.
Among other things, the suit
contended that -consumers
were' told occasionally that
Orkin has been asked by the
return to the home before. thestate Board of Health to check
a home for insects. • - expiration of the three-day
"Once (Orkin) has gained -ctieling off" Period required
access into the consumer's by state law and perform work
in the home which they say ishome, an inspection of the
related to the contract.Premises is made sand the
- consumer is- told that im- The state agencies said
mediate treatment- for tet. Orkin.._ii not connected with
mites, rodents or other pests is- any governmental_ agency,
and said it is unfair to tell thenecessary and that the
consumer property can't beconsumers' home shows signs
of heavy infestation or sold without treatment for
damage," the state petition powder post beetles.
said. The suit asked the court to
Sitterly said that Orkin tries sib!) Orkin from saying or
to persuade the consumer to implying ,that pests are
resent in a home when theysign a contract even if no P
infestation is found. are not, and asked a halt to
-Some consumers are tow alleged practices regarding
that it is against the law to sell property sales 'or affiliation
a .house unless the owner can with a governmental unit.
prove it has been treated for The state sought an order
poWder Post beetles or other requiring Orkin to refund the'
Insect pests," she said. • entire purchase price "to
The suit contended that individuals who were induced
Orkin misrepresents the to purchase termite control or
nature and value of its pest or insect or rpdent contracts" on
rodent control services, "and the basis Of The alleged
induces consumers to part misrepresentations.
with a substantial sum ,of It also asked the court to
-money." impose fines ranging -up' to
It added that if a contract is $2,000 a day for violations of
signed, Orkin men often the statutes.
A 30-minute film entitled
"Murray 30 Years Ago"
produced by stUdents at
Murray State University has.
been scheduled for a showing
on WPSD-TY Channel 6 in
Paducah at 1210 p. m.' on
Sunday, April 17.
Produced and directed by
students as a projeCT for a
Video Production I class
taught by Dan Roberts,
television engineer on the
campus, the film focuses on
the city of Murray as it was 30
years ago and provides a
glimpse of some of the
changes and growth since that
time.
Several longtime Murray
*businesses are featured in the-.
film. It also includes -in-
_terViews with residents and
merchants who describe life
as it was in the late 1940s and
who compare that era with
today:
The course in which the film
was prepared is. regular
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25 Praise • nickel
30 Speaking 58 Negative
flippantly 59 Experimentat-
33 Cease -MOM
35 Without end (colioq )
38 Pitcher GO Flying
40 Verve mammal
43 Tidier ' 81 Sun god
48 Condescend 82 Article
48 Laughing 84 River in Italy
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PACKAGE OF 4 BULBS






















•The care of convalescents
and invalids con be
easier for you, better for them
with our sickroom supplies.
Hospital beds, ,i4alkers, wheel-



























































































































following story about Brown
C. Tucker was written by Dick
Bradley of Lansing, Mich.,
during the Jesse Stuart
Writing Workshop at Murray
State University last sum-
mer.)
By Dick Bradley
Brown C. Tucker ,left the
United States Air Force after
twenty and one half years of
service. The Air Force,
however, has never left him.
His recollections ; and
descriptions are as vivid and
alive today as they were when
he retired in 1944.
For the next thirty years
after his retirement, Mr.
Tucker worked for the United
States Government with the
Department of Agriculture
and the Corps of Engineers.
Specifically, his jobs have
dealt with procuringland and
letting contracts for %;arious
Tennessee Valley _Association
and other projects. These
activities have kept him in the
middle of much of the
development in the Jackson
Purchase area.
A big man who looks you
straight in the eye when he,
speaks, Mr. Tucker still has a
military bearing about him.
He's heavier now, wears
glasses and perhaps doesn't
talk as briskly as he did, but
he looks much younger than
his sixty-eight years. He has a
full head of graying, wavy
hair that he sometimes runs
his hand through as he tells
you aboq his plans to write of
his experiences. He's a man
who looks to the future aa well
as to his rich experiences of
the past.
"I want to write a novel for
' myfamily - if for no one else,"
he says. - -
But as you become
acquainted with the man you
soon* realized that many
people will be interested in
almost anything he writes. A
member of the Church of
Christ, he has frequently been
called on to speak to Civic
groups and write for
newspapers, mostly con-
cerning ' his Air Force ex-
periencei.
Mr. Tucker's affair with
flying began when, as a
fourteen year old eighth
grader from a family ef
twelve, be was fascinated by
an airplane that he saw it a
county fair. Later, that same
plane flew over a field near his
Kirksey, Kentucky, log cabin
home where he was working
with his father. As they
watched the machine, -he
asked his father if he thought
planes would ever amount to
much. —
"1 wouldn't be surprised,"
the elder Tucker had replied.
----,4t's been fifty-four years
*how, since Brown's first
contact with the airplane, and
almost thirty since most of his
contacts with the great names
and -events in- American
aviation history. Lately, it's
been mostly through speaking
and writing that he has kept
his experiences sharp and
clear. •
One of Mr. Tucker's favorite
topics is the world famous
pilot ; Charles Lindbergh.
They were in the same outfit
for nine months and knew
each other well. Al the height
of Lindbergh's popularity,
Tucker gave a speech in
Marion, Kentucky, entitled:
"Lindbergh Followed Me
Around the_ World." In" this
speech he related how Lind-
bergh showed up at places
where he was stationed an a
number of occasions. The 'last
of these was in New Guinea
whereas an independent pilot,
Lindbergh unofficially shot
dolin a Japanese Zero air-
craft.
" Latins', when Lindbergh died,
a local newspaper asked
Tucker to write an account of
his experiences with the man.
Mr. Tucker also wrote a
newspaper piece entitled "A
Day With Curtis LeMay"
(LeMay we Strategic Air
Commander ). That article
related Tucker's memories of
LeMay isa. young officer in
BROWN TUCKER, shown here at Kingston, Ontario,
Canada, airport dedication ceremonies in 1929. In the
background is a Ford Trimotor lin goose."
flight training school.
On the occasion of the
Sesquicentennial Anniversary
of the Treaty of the Jackson
Purchase, Mr. Tucker wrote
of the history of aviation in the
area.
Corning back to his native
Kirksey near the end of World
' War II, Brown Tucker wanted
his family close to the op-
portunity of a good education
that Murray State University
offered. All of his children
have received -their
educations now, and Mr.
Tucker spends a lot of his time
working in the twenty acres of
fruit trees he presently owns.
Peaches and apples are his
main fruit trees, but he also
raises raspberries, grapes and
a few strawberries.
Tucker spends a lot of time
spraying and caring for his
trees, but if a plane flies over,
or if you should bring up the
topic of aviation, you're in for
some good stories. - From -
Selfridge Field, Michigan to
Port Moresby, New Guinea;
from Paris, France to the
Panama Canal Zone; he's
been there and can put you on
the edge of your -Seat with
accounts of, his experiences.
Brown C. Tucker will
always be a flyer, whether you
find him at the airport or in his
Kirksey orchard.
MSU To Host Special Olympics
Murray State University Will be the
host for the Region SPectal Spring
Olympics competition for the
developmentally disabled on Saturday,
April 26.
Between 350 and 400 participants
from the 17 westernmost counties of
Kentucky are expected on the campus
for 25 events in 10 categories, beginning
at 8 a. m. All competition will be &Roy
Stewart Stadium or the Carr Health
Building.
Gayle Wadlington of the Western
Kentucky Community Mental Health
Centers, the program coordinator for
the day of activities, said traditional
events such as track and field and
swimming and some special
wheelchair events are planned.
Working with Wadlington as co-
directors are Dr. Doris Conner,
Cancer Mortality Rate
Lower Than Average
The recent move to ban saccharin
and the designation of April as Cancer
Control Month have drawn special
attention in Calloway COunty to the
incidence of cancer in the local area
and to the progress being made in
coping with it.
Figures compiled by the U. S. Public
Health Service shed some light on the
size of the problem locally and how it
compares with the situation in other
communities.
The tentative ruling on saccharin,
handed down by the Food and Drug
Administration, was based upon tests
showing that it caused cancer in some
animals: The -FDA was obliged as aa
result, under its mandate, to call for a
ban on its use in food and beverages.
Based upon the Government's last
three annual reports, the number of
deaths of Calloway County residents,
attributed to various forms of cancer,
has been averaging 40 per year, with 8
of them due to lung cancer and 5 to
breast cancer.
The figures relate to the local
population only. Deaths of non-
residents in the area are not included.
The overall cancer- mortality has. ,
been somewhat lower, locally, than in
most parts of the country. Its average
annual rate has been 135 deaths per
100,000 population.
Throughout the United States as a
whole, by way of comparison, the rate
was 170 per 100,000. It was' 166 in the
State of Kentucky.
As in other parts of the country,
cancer was second only to heart disease
as the principal cause of death in the
area.
Although there has been a steady
year-by-year increase in cancer deaths
in the United States, it is attributed by
the experts to the fact that the
population has been-growing. - -
However, according to the American
Cancer Society, more people are being,
cured than ever before and more lives
are being extended, as a result.
The survival rate has been inoreased
substantially, due in great measure to
better diagnosis, made possible by new
X-ray machines that can take sharp
pictures of soft tissues.
Lung cancer remains a major
problem, however. Its death rate has
been zooming upward as people cott-''
tinue smoking heavily.' •
associate professor of special
education, Dr. Brinda Smith, associate
professor of recreation ahd physical
.education, and Brenda Hinkle,
representing the Council for Excep-
tional Children, a co-spoils-or...of_ the _
Special Olympics with Murray State.
Counties to have contestants in the
Special Olympics are Ballard, Cald-,
*ell, Calloway, Carlisle, Christian,
Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall,
McCracken, Muhlenberg, Todd, and
Trigg.
In addition to competition at all levels
based on age and performance, the
games provide all the pageantry and
excitement of a true "Olympics" —
opening and closing ceremonies, medal
presentations, and parades. Com-
petition begins at age eight.
Winners of the regional games will be
eligible to compete in the Kentucky
Special Olympics in Bowling Green in
May.
- -
Wadlington noted that Special.
Olympics' is a program of sports
training and athletic competition in
which children in even the lowest
division may advance all the way to-the
national finals.
"The purpose is not only to assist the
physical development of the
developmentally disabled, hut their
social and psychological- development
as well," Wadlington said. "Through
positive successful experience in
sports, they can gain confidence and
self-mastery and start to build a self-
image associated with success ,rather
than failure. Success on the playing
field often has carry-over value into the
home, the classroom, and the
workshop."
Special Olympics as a nationwide
program was begun in 1968. The
organizer and sponsor nationally is the
Joseph-P. Kennedy,-Jr.; Foundation. -
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135 Students Named To MHS Honor Roll
- Thee Murray High School
honor roll for the thireigrading
period has been released by
Dr. Ray Reeves, principal.
Fdrty-seven seniors, 28
Juniors, 31 sophomores, and 29
freshmen achieved the 2.50 or
better average to be named to
this scholastic honor.
nth Grade- -
Danny Adams 2.80, Catina
Beasley 2.50, Brad Boone 3.0,
James Burnley 2.60, Emily
Byrn 2.63; Melinda Cochran
2.64, Teresa -Cunningham 2.50,
Leeanna Dick 2.15, Ken




Gregory 2.83, Steve Hancock
2.80, Linda Hart 2.78, Leslie
liornra 2.56, Mary Ann Jones
2.78, Mike Lafser 2.50, Mary
Ann. Littleton 2.83, Michael
Loveridge 2.67, Randy May
2.75,
Terri McConnell 2.50, Bill
McHugh 2.50, Deanna
MeMillen 3.0, Chris Mon-
tgomery 3.0, Jan Outland 160,
Sherry Requarth 2,64 SuSan
Rogers.. 2.56, Sherry klanyon
2.71, Tom Shupe 3.0,'
Diann . Sliger 2.50, Lisa
Smith 2.75, Roger Smith 3.0,
Teresa Smith 2.78, Jane Suffill
2.56, .Ricky Taylor 2.80, Sonia
Thomason 2.75, Melody Travis
2.75, . -
Karen Turner 2.56, Greg
Vaughn .2.80, Mark Vinson
2.50, Larry Watkins 2.80, Liz
Whitmer 2.86, JoAnn Williams
2.56, Kelly Williams 2.60,
Debbie Wilson 2.80.
Iltb Grade
Kim Alley 2.64; Donna
Bailey 2.56, Beth Boston 3.0,
Ann :Clark 2.75, Debbie
Darnell 3.0, Frank Gilliam
2.80, Joey Grasty 3.0, Tim
Harrell 2.56,
Bruce Horning 3.0, Marilyn
Howard 2.78, Karen Jackson
3.0, Claude Johnson 2.80, Gina
Jonff313, Anita Larninadi3.0;
Bill _Ligon 2.50, Kathy May
2.80,
Terri McCord 2.56, Johnny
McNutt 2.56, Tammy Melton
3.0, Carol Montgomery 3.0,
Laura Shinners 2.78, Danna
Shipley 2.82,
Belinda Suiter 2.73, DeArin
Thornton 2.80, Shara loon 3.0,
Jane Ann Turner 2.63, Lisa
Watson Wilson 2.80.
10th Grade"
Karen Bailey 2.82, Mitchell
$6,090 Bill Doesn't Worry
Victim Of Mining Accident
- - By MANUEL SCHIFFRES
Aisociated Press Writer
. LOULiVILLE, Ky. (AP)
in 16. days at Louisville's
Jewish' .Hospital, David Lynn
Jackson has run up- a bill of
$6.090.30.
It diiesn't bother me (6 tell
you that," says Rick Schuster,
a hospital spokesman,
-because we're the kind -Of
. place that can turn around and
, 'Look what you2re getting
for it."'
And it desn't bother Jackson
e.:her. "I'm -.hist thankful
nere's a place like this," he
says.
Nearly two weeks ago, a
team of surgeons at Jewish
reimplanted both of Jacksotis
arms in --6 delicate-- 12-hour
"-operation. They -- had been
severed . in an accident in
Gordonsville, Tenn. zinc-mine.
-Doetots at Jewish, whose
reimplantation unit has
developed a nationwide
reputation in recent years,
believe it is the first time two
arms have been sewn back on
successfully.
Jackson, 19, -of Bloomington
Springs, Tenn. should regain
60 per cent use of his right arm
and 30 to 40 per cent use in his
left arm, says Dr. Joseph
Kutz, one of the eight doctors
who participated iir-the
operation April 1.
At a news confetence
Monday, Jackson described
how he had risked his life to
-save another miner, how he
had shut his eyes .when a long
metal sheet "guillotined" his
arms and how he rejoiced
when he awoke from surgery
to discover both arms again
attached to his body.
With his parents and fiancee'
in the room, Jackson recalled
how co-worker Jerry Lee
Duncan, 25, ot Elmwood,
Tenn. _ had stationed .himself
beneath the sheet as it was
beingloviered into the shaft.
"Why he was there I don't
know?
"Then I heard it coming
down. It sounded like a
hammer. It fell about 1,000
feet and it was hitting the
sides of the shaft."
At that point, Jackson said
he ran toward Duncan and
bumped him hard enough to
get the bulk of Ms body •out
the direct line of the slab's
descent.. However, . the plate
caught Dunean's right and
severed it severely enough to
prevent its reimplantatibh.
For Jackson, a husky young
man who played tackle for his
high scheol •football team,
there were several minutes of
puzzlement before the
terrifying reality set in.
"The next thing I knew my
face was against the steel and
I was hurting real bad,"
Jackson said. "I tried to push
myself up with my left hand
and I couldn't. I figured I'd try
to use my right, but I looked
over and I saw my right arm
wasn't there.
Then I heard everyone
hollering that my arms had
fallen to the bottom. -
"I remember them putting
my - arms in a bucket and I
elostil my 'eyes cease I`didn't
want to see them," he said. -
Jackson reopened his eyes
about 18 hours later and
discovered, to his amazement,
that he had his arms back.
"I war real`iappy when I
saw that," he said.
His mother, Mrs. Winnie
Jackson, nodded, "That's
,right. The first .words out of
his mouth when he saw me
were, Ma, look I got my arms
back."'
His father, Arvil, had a
different story. "First thing I
heard from his mouth was,
• Pa, I guess I messed up."
Jackson already can move
the fingers in his right hand,
as he demonstrated to
reporters, and he is anxious to
accelerate the pare of his
fehabilitation sessions.
It's not that Jackson plans to
return to the mines or that he
hopes to be able to water ski or
play softball, as he had
originally hoped to do once the
bleak bitter winter give way •
to the . warm spring of
Tennessee's Cumberland
Plateau.
One of the first things
Jackson says he'll do upon his
release from the hospital in a
week or two is marry Debbie
Goff. They were to be wed last
Saturday, but the ceremony
was postponed beca,use of the
accident.
• Miss Goff, an 18-year-old
ingh --,havot seniuf, has
Garden Seed Sales !rooming As Shortage Feared
- By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Sales of garden seeds are
booming as millions of
consumers take out
homegrown insurance against
feared increases in fruit and
vegetable prices following a
severe winter and the con-
tinued Western drought.
Arhericans turned to gar-
dening in large numbers in
1974 and 1975, when food_
prices soared. The rate of
price increases declined last
year and so did the number of
gardeners. '
Now predictions of high
prices ahead have boosted




Supermarket News, a trade
publication, said a survey of
grocery stores showed new
interest in seeds. Most stores
said that 60 per cent of their
seeds were for vegetables and
40 per cent forflowers. A few
said the vegetable-to-flower
ratio was was 80-20.
Colonial Stbres, an Atlanta-
based chain, dropped seeds
last year but reintroduced
them this spring and has in-
creased its stock.
An- official of a Dallas •
sUpermarket said, "We
already ere experiencing
more sales than last year and
have some Out-of-stock
situations right now."
Prices for seeds generally
start at 39 cents a packet — an
increase of about a dime or so
over recent years.
Burpee, the nation's largest
mail-order seed company,
sent postcards to regular
customers, warning them to
order early to avoid--the ex-
pected rush. "We- started- off
the. year slowly ... but all of a
sudden our order volume has
been unbelievable," said
company president William
McDowell late in Feburary-
If you are thinking of
planting a home garden, you
should do some checkin
before you start digging. Ask
local gardeners for advice on
whatlyPes of vegetables.grow
bill in your area and find out




expert, says that first-time
gardeners should not cverdo
it. .`Think small, start small,"
says Cathey.
He says a 10-foot by 10-foot
plot should provide enough
vegetables for a family of four
or five — if everything grows.
You will have to spend about
an hour a week on the garden
after the initial planting.
Most vegetables need at
least six hours a day of direct
sunlight. If your yard is shady':
consider -teaming up with a
neighbor for better results.
The easiest items to grow,
according to Cathey, are salad
bowl lettuce, bell peppers,
eggplant, zucchini, squash
and 14w Zealand . or hot
weather spinach. Check your
family tastes before you plant
anything; you won't save
money if you have a garden
full of vegetables that no one
wilt eat.
F011ow ih-Structlo-ns orrseed
packages regarding depth of
planting and distance of rows.
Depending on what. you plant,
you may see sprouts within a
few days or you may have to
wait for more than two weeks.
Make sure the seeds you buy
are fresh. Look.- for the words
-packed for 1977" on thelabel,
meaning a state or federal
agency has certified the seed
and confirmed the ger-
mination rate. One package of
seeds should last for a couple
of years if you keep the
package in a covered glass Jar
Or plastic bag and put it in the
reftierator
literally moved ' into her
fiance's hospital _ room,
sleeping on a roll-away. cot.
helps -.Ta Orson with
therapy and, along with en-
couragement from his
parents, co-workers, friends
and strangers, tries to keep
his spirits up.
Miss Goff lifted spirits
during the news conference
when she admonished Jackson
to keep his eyes off the nurses.
Burkeen 2.78, John Denham
3.0, Duane Dycus 2.80, Rita
Evitts 2.60, Greg Eyrich 2.80,
Harry Fannin 3.0,, Jenny
Francis 2.80, Debbie Geurin
3.0,
Don Hays 2.54, Vincent
Heise 2.64, Lynda Johnson 3.0,
Jerry Kelly 3.0, Heather
Kodrnan 2.60, Jeff Kursave
"260, Mike Kurz 3.0, Holly
LaMastus 2.56, Gina Lovett
3.0,
Dana Mansifeld 2.5_6, Kathy
McHugh 2.64, Tracey Nall
2,60, Stacy Overbey 3.0,
Michael Pitts 3.0, Terry Smith
280, Stacey Stalls 2.80,
Lynn Sullivan 3.0, Brad
Taylor 3.0, Theresa Vaughn





Lynne Beatty 3.0, Jarma Bell
3.0, Brent Boston 3.0, Robyn
Burke 3.0, Mike Clark 2.82,
Dan Clayton 2.82, Susan Crass
3,0, ,
Mark Denham 2.64, Carol'
Dick 260, Teresa Dick 3.0,
Marianne Duvall 2.80, Denise
Dyciis 2.60, Kent Eversmeyer
2.78, Michael Fayette 2.60,
Mark Ferguson _2.80, -
Brian Gray -Zachary
Jones 2.56, Mary Lindsey 2.64,
Patti McIntosh 2.64, Doug
Moore 3.0, Amy Noffsinger
2180, , -
Kathy Outllod 2.80, Brenna
Russell 2.64, James Scar-
brough 2.64, Charles Shaeffer,
2.64, Jennie Smith 2.80, Stacy
Smith 2.56, Alison Wallace 3.0.
Two Kentuckians Will
Join Carroll For Derby
FRANKFORT — Two Kentuckians to be selected in a
random drawing later this month will join Governof0
Julian-Carroll May 7 for the 103rd running of Kentucky
Derby and other Derby activities.
The winner of the drawing and a companion of his or her
choice • will join Governor and Mrs. Carroll at the
traditional Governor's Derby Breakfast in Frankfort that
Saturday morning, and travel with the Governor's party
later that day to Louisville's Churchill Downs for a day of
racing culminating with the Derby, itself.
Traditionally, the Governor attends the Derby,
following the Derby Breakfast, and participates in the
award ceremonies.
This year, Governor Carroll wants to provide the op-
portunity for two Kentuckians who might have no other
opportunity to go to the Derby to join him, Press
Secretary John Nichols said, noting that Governor Carroll
intends to make the drawing for tickets an annual event be
hopes will be continued by future Governors.
Entries, including a name, address and telephone num-
ber, must be mailed no later than April 22 to DERBY
DRAWING, Governor's Office, Frankfort, K,y. 40601.
YOU CAN BE THE WINNER ON DERBY DAY
.Y,vu can,-ex pengAte one-of K,-' duck kroudest.tradi,tions
on 7 wIth Governor Johan Carroll as your host As
winner of a random drawmq from among Kentucky
entries, you and d Cars +.1110y Derby
Breakfast if1 Frank fort , 'ben fras'o,I ythtil the Governor's
party to 1.ouisyllle and (...boo.f,, It DOwns where you'll
cheer home .not ?AO of the best seats ;n
thrr-troosr-.-1-kyryn—worr1d  Dekter .Diey_vv+ski
Goveinor, fill out and mad r 'upon tp.low f ntr
Must be postmarked by Aprli 22
AMF
ALLJNE
[rF R RV '• W40{4 ',I,E E
•• • ' • 414,(1'
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U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice 
&Mr "now SoM" Psi.1
PORTERHOUSE GROUND



























OLUME 1 A 9c
ILL ONLY EY
ON SALE THIS WEEK
VOIIIIne 12 . $249
e FOR HOME & FAMILY
AMNION'S
Baby Shamppo  . 14 02m $197
Hair Spray 13 OZ.CAN $15,
VERY OltY AIM — PERSPERANT
Dial  IX: $119
ORISTAN





ism of 100 88 8.win btl. C umum me4 with His coupon. Limit ono. Expires April 1911n "•'
V 11111111110.11111111
1101. $169
Tain Cream  sas
Creme Rinse s:Tt 99'
A1110-MIN UM 40
Motor Oil 
maim Ell- I too retos,cAn a ma. sin moss






COST CUTTER EXTENDED PRICE SPECIALS:
Whenever we get a specie' manufacturer's
aHowance we pass the savings on to you.
These reductions ore usuolly good for more
than one week.





U.S. GOVT. MAIM caota FAMILY PAR
Cube Steaks La. $179
Boiling Beef Li. 494
HOLLY FARMS GRAN A
Mixed Parts LB.43c
MARY PAR —












COST CUTTER "TNIS WEEK'S SPECIAL":
Each week deep-cut specials in all depar-
tments, plus bonus coupons for extra
savings. Cost Cutter "This Week's Specials"
signs will locate these values.






















NI NAVE VIIIAT ANSI di I al iod possobia, do.'. tandearsins Woad,* on hone.. di dA
isfrarttsad wool substihotio comporoblo brand at o savoilar somas OF go. deo o row chock hor it..
cohnirhusal SprIFOOI Of fho fooFtal oryforno .16•• 30 days *I GUAAAN11( OUT dift MU It yOno tO•
dissonstiod .th a draw isActxts• .11,oploa• row dam Or refund to awry
THINISSU PRIM






Turkey Hindquarters LI. 374
NNW MAW* NW Of
Fresh Pork Hams   LB 994
SEIM aSAVE
Lunch Meats Le,- 99












11.1 loaiba ME liMa
• NM_ rolls MC
11111111 with ibis coupon—ond '10700 purchase excluding -items
prohibited by low and in addition to the cost of coupon
MIN merchandise Subiett to applicable taxes limit one. Good







INCI .• NMIEmi imi with this coupon and '10 00 purchose excluding items 1111111mm with this coupon odd '10 00 purchase excluding iterT.Fr
prohtited by law odd in °Maio° to the cost 'of Coupon ow = prohibited by low ond in oddition to the cost of coupon
MEM merchandise Subiect to applicable taxes, limit one, Good 11 merchandise Subiect,to opplicabie taxes limit tme Good'













Hindquarters . Ls. 89'









5 LIS. HUNTER OR
CIRCLE I SAUSAGE









8 16 oz. carton
Plus Deposit
IMMUNEINN
,11111111111111111L $10PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM ALL THREE COUPONT 711111111111111,
-
4: E





Wiener Buns 3 PITS:
OMAR MITTERCRINT
White Bread 2 ne4i.LOAM
MOW MOWN &ARM
Rolls  PROS.2 11 
in.
CINCENUATIO
49 M.All Detergent 
r Kroger
GardenTcm, atter ',AN
)7 ce freshness At_































A 1503. $iNavy Beans "If CMS
RIMER
Pork & Beans 4 CANS
anal MET GREAT




























Red Leaf Lettuce 3 Pirs. $1
TEXAS FANCY UMME ROBY NA
Grapefruit 4 $1
INAININMIN PIM EXTRA FANCY II UZI GOLD
Delicious Apples Li. 444
MIST SIIS( 1$ sin
Navel Oranges L.01 12'
mancra FANCY




-,PUPPY 36 oz. $109
Lt. CHOICE box •
with this coupon. one, Expires April 19th
n...1111111111111111111=
fro I [COST. CUTER COUPON] 1111 LI
IN Al SELVIESING
ILOLUDRMEDAL " 1169 E
WO owl
with this coupon Limit one Expires April 19th
11504A,urmicoupwgiiiiii,
I:. 57UmeOSTTwiTh0AthiSsT IES





e'KRAFT 2pkgs. of t,_6 I C =




"""rd the Purchase of on 8 ox or of NM
re. KROGER DE CAF INSTANT COFFEE."
couponwith this 
I Lin' n11111905





WORTH 20' OFF =
toward the porch:no of a 40-lb bog of iiZi.





toward the purchase of a lb bog of
POPCORN
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Students Do Not Know How To Utilize Bask Skills
•





learned the traditional skills
of reading, writing and arith-
metic, but they often do not
know how to use these abilities
in everyday life.
That's the general con-
clusion of a series of studies by
the National Assessment of
Edueation-al -Progress- - —
NAEP — a federally funded
project designed to measure
children's knowledge in a
variety of fields.
Educators generally agree
that the concern which used to
be.foCused on whether Johnny
could read, has shifted to
worry over whether Johnny
understands the words and is
functionally as well ,as
technically literate.
The U.S. Office of Education
estimates that there are 23
million functionally illiterate,
unable to perform  such basic
skills 'as reading a train
schedule. Recent court cases
In California and New York
have raised the questioniof
whether schools, like doctors,
can be charged with
malpractice for failing to
prepare students for adult life.
Tests are designed to
measure how Well students
can take information they are
given and use It to answer
common questions involving
money, nutrition ' and
' government.
The NAEP recently sum-
marized the results of tests'
over the past , decade to
develop profllettqf students at By this standard, about 13
ages 9, 13 and 17. The findings per cent of all the 17-year-olds
were most encouraging when were functionally illiterate.
alina ta the Young* gratin- .- Silwor 21 -per-centof students
Educators report that it is too
soon to say whether these
findings mean that the quality
of education is definitely
improving. But they express
hope that the test scores will
continue to rise as the
youngsters move through
• school.
The study found that 9-year-
olds have improved their
reading and writing skills in
recent years. They can read
simple stories and write
letters to their friends; they
are tolerant of' people's
cultural differences and
- believe in an orderly society.
Comparing the results of
two sets of tests, the NAEP
reported that black 9-year-
olds in particular increased
their reading skills from 1971
to 1975. The average per-
centage of this group an-
swering reading items
-correctly increased 4.8 per-
centage points in the four-year
period; the increase for white
9-year-olds "can read, write,
add, subtract, divide and
multiply — if told to do so. But
they don't, by themselves, use
these skills to solve everyday
problems." '
Ina V. S. Mullis, an analyst
with the NAEP and one of the
authors of the latest study,
said: "Compared to 813-year-
olds at the turn of the century,
the fact that today's 13-year-
olds have ... a variety of skills
and knowledge could be
considered quite encouraging.
"However, 13-year-olds, in
general, do not realize the
potential use,s of the skill., and
facts they have learned."
As' an example, the study
noted that only about half the
students could read and un-
derstand detailed instructions
in order to determine long-
distance telephone rates or the
conditions of membership in a'
book club.
The study also found that 13-
year-olds' 'knowled_ge of
reference materials and how
to use them is superficial.
Ninety-four per -cent of those
surveyed knew that a dic-
tionary is used to find the
meanings of words, but only 78
per cent of them could take the
first three letters of a word
and figure out, from the guide
words on the dictionary page,
where the word they were
looking up would be located.
The students also were
given a sample index from a
newspaper and asked five
simple questions to test their'
knowledge. Only 40 per cent
answered all questions
correctly in 1975, a decrease of
two percentage points from, years.
1971. Shearer was nominated for
In both years, girls' the award by Dr. Terry
achievement levels were Foreman, coordinator of
about 5 percentage points religious studies at Murray
higher than boys'. - State and campus liaison
When it came to arithmetic. • officer for the • Danforth
The students were asked to Foundation in St. Louis.
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is compare prices for different
the first of three articles on size packages of rice and
the quality of American choose the one with the lowest
Education. It deals with how cost per ounce. Only one-
well today's students can use tourth of the students were
successful; half chose the
biggest box without con-
sidering the cost.
The NAEP profile of 17-'
year-ads_ was the leait en-
couraging. "Seventeen-year-
olds can read, write and
compute in well structured
situations," said Don Phillips,
an NAEP analyst. "But they
have difficulty applying their
knowledge in new situations.
They don't do well on
problems that require _more
than one step and can't
orianize their thoughts in
writing. Indications are that
17-year-olds' knowledge levels
have slipped slightly over the
last seven years."
The study showed that most
17-year-ol& think that they
are good readers, but only half
are able to read at the college-
freshman level; most have
thought about their future
jobs, but less than One-third
have talked with a counselor
about career plans; they
support political and legal
equality, but gaunt one-third
think it is not important to
vote. Only 1 per cent could
balance a checkbook.
Among the studies used in
preparing the latest profile
Were NAEP tests, conducted
for the Right to Read program
of the P.S. Office of
Edutation, in 1971, 1974 and
1975. The tests involved over
4.200 students across the
country who were asked to
answer 86ouestions. In order
to be considered functionally
literate, they had to give the




illiterate, as were 42, per cent
of black students and 20_per
cent of the students from the
Southeast.
The study showed that 17-
yearlilds _gained slightly in
basic reading skills from 1971
to 1975, but virtually all the
change occured in the first
three years. Roy H. Sorbes,
director of NAEP, said there
was no significant change in
overall functional reading
ability from. 1974 to 1975,
although "same groups taken
individually did improve or





A Murray State University
senior biology student has
been awarded a three-year
National Science Fellowship
valued at almost $22,000.
Glenmore Shearer, Jr., 21,
of Nicholasville, was one of -19
students across the nation to
receive fellowships from the
foundation in microbiology.
He plans to enter the
University of Oklahoma at
Norman next fall to work
toward a doctoral degree in
that field.
His award provides $3,900
for living expenses and $3,400
for tuitipn and fees for each of
the three -years. • •
Shearer was among 550
students awarded fellowships
by the foundation in 19 dif-
ferent fields and for which
4,834 applications were
received. The foundation's
funds allocated for graduate
study fellowships this year
totalled $11,410,000, including
1,119 current fellowships
which were _eligible to be
continued during the 1977-78
school year.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Glenmore Shearer, Sr., Route
3, Crenshaw Lane,
Nicholasville, Shearer is a
graduate of Jessamine County
High School. While at Murray
State, he has maintained an
academic average of 3.6 of a
possible 4.0 points.
He is president of two
campus organizations, the
Murray State Biology Club
and Tri Beta, the campus
chapter of the National
Biological Honor Society. He
also was a member of the
university's rifle team for two
From 1971 to 1975, the
number of 17-year-olds able to
read such basic things as
street signs. stort_CoUP011a and
telephone directories in
creased by two percentage
points. There was a gain of,
five percentage points among
blacks and two—percentage
points among whites. Correct
responses among males
creased by three percentage
points; among females, the
increase was only 1.5 per-
centage points.
Forbes said the lin-
proviement was encouraging,
but noted that the questions
asked in the study "repret
reiptively _ readingtasks.. 
He added: "At least





Choose from Fudge Drop,
Oatmeal, Chocolate Chip







Tasty stick candy to









20 different titles offer




Stock up on, sewing
necessity! Brass silk
pins' or steel straight
ins.
;name; charge
nearing the end of high school
is still not able to do basic,
everyday reading tasks."
Gilbert B. Schiffman,
director of the Right to Read
program, said: "The gap in
functional reading per-
forinance is definitely cloqing.
Particularly encouraging is
the rapirrimprovement among





Choose, a 3-row teasing
brush, purse size er,Jsh
















grill, 26" Cool, leight





traditionally have had reading
problems. Nevertheless, a
great deal remains to be done
before we can claim to have
erradicatedilliteracy."
Other NAEP studies have
found that 17-year-olds also
have problems with writing,
particularly if they are not
specifically told what to do.
They have trouble, for
example, answering a job
advertisement. In sample
letters, most of them stated
the job they were aPPlYtall for
and gave their qualifications
in general terms, but only
about one-third listed a phone
number 'or return address to
-which a prospective employer
could respond.
Comparilorrs'i of essays




















Select a 42-ct. satin finish ruled










written by 17-year-olds in 1999
and 1974 showed a decrease in
the proportion of coherent
sentences and in the sin ot ths
students' vocabulary. The
average word length in the
essays in 1974 was four letters,
Next: Testing the Basics;
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C_hoose 72-ct. 3" X 5"
40-ct. 4" X 6" or 44:ict.




ASSORTMENT2 no\ j A PuE
OW TO 29.97
Self-cleaning irons prevent




2500  29 
Mini but mfghty! 'Easy
to handle and with,
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Big John's Fresh Baked Treats Are
MIXED & BAKED





ROLLS Ea 00 
BIG JOHN DELUXE 1"
3 pc:. chicken, 2 potatoes, 2 rolls
FROM OUR DEU
BOLOGNA1/2 6.69' COLE SLAW 69'






























Keebler Cookies No. 837
DELUXE GRAHAM
131/2 oz. pkg.. , 79t
E.._ K111111.repp Aril 11 . •
II 444444,44-410113/QMOOtidiiii,4“






















for 7 Plus Deposit





oz. cop 3 FerB9'
Koehler Club
CRACKERS 
Keebler Deluxe with coupon
16 oz. pkg. 79'
$149
30 et. box
Hoe Park 91/2 oz. can 
 $129
I Dad's





GRAHAM COOKIES 131/4 el.*. 79'
Hungry Jack
INSTANT POTATOES  oz. box 49°
Hyde Park
TEA BAGS'
Disk Liquid Stay Free
 .16 oz. jar JOY 31 ei:401" MINI PADS 
Banteet Turkey or Salisbury 2 lb. Ill Mobilo 15 oz.





PORK -N is alto


















SEEDS 10 t 79'








.,10P. y MGM a flan, AMMt-1977
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BIG JOHN IS SO SURE YOU'LL BE SATISFIED WITH EVERY PIECE OF MEAT YOU BUY AT A BIG JOHN STORE HE HAS A
DOUBLE YOUR MONEY
























UVER  al. Sr
•ANWillo%%%%11 1%1%

























LETTUCE ea 69' 
Sap APPLEt3 lb. 99t
bag
GREEN









We Also Hive A Fell Variety Of
SEED POTATOES
ONION SETS FERTIUZER
PIG( 24 THE MURRAY:Ky., MOIR & TIMES, Wednesday, April 13, 1977
i ;hike
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
eqpies. Made from any
size into 'any size.
„Vallets low at.24 cents, 8'
x 10 $2.40. Fast service:
Artcraft,118 South 12th; -
753-0035. Free parking





* ;•.*°- :‘.4• •
Advertisers are
requested to check the




ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORIED ,M.MEDIATE
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM






Friday 8:00 • p.m.
Country Music Show



























HO model trains 20 per
cent off. Murray Paint
and Hobby Center, 614 •
South 4th.
OPRYLAND IS
OPENING. Go with us•
























beautiful Ky. Lake. To
open everyday except
Mandy for your dining
pleasure. Call 436-5496.
.4 L. M X 31PIE M
2 Notice
FLEA MARKET Craft-
sman Fair and Antique
Show. Held April lp and
17. On MSU Campus
between _ Payne and
Chestnut- Street. For
table reservations
contact -Kevin Leavy at
753-9135. Cbst of I booth












- on and the Bosinets
--Officer- 'my- -tre-
reached on 75 3-
1916ond 753-1917.
HURRY
JOE BAILEY & Linda
Dill of the indoor FLEA
MARKET Dover, TN
said to: Bring your
items to sell while space
41s- - aVailabte. , Many
people already taking
$100's of dollars weekly
for their unwanted
items.







Friday 8:00 p. m.,
Country Music Show
every Saturday, 8:00 p.
m. Special drawings.
GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
you know him? May I
have the honor of in-
troducing you and ex-
plaining his plan for you
here on earth? Call 753-
- 0984. PleaSe do not delay:
3 Cara Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Melvin
Pee-Wee Cavitt thanks
everyone who brought
flowers, cards, food' but
most of all for your
concern and sympathy.
- It was greatly needed





' How can we express the
- way we feel
About someone we love so
dear? .
Our lave for our brother
Can be matched by no
earthly other.
"For as much as we need
anthlove him -
God needs and loves him
more.
He will be in our thoughts
clay, by day, _
Because we know God is
with him all the way.




Even though we weep and
cry





IN MEMORY of Lee Bell
1..vho passed away a year
ago April 13, 1976. Your
gentle face and patient
smile with sadness we
recall. You hid a kindly
word for each and died
beloved bill]. The voice
is mlite and stilled the
heart that loved us well
and true, and bitter was
the trail to part from one
as good -as you. -You' are
not forgotten loved one
nor will you ever be, as
long as life and memory
last we will remember
thee. We miss you now
our hearts 'are sore, as
time goes by we miss
you more, your loving
smile, your gentle face.
No one can fill your
vacant place.





IF qOU DIDN'T KNOW MOW
TO READ NOW
410U READ °WAR ANOPEACE"?









IF '(Of) DON'T READ
°WAR AND PEACE,- LEO




" rNEN PUSNE0 TNER




1977 U lea cea,un S md •10
ICE
CREAM
LL4DO '(Of) WANT TO
BE HATED sLeEO TOL5TOLe?






















person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make +good money as 'a
sales person. If in-
terested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.
111 YOUR OWN "00551 Aron
Distributor for Rend McNally
Rood Mops. Booming
Business! ISON. Profitt Sir-
,c. CS:- nottb. mgrs. No
ievestineat $2,510.8.
$12,500 socurW. Said
mistress, phone & 3 referen-
ces to Personnel Mgr., NAM-
CO, 3921 Montc/oir Rd.,
ll'hont.., Al. 35213 or cal













HELP-WANTED - day or
evening part time phone
sales work. Light office
or delivery. Must have
ear. CaR 753-1387.
SALESPERSON - full and
• part time -for Ladies


















Call 753-5005 from 8 to 3.
HELP WANTED. Apply




FOR local ear Agency.
Top wages plus com-
mission. Call 753-7114









$68.04 o.r two day ',Hoed
Ist 99•04•4 minicsrts. Tha
U.S. Army 'sierra ere
looking for prior service per-
sonnel, troinmi in Medical,
Adminirtrotiito end
Mechanical Folds. Good pay
files PS Commissery
privileges end retirement
benefits eveilahie. For mere
inferissetien, confect this
807th COMBAT SUPPORT
NOSPITAL al 2400 IreallweY















foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
14 Want To But
TWO WHEEL Bench
Grinder. Phone 753-1872. -
OLD GARDEN tillers
that do not run. Call 498-
8295 'after 5p. m.
15 Articles For Sale
NEW NAUTILUS Super
metal detectors for the
professional celic and
coin hunter. Exclusive
dealer in West Ky. and
Tenn. Call Bob Mills,
436-2415 after 5 p.m.
MR CONDITIONER, 220









sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
PLATE GLASS Store
Display case. 8 ft. long,
39 in. high, 18 in. deep. 3















Sate price, $49.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders,S ft. Step, $14.88.





- bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre, Big K,
Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
BLACK & DECKER skill
saw. 71/4 in. 1 h. p. $20.00.








10'x26', in good con-
dition. Price $35. Call
753-6564.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2120 or 435-4263.
16 Home Furnishings
FOR SALE - Maytag
portable washer and
dryer. Used about 5
months. $250.00 for both.
With stand. Does not






345-2633 for Farm Fan_
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin aqd





washer and dryer and
mesc. items. Call 436-
482.
• ./NE COUCH and chair,
in excellent condition.





standard site. For in-
formation call 73-2552
from 8:30 a. m. to 5:30 p.
















oven, 9 mos. old, $175.00.
Also 6 foot red vinyl sofa
and matching white




-Mapla Street'. Reb tit
vaeumns, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
ELECTROLUX SALES




machine, like new, with
foot pedal or knee pedal,
other attachments,
$75.00. Call 753-8309 after
1 p. m.,
20 Sports Equipment
14' POLAR KRAFT boat,
18 h. p. Evinrudt motor,
- trailer, trolling motor,
Lowrance depth finder,
$875.00. Call 753-7648
after 5 p. m.
CAMPER FOR( long
wheel base pickup, also
two burner propane gas
camping stove. Call 753- •
3163 or 753-6686.
1/2 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling





















FOR ALL YOUR fencing 
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1444-6865,
Paducah, Ky. -__
FOR SALE - 8-n Ford
tractor w-disc., plow,
cultivator and bush hog.
Also 2 row cultivator- 




PASTURE -FOR rent.-7-'---8, Pest Control
Also Pea Fowl for sale. - 100 South 13th





lease, 4 years, approx.
10 acres with spring fed
pond. Call 436-5482.
ALLIS CHALMERS C-6,
combine, plow disc for
BAC tractor, farm
wagon, plow cultivator
and blade for John
Deere garden tractor. 3





Call Myron or Glen
Culp, 753-5596.
150-300-500- GALLON
crop sprayers for sale.






condition. Call 753-4331. ,
36' HOUSEBOAT, steel
pontoons, sleeps 6, volvo
I-0. Call 247-8267.
6' SIDEWINDER Bushog,




boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36- shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
33' HOUSEBOAT, $5700
Call 753-8056:
TENT, 8 x 10, SLEEPS 4,







12 guage Modified, vent
rib, $185.00 firm. Call
753-2815.
14 FT. CHEROKEE boat,*
35 h.p. Evinrude motor.
Call 753-7948. '
24 Miscellaneous
SALE - TILLERS chain
drive with B and S











used but good con‘ sell
any number that's
needed. Good for barns
and garages. Cali after 5
p: m., 43714296.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or ciempers.








27 Mobile Home Sales
1972 CHALLENGER
mobile home. 24' x 48'.
Three bedroom, bath
and 1,2. Call 753-8435.
1971 HOWARD JOHNSON
mobile home, 12 x 64, 2
bedroom furnished
except for couch, chair
and box springs. Un-
• derpinning included.
Call 753-1493.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 'heated
workshop. New 4" deep
" well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. tleautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
9.
ONE YEAR OLD, 2
bedroom ceiitiarbeat
and air on 1/2 acre
wooded lot. Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
For sale like paying
rent. Call 753-3745.
1971 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 65, 3 bedroom, 1%
gas heat and gas
cooling stove furnished,
$3,500.00. Call Teddy "
Rogers 345-2277.
MOBILE HOME 1966, 10
x 56, Porch, Air con-
ditioner, underpinned,
- _tarnished. Call 753-5287
-or 153-0139.
OVERSTOCK Reduction
sale. Drive to Cuba and
save. We have the
lowest prices on all
Zenith TV's. Shop
around and compare.
.. Sisson's Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
TWO BEDROOM Mobile
Home on Lakefront lot
in Pine Bluff Shores.
Reasonable. Call _ 436-
2292.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.




3L Want To Rent
MSU FACULTY member
and family want house
to rent. Call 753-9554 or
762-4120:
BEAN GROUND. for rent.
Call 527-7624, Benton.




16th Street, Call 753-
6609.
NICE FURNISHED
apartment may be seen
at Kelleys Pest Control
100 S. 13th Street,
Murray.
34 Houses For Rent
FOR LEASE - four




ming ton . Lease-
purchase option
available. Call 345-2745.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
An Eye Catcher
Don't fail to see this charming 3 bedroom ranch. Your •
famiy wall love the living room with a Franklin
fiTplace_large kitchen, paved (hive, garden- area and

































PAWLS' Till maw, Ky.; dog' a rots, Wedeesduy, Apr 1 13, 1977
1421 11 
31E1I.
36 or Pent Or lease
FOR- LEASE - Building,
20x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
7534881.
38 Pets Supplies
SIX FULL .% BLOODED
Boxer puppies. Seven




pups. Black and rust.











- black, $75.00..each. Gall
753-6528.
, THREE .GOOD hound









day 16, April, 1977, 7 a.
m. til "? 1900 Sherrie
Lane, Furniture, dishes,
rugs and odds .and ends.
41.Public Sales
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, 7 a. m. to 6 p.




April 16th, 10 a. m., 1711
Oillie. Will sell 10 speed
bicycle, lamps, end
tables, odds and ends.
RUMMAGE -SALE: 1201
Main gireet, Friday &
Saturday, 9 a. m. to 4 p.
m. Some children's
clothes, toys, and baby
items.
GARAGE SALE-
Thursday from 9-6: 1709
College Farm Road.
Furniture, bicycles,
clothes, odds and ends.
TWO ACRES 111 land
east of Alm on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 153-1951
220 ACRE FARM only 2
miles from Ky. Like.
Suitable for row crop or
cattle. Good access.
Many fine building sites.
3ehn • C. - Neubauer
Realter, 505 Main,




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
EADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOWSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
ATTENTION
Due to early release of our sale
catalogue in certain parts of the
county, certain items in the _sale will
be limited.
We will do our best to supply the
merchandise or issue rain checks.
There will be ONLY A FEW items in
short supply.






bath homelocated at 714
Olive has economical
central gas heat and
central electric air.
Fireplace, sunken bath
'tub and many extra
features. Lots of living
area for your, money.
Priced in the 40's. Phone
Koppered Realty, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
QUALITY bUILT home
with lots of built-ins:
Beautifully landscaped
lawn with large fenced
backyard. Large patio
with-gas grill. You must
see this modern 3
bedroom, 2 bath home to •
appreciate its quality
and charm. Located at
810 Broad and priced in






27 ACRES of land.
Located near New
Concord. Call 753-5996.
Priced for quick sale.
QUIET COUNTRY
LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
.bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,
nice kitchen and family
.. room, refrigerator and
built-in range. Paved
driveway and paved
basketball court. A nice
Comfortable home at. a
reasonable price.
.$29,500. Contact Guy






Every Friday night at the 641 Auction House, Paris,
Tenn.
This week we have garden tiller, radial arm saw,
old dressers, beds, tables, chairs, churns,
crocks, Alladin lamp, kerosene lamps, quilts and
quilt tops, ruby red glass, lots of other glass,
freezers, clothes dryer, iron skillets, dutch





Lots of Living Area
5 bedroom home on 1 acre lot located in Lynn
Grove. Home has separate outside entunce for 2
bedrooms which could be used as extra apart-
ment. Price redbced, make offer.
®KOPPERUD
REALTY ffr
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
Insurance and Reel
Estate Agency, Inc.
a2 Sofa 40 Street
Plow 7S3-3243
TWO ACRES WITH 5
room house, plus 1967 12
x 60 trailer and lot. Call
492-8746.
'( 1) 4900 sq. ft. home:.
located on a large,
wooded Iota Owner will
consider trade for house
in Canterbury. (21 Small
cottage located on 5
acres, 2 bedrooms,
outside storage ... less
than $15,000. Call
Loretta Jobs Realtors at
753-1492.
GALLOWAY REALTY




$2,750 EACH. Your choice
of five (5) building or
mobile home lots. Sizes
range from 100' x 357' to
100' x 410'. Located on
US-641, 5 miles South of
Murray. Call Stiasiu
Realty Co. for details,
753-3744.
.5 MILES EAST of town.
Maplewood Estates,.
excellent lot wfth trees.
105' x 152'. Priced to sell.
753-8255 after 5 p. m.
BUILDING LOTS. We





also one lot on Pot-
tertown Rd. Call for
details, Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333 or home
753-4946.
45 Farms For Sale
20 ACRE-FARM locata
off Highway 94 East.
New 4 strand barbed
wire fence with steel




9 7 unl. F • glw• Synil.cale mc
gpls,







Call 436-54% or 436-2524.
1968 FORD PICKUP, 6






$1250.00. Call 753-9920 or
753-3000.
1969 COUGAR, CAN be
Ileraf seen at 1613 Miller Ave.
0500.00.
"MR. CALIFANO 1)-IE STEAks 
1974 DODGE, 4 wheel
drive. Call 492-8566.
`iOU ORDERED FOR LUNCH, WERE 




45 Farms For Sale
50 ACRE FARM with two
bedroom house. Call 489-
2300 or 753-7108 after 6 p.
m.
BY OWNER, 64 acre,
near Dukedom, Ten-
nessee. 4 Bedroom
brick, one • bath,' new
well. 2.4 Tobacco base.
Call 753-0180.
10 ACRE FARM, '4 miles
South on 121. Three
bedroom house, stock
barn, hog parlor. All
fenced for hogs. Call 753-
0978.
SMALL FARM. 9 acres
feitced located on North
side of Calloway County.
This land was in soy
beans last year, it also
has good building site
and on blacktop road.
Price $850 per acre.





frame on a-large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.
NEW BRICK home
beautiful wooded lot or.
Highway 641 2ki .miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 527-1087.
NICE OLDER model 3
bedroom home, 2 car
detached garage with 2
acres. Just off highway
94, three miles west of
Lynn Grove. Priced to
sell. $15000. Call 345-2545
days after 6:00 345-2208.
ay OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, 1½ bath, 1312
Kirkwood Dr. Call 753-
7504 after 4.
FOUR BEDROOM, 242
baths, white brick on
Oaks. Country Club golf






two car garage. Perfect
for children, fenced play
area, ,h2 block from
Robertson School and
two blocks from Murray
State University, on
dead end street. Central
heat and air with low
utility bills. $39,500.00.
Call 7534096 or 753-7309.
MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.







1973 YAMAHA 650 CC,
- 5,000 miles, $500 or best
efferk Telephone 753-
1530.
1973 KAWASKI 5114, 3
cylinder. Excellent
condition. Phone 753- 1 WM VW. Silver, 12000




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
49.Used Cars & Trucks
1972 t QTA CORONA.
Air dition. New tires.
$1200 oryobest offer.
Three rail motorcycle
trailer, with 12" wheels.





Custom, 2 dr. h. t., 350
automatic with double
power and air. $1050.00.
Phone 1-3544217.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween 5 and 7 p. m.
FORD COURIER - 1975.-
5,000 miles. 414 N. 8111'
between 54 p. m. or
before 9 a. rn. Will trade




dition. $1250. Call 489-
2156 or 7674745 after 5
p.m.
1968 PONTIAC GTO drag
race car. 400 plus 4
speed, some parts in-
clude M and H Holley,
Hurst, Hooker, Cam
Dynamics and much
more. Only 10 runs on
car. Moving, must sell.
Over $2.500.00 divested.
Car runs strong, will
sacrifice for $1350. Four
wheel trailer with
electric brakes for $385.
Call 436-5343.
1977 FORD PICKUP
truck V-8 Color - Indo
tan. 1,064 actual miles.
Perfect condition. Call
4354403
1971 GREMLIN 6 cylin-
der, $395 14 ft. Jon boat
and trailer, $25. Trolling
motor, $25. Call 489-2595.
1917 CHEVY PICKUP,
black with roll bar, 4
wheel drive, AM-FM, FENCE SALES AT
power and air, 4000 SEARS now. Call Doug
miles.  Must sell. Call Taylor at 753-2310 for
753-9401 - free estimates for your
55,000 actual miles, very
sharp and clean. Will
take trade-in. Call 435-
4135.
1965 MUSTANG BODY,
straight axle in front, 12
volt positive 5.56 gear, 3
slicks MOPAR 383-4




brakes and steering, tilt
wheel, air conditioned.
Call 753-0492 after 8 p..
m.
1973 MAZDA RX3, 2 door,
will sell or trade for
-truck. Call 753-5577.
1971 GREMLIN _ 6
cylinder, $395. 14 ft. Jon
boat and trailer, $175.00.




after 6. Must sell.
50 Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, oa
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used camperi.
Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605.
16' TRAILER, camper.














by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates. .
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra






44000 actual miles. Call
753-7645
1962 GMC PICKUP truck,






pickup. long wheel base,
4"--speed transmission,

































WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too =Ail.





















Group outing? Trip out




gravel hauling. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
GET YOUR HOME








WILL MOW YARDS. Call
753-9210, ask for Gary.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete





rocked. Sand and lime










struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.




















51 Se,' ces 0"re:I
NEED TREES cut, or









ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
ELECTROLUX SALES






' Then call 7534614.
WILL mow LAWNS..
Reasonable rates. Call
753-1537, ask for Rocky.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
'TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
LICENSE 'ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 751-
7203.
PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 753-8343 or 153-2467.





Service. Call 409-2414 or
901-642-0712.
GLASS • REPAIR and ,
replacement for bodies
autos - stores. M and G
Complete Glass,
-building No. 5,






estimates. Quick drying. .!
Call 7534827 or 753-9618.
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked andgraded. Free -
estimates. Clifford
Garrison. Call 7534429 -
after 4 p. m.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.




Steam clean one room at:
cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway _
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' f
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hut-
chens, 753-0359.
54 Free Column
ONE YEAR old male






$425.55 ye, floored, ready ti Ne. Mae 
precut yes boa, es
lea es S.W4.111. Si S up N 21 z AO 
sturdsrd, but wdl wood
ary size esseded. Dry tbe but for less
CUSTOM BURT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753
11111
Public Notice
The Murray Islaiuting -Caninission will
hold two public hearings on requests to rez
one
property.'
The first will be from the Rev. Fil and Betty
Boston to rezone a portion of their lot at 305 No
rth
Seventh Street from R-2 to B-3. The remainder 
of
their lot is already zoned B-3.
*The second will be from Jack Cain to rezone
 a
tract of land on 641 South just soutbof Peggy Ann
Drive from R-2 to R-4. The property is ap-
proximately 288 ft. wide by 1506 ft. deep.
All interested parties are invited to attend the
hearings on Tuesday, April 19, at•7: 00 p.m. at the
City Hall Building.
WI. Fraaklia, Chairman
Stove lea, residential plainer
LI
102 South 14th Street
Mee family home in quiet neighborhood near
MSU. Four bedrooms, spacious dining room,
living room with fireplace, full basement with
rec room & -shower, gas furnace, large lot with,
shade & garden space. $28,500. Offers 'con-
sidered.




to a slide lecture on the BAHM FAITH with In-
ternational Travel Teacher, Mr. Don Van Brunt, April
14,1977 at 7:30 p.m. at:
Apartment No. 4
Zimmerman Apartments
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Who makes the news this newspaper cares about?
You do, of course...Just take look through these pages!
4.4
4
Somewhere there's the name of a new citizen or two who's come into our lives noisy and hungry. To you, ,
it's a baby. To others it's a sister or a brother or a niece or a grandson. But its arrival is an important and
happy event worthy of notice.
Somewhere else there is news of losses grievious ones and we have occasion to reflect on the
P sometimes inscrutible nature of life's patterns.
Then there are graduations, and weddings, homecomings and leavings. There are meetings and plannings
and -projects...All the effprts expanded by you to advance a cause, change a situation, improve our com-
munity. There are promotions and advancements and honors and controversies.
There are the exertions of volunteer firemen serving us with their skill and dedication.
All this the complexity of community life—is reported and commented on by this newspaper 309 days
a year. And the circle of our responsibility expands as our circulation grows into neighboring communities
and phenomenal speed, requiring from us a wider gaze and increasing efforts.
-But basic to these efforts is the realization that this newspaper exists not just For You...buf Because of You.
It is first and foremost...Your Newspaper!
THE EDITOR
